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Reflective Journal Summary 
14th August 2019  
This project’s intention was to investigate hope from a position of despair. Much of my previous 
work has been borne out of past events, receiving a cancer diagnosis, the ramifications of 
receiving this news and existing in its aftermath. This new artwork would consider future 
possibilities. My impetus for this was feedback I received from the last module, tbc (2019) which 
examined the psychological topic of ‘play’, the responder questioned my motives and 
encouraged a more optimistic outlook.   


My initial analysis of this subject took me to medical research and hope theory of which Charles 
Snyder (1944-2006) was a great advocate; amongst many. His research into hope started in the 
mid 90s with his paper Hope Theory: Rainbows in the Mind (RD p.22), the purpose of this therapy 
is to improve the patient’s self-efficacy using learnable techniques such as goal setting and 
mindfulness (McCullough, RD p.25). In the paper Snyder explains the title, describing a rainbow’s 
effect, “[i]t lifts our spirits and makes us think of what is possible. Hope is the same” (RD p.23). 
Further enquiry into associations between hope and rainbows provided reference to Frederic 
Nietzsche who characterised hope metaphorically as a rainbow in his seminal work Zarathustra, 
“that mankind be redeemed from revenge: that to me is the bridge to the highest hope and a 
rainbow after long thunderstorms” (Zarathustra, [1883–85] 2006, p.77) and “hope is the rainbow 
over the cascading stream of life” (as cited by Agnes Bidmon 2016, p.188 - https://
plato.stanford.edu/entries/hope/). Although like the rainbow, hope is prone to withdrawal and it is 
entirely inaccessible, other than visually from a distance.


In addition to a hope centric perspective I wanted to give some consideration to my previous 
philosophical interests, namely, existentialism. My investigation suggested that Heidegger was 
less helpful in this regard (Jameson, RD p.24) but in turn recommended Jean Paul Sartre, whose 
tome Being and Nothingness (RD p.11) has a more utopian focus addressing the practicalities of 
making a future (Jameson, RD p.24). I was also taken by the simplicity of his philosophy, that in 
essence what you see is what you get, Heidegger’s revealing, Plato’s cave shadows and Kant’s 
noumena are put aside for a more a posteriori belief that human reality is in the world and not 
concealed on another plane of appreciation (RJ p.15).


However, my immediate focus was thwarted by a severe bout of shingles. This resulted in me 
being side tracked into ideas around pain, and seemed to limit me to seeing only my immediate 
surroundings; I started to sketch everyday objects. Although this enabled me to embrace 
suffering, even at a superficial level whilst I contemplated Viktor Frankl’s book Man’s Search For 
Meaning (RD p.26 & RJ p.19). This in conjunction with the talks I attended presented by Maciej 
Swieszewski (5-3-19, RJ pp.18-19), Professor Roman Nieczyporowski (6-3-19, RJ pp.20-23) and 
Peter Kennard & Cat Philipps (7-3-19, RJ pp.24-29) provided me with a new perspective on 
suffering and how in the very worst of times people can find the courage and strength to endure 
their suffering. 


An extracurricular opportunity enabled me to learn the process of bronze casting with Alice-
Andrea Ewing (The Portable Foundry Project). I considered the instructor’s oeuvre (direct casts 
from nature e.g. figs and asparagus) and decided that due to my interest in mythical references 
(Persephone’s abduction by Hades) demonstrated in my previous work Persistent Creative Illusion 
in the Discovery of Reality (2019) that a pomegranate would be an appropriate object to cast. 
However instead of direct casting I included the extra stages of silicon moulding and wax casting 
(RJ. pp.30-33 & 80-82) followed by the casting process (RJ pp.92-96 & 102-104), with metal 
finishing (RJ pp.115-116) and patination instruction (RJ pp.160-163) provided by both Alice and 
Craig Hudson (Butley Mills Foundry). This was most useful as some of these techniques were also 
transferable to my work with lead and brass (RJ pp.181-184). 


Returning to the rainbow, it is well represented in art history and contemporary art: Peter Paul 
Rubens’s Rainbow Landscape (1636), J.M.W. Turner’s Rome: The Forum with a Rainbow (1819), 
Olafur Eliasson’s Beauty (1993), Rainbow Assembly (2016), Room full of Rainbow (2019), Your 
Rainbow Panorama (2006-2011), Ugo Rondinone’s Love Invents Us (1999), Cry Me River (1997), 
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Sol LeWitt’s Wall Drawing #1136 (2004), Anya Gallacio’s Chasing Rainbows (1998), Jim Lambie’s 
Zobop Stairs (2015), etc. To me a light spectrum immediately reminds me of the Korean pavilion at 
the Venice Biennale which I visited in 2013. I researched the artist, Kimsooja (RD pp.14 & 27), and 
discovered the material she used (diffraction grating) to create a space full of light fractionated 
into scales of incrementally increasing wavelengths (RJ pp.35-38). Her work has been written 
about extensively and she has exhibited widely, this year she recreated a version of her diffraction 
film installation, To Breathe (2019) at The Yorkshire Sculpture park (RJ p. 68). In Venice her use of 
this material in Bottari (which created and reflected multiple spectrums of light and the sounds of 
the artist breathing) was juxtaposed with Blackout (2013) an anechoic chamber which suppresses 
sensory experiences notably sound and light. These diametrical works heightened the artist’s 
effect. I considered replicating this in our exhibition space, but the practicalities of cost 
(particularly the minimum order quantity) prohibited me from entirely covering the glass area of the 
exhibition space with diffracting film. I contemplated alternative methods, scaling down and the 
use of two panels. I created a maquette (RJ pp.68-70) and tried it in the space which presented 
issues of the sun’s track through the sky and the gallery’s aspect which also limited the effect of 
the film. My solution was to create 200 pairs of diffracting film spectacles, similar to cheap cinema 
3D glasses (RJ pp.75-76 & 89) which I planned to give away to visitors of the exhibition. I 
managed to source a supplier in San Francisco and I produced a mock-up (presented in Long St. 
auxiliary presentation space, RJ p.114). Having never attempted this medium of art before, I 
delved into the research, focusing on Felix Gonzalez-Torres, Rirkrit Tiranvanija and the theories of 
Bourriaud, Althusser and Bishop (RJ pp.42-43, 76-79 & 83-85) in order to develop my approach. 
Unfortunately, due to escalating costs this project was shelved in July. I did attempt to create 
another work using the film by inserting it into a syringe to suggest a miracle cure (RJ. pp.64, 
70-71) but the diffracting film didn’t work when it was rolled up sufficiently tightly to fit in the barrel 
of the syringe. However I continued to investigate the ethereal nature of the rainbow through a 
different channel, that of the two large panels of calligraphy fabric; which I describe later in this 
summary.


The next element of the project I considered was developed from Ernst Bloch’s notion: -


“Utopian consciousness wants to look far into the distance, but ultimately only in order to penetrate 
the darkness so near it, or the just lived moment, in which everything that is both drives and is 
hidden from itself. In other words, we need the most powerful telescope, that of polished utopia 
consciousness, in order to penetrate precisely the nearest nearness.” 


Ernst Bloch (1954-59) “The Principles of Hope” in Richard Noble’s foreword to Utopia (2009, p.12)


The “nearest nearness” (RJ p.39) that which is adjacent to us, like Foucault’s “mirror”, his “non-
place” or “other spaces” (1984) or Fayer’s “Space” (2011) are all means of describing a place 
beyond our reality, at first this appeared to me to be about Heidegger’s concealed space or Kant’s 
noumena. Yet, I took it to be a way to both look at ourselves and our society, to examine it from 
the outside in order to appraise it without ownership so that we can develop a better future, on 
the road ahead, something to aspire to. Individually, this process can occur subjectively as a 
means of self-development and goal setting (Snyder, 2002). Later, and on further reflection this 
attempt at self-perception reminded me of Merleau-Ponty’s struggle with cognitive reflexivity, in 
The Visible and the Invisible (1968) where he describes this paradox as follows: -


“If my left hand is touching my right hand, and if I should suddenly wish to apprehend with my right 
hand the work of my left hand as it touches, this reflection of the body upon itself always miscarries 
at the last moment: the moment I feel my left hand with my right hand, I correspondingly cease 
touching my right hand with my left hand.” 


p.9


My artistic response to this concept was (in part inspired by our visit to the Royal Academy 
Schools of Art, where one of the student’s paintings depicted himself being balanced against a 
beast, or possibly his alter ego) initially one of judgement, and the ability to reflect on a situation in 
order to provide feedback. I bought an incomplete antique set of brass scales, but at first I was 
unsure how this could be used to represent hope or utopia. The balance suggests to me a 
dialogue, a pitting of one thing against another, therefore utopia versus dystopia. I investigated 
different ways objects on the scales could be used to present this, using form, colour, light/shade, 
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weight, etc (RJ p.35, 88-91 & 106). At this stage I settled on a combination of weight and light, 
two cubes, one lead (dystopian) and the second a cube of white light. I evaluated different ways 
to move the scales (RJ. pp.106-107 & 109-111), as I wanted to demonstrate that our perceived 
horizon and utopian prospects were also on the move; like the rainbow that moves away upon 
approach and a response to Hito Steyerl’s paper In Free Fall: A Thought Experiment on Vertical 
Perspective (2011) (RJ pp.44-46). Steyerl, considers the horizon which shares attributes with 
utopia; it is distant, provides future possibilities, and it is unreachable. In order to generate a 
motive force on the scales I considered pneumatics, hydraulics, applied physical force, electrical 
motors, pulleys and forced air.  However, I felt that the most reliable and interesting method that I 
could create would be a machine that utilises a computer processor, which would move the 
scales with a servo upon the beholders presence. The method of their detection was again 
subject to scrutiny and a brain storming activity which pondered: PIRs, movement detections, 
sounds detection, pressure pads, laser beams, even trip wires but I finally settled on using sonar. 
Unfortunately this resulted in unforeseen technical issues arising, caused by power supply noise 
and the sensitivity of the multiple sonic detectors which took me some time to resolve (RJ 
pp.109-114). Upon further reflection the addition of the cubes to the scales was abandoned (RJ 
p.113 & 124) and I decided to separate the artworks into two discrete works; leaving the pans 
empty I combined the cube idea with the heartbeat LED (RJ pp. 122, 126) to become Untitled 
(pulsating light) (2019), the operation of which is documented in the video So long as the light 
flickers… (2019). At the time of its creation I was being influenced by factors that affected my own 
intentionality: political chaos, global warming concerns and protests, my acute health concerns 
on top of chronic ones,  man’s inhumanity and ability to cause suffering and the desire to 
represent a utopian outlook, to name but a few. 


The uncertainty of what is being measured or judged enables the beholder to form alternate 
narratives which may develop into an aporia, and I didn’t want to narrow down the beholder’s 
potential to project their own diametrically opposed baggage on to the scales. Latterly, I have 
appreciated that Merleau-Ponty’s philosophy of The Visible and the Invisible (1968) (RD pp.27-28) 
could play a part in the reading of the work. The seemingly invisible objects on the moving scales 
presents a further theoretical reading of the work. Further, whilst the antique nature of the brass 
parts of the scales overtly references age and therefore time, the beholders nearness, their  
movement towards the scales, its detection of this and translation into movement are also related 
to time. This is through the speed/distance formula and the instant feedback loop created by the 
scenario moment by moment (RJ pp. 1-2, 202 & 204). The nearer the observer gets to the work 
the more the pans tilt, the ‘hanging in the balance’ uncertainty is removed and a thumbs down is 
given, one way or the other. This resonates with Henri Bergson’s theories of time-space and 
memory (Clarke, 2002). Bergson considered Einstein’s theories of time and proposed an 
alternative based on a cone of future possibilities narrowing to the point of now. Beyond now 
these possibilities start to reappear as history exists in records and memory which are fallible. 
This creates an hourglass shaped experience of time and the present moment, with absolute 
certainty only existing in the instant of now.


The scales I originally purchased were incomplete and required modification to the head of the set 
which was finished with a bulls head (RJ pp.113, 131 & 145). I felt that this carried too many 
prescriptive and unintended references, mainly due to its intended market, presumably the 
butchery trade. Instead (and with the help of other engineers and artisans) I created a shepherds 
crook (RJ pp. 153-157) to hold the balance arm. Arguably this brings a christian religious element 
to the work, which I was happy to encourage since it provokes an end of life judgement reading, 
which is further suggested by the scales themselves and the Egyptian myths of Anubis (RJ p.158) 
most recently depicted in the work of Neil Gaiman, American Gods (2001) which has since been 
serialised by Amazon Prime. Furthermore the base of the scales required construction (RJ 
pp.132-133, 167-169 & 171), the electronics needed to be imbedded (RJ pp.135-138, 141-144 & 
175) and the pans had to be hung (RJ pp. 140, 171, 175-176 & 186). Each of these technical 
considerations were given due diligence on aesthetic and theoretical grounds. 


The ephemeral work that I alluded to previously comprises a canvas stretcher covered with a 
Japanese fabric designed for practicing calligraphy on, the material when brushed with water 
appears to be painted with ink, when it dries the marks disappear. The intention was to create a 
work that was participative and self-resetting, I tested the method with a maquette (RJ p. 67) and 
it worked flawlessly, whilst the full sized panels (available for examination in the Long St. space, 
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RJ pp.122, 139) worked and I resolve potential technical issues (supporting the frames, water and 
pen storage and collection, etc, RJ p.113). I struggled to realise the participative nature of the 
artwork, considering amongst other things the use of Instagram for people to post their record of 
the panels’ use, but I felt that the diffracting film glasses were more capable of achieving this 
participative interaction and decided to make the panels a performative artwork only.  As a trial 
Trudy (whom I had previously collaborated with) and I attempted to develop live art where we 
wrote on the panels and watched the text dissolve (RJ pp.165-166). A video of an early version of 
this is presented in my portfolio as an interim piece that requires further development. Although 
we could have included a performance in our MA degree show we felt that the work wasn’t 
sufficiently refined for this exhibition.


Lastly, the lead suit was developed from a repurposed artwork lead jacket called Knowledge 
(2015), part of my body of work. Subsequent exhibitions and storage had left the jacket in a poor 
state of repair, and inspired by the edition of Joseph Beuys’ Felt Suit [Filzanzug] (1970) owned by 
the Tate Collection which became moth eaten in storage (RJ pp.40 & 122) I further reworked the 
jacket. I created a more corporal object covered in scars and lesions and added whiting to give 
the appearance of lead carbonate (RJ pp.113 & 128-130). In contrast to the jacket I made a new 
pair of trousers to make an entire suit (RJ pp.113, 148-152, 163-164, 177-185, 187-192, 196-203 
& 210). The subtle yet contrasting finishes of the trousers to jacket include: 


The two halves of the suit represent someone shortly after diagnosis (the jacket) and the same 
person after treatment and still living with cancer but with hope (the trousers). The titles reference 
phrases often used by people when meeting a cancer patient. Both commonly used greetings 
mean well but when uttered to patients they potentially negate something. Whether, it is that while 
they may ‘look well’ they do not feel well, or that they are able to do anything about the ‘fight’ with 
their illness, and that somehow they have any say in the efficacy of the cancer drugs. 


The final presentation of the suit on the black acrylic stages was a response to the final crit. The 
original intention was to present the suit as item in a workshop, being worked on, the trousers in a 
press and the jacket on a tailors dummy. The feedback I received in the crit suggested that this 
was not necessary, it was already apparent, and the use of the dummy and press was overkill (RJ 
pp.148-152, 173-174, 187-190, 192-200 & 210). The re-presentation of the suit on the reflective 
acrylic was I feel, a success. It intensifies an unintentional link to Merleau-Ponty’s, The Visible and 
the Invisible (1968), a text already discussed. On occasion the beholder catches a glimpse of 
themselves in the reflection with the suit, this unexpected participation with the work provides the 
viewer with a momento mori, a suggestion that this fate could too be their’s one day. The 
reflective surface provides unexpected perspectives of the suit, including internal ones and others 
from underneath. It also heightens a tension between the suit and its absent wearer, the 
observer’s presence makes it seem more corporeal. 


The project set out to be one of hope, and although I feel that this was always in my mind, it is 
now clear to me that my hyper-awareness of my mortality, due to my condition, was an overriding 
element within the work I exhibited. One of my tutors highlighted that the highly polished black 

Trousers Jacket

New Old and reused

No blemishes Torn seams, pockmarks, patches and open sores 
(ivisble threads)

Complete, with a belt Missing button

Polished and Waxed Unwaxed and covered in lead carbonate (white lead 
dust)

Standing full height, as if ready to walk forward Stood on its waist seam, half buried, no prospect of 
being ready anytime soon

Standing on a pool of oil, a miracle! Up to their waist in oil
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acrylic of the stages, provided an appearance similar to Richard Wilson’s 20:50 (1987) installation. 
Although unintentional I am sure that this is not a coincidence, as my illness is the result of 
exposure to hydrocarbons (oil derivatives). Further to this my interest in lead is two fold, it is toxic 
and yet in medicine it is used as a protective barrier (x-ray and radiation therapy). Then, there is 
the haunting appearance of the suit and the absence of the wearer in conjunction with the 
strange, deus ex machina operation of the scales, this is ‘weird’ if not ‘eerie’ as opposed to 
‘uncanny’ (Freud, 2003), in the same way as Mark Fisher describes in his text The Weird And The 
Eerie (2016). This also brings me back to fate, the theme of my degree final project, since “one of 
the archaic meanings of “weird” is “fate”. The concept of fate is weird in that in implies twisted 
forms of time and causality that are alien to ordinary perception. but it is also eerie in that is raises 
questions about agency: who or what is the entity that has woven fate?” (Fisher, 2016). 


In the future I shall endeavour to complete the works that are unfinished, and organise 
collaborative performances of the invisible panels with Trudy. In addition to this, I have booked a 
course at the Royal Academy to learn more about mythology in art. I wish to apply to study a 
postgraduate course at the Royal Academy Schools of Art this next academic year. If I should be 
unsuccessful, in 2020 I shall start a professional doctorate at the University of East London where 
I hold an unconditional place. Either-way I plan to further investigate hope and truth through art, 
since I feel that we are living in a time and a society that is in desperate need of both. 


vi



In order to make sense of the scale of this document I have created a Mind Map. 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30th January 2019 
Notes on ‘Only Artists’ Radio 4 08:30-09:30 30/1/19


With:-

Richard Long (land artist)

Nitin Sawhney (musician)

Clare Walker (producer) 


27:34 mins in conversation…


20:30 - John Cage - 21:20 his project ‘indeterminacy’ 60x 1min 
stories, communicated fast for longer stories and slowly for short 
ones, each is only 60 seconds.


RL: “There are no messages in my work at all…” a story in art makes 
it clunky …


NS: “to me that’s [creation with a message] not art anyone, it’s 
motivated by something other than catharsis and expression. For me, 
art starts with catharsis and expression everything else that happens 
afterwards happens.” 


RL: “and it’s out of our control”


NS: “although sometimes I want to get control of it… because you care about what you’ve done.”


RL: once art is finished you have no control of it [Barthes] it’s about sharing it… 


NS: it’s about sharing it with people. 


RL: “If I was the last person in the world there’s no point in making art because there’d be no one 
to show it to.’


NS: Discussions between Einstein and Rabindranath Tagore (1927, Berlin) 

“Einstein asks, ‘If there were no human beings anymore, the Apollo Belvedere no longer would be 
beautiful?’, Tagore asserts, ‘No’, going further - and into much more interesting territory - Einstein 
says, ‘I agree with regard to this conception of beauty, but not with regard to the truth.’ Tagore’s 
response is: ‘Why not? Truth is realised through men?’ [P.134  Gosling, DL. (2007) Science and the 
Indian Tradition: when Einstein met Tagore. London: Routledge.]


NS: Can something be intrinsically beautiful or is it so because we observe it and our social norms 
deem it so. There’s something interesting about ‘a notion of our human participation giving 
something validity’


RL: As in quantum physics Things are only real when they are observed. 


NS: Like Schrödinger’s Cat not real unless observed (is a tree heard if no one is about to hear it). 


RL: ’ABC of relativity’ Bertram Russell “relationships between something static and something 
moving and all that stuff”. - ‘The exchange of stones at a place, in a time’


NS: The Heisenberg uncertainty theory, ‘ you can’t look at the position and the momentum of a 
particle simultaneously’ ‘and so the nature of reality is somewhat elusive’ art can be a relation to a 
position and movement in space...


RL’s art is always about what he can achieve, as a human, subjectively in the world he inhabits, 


NS: Relativity two people having different perceptions or experiences of time, ageing at different 
rates. ‘Speed, because we’re so dictated to, by objective notions of time, we’re all got clocks and 
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A Line Made by Walking (1967)

(375x324mm )

[Photograph, gelatin silver 
print on paper and graphite on 
board]

Tate Collection.



watches all around us all the time, I mean quite often I, I want to get away from clocks and so on 
and just find my own version of what time is supposed to be...’


RL ‘I’m walking between dreams at the moment...’ 26:50


I found this conversation interesting it made me think more about science in art, something I’ve 
been interested in, but I was fascinated in the way the two artists (in particular Sawhney) 
interwove science, bringing in popular notions such as Schrödinger’s Cat and the Heisenberg 
uncertainty theory with more subjective notions of time, how one might experience time at 
different rates. This reminded me of my video Making a Time Machine - available on Youtube. Yet 
there was something more organic, something about internal time clocks. I once learnt that a 
small birds rate of brain processing was faster than a human, and this enables them to see the 
world at a different speed, which explains why pigeons can take off from the road at the very last 
minute avoiding approaching cars. 


Kevin Healy et al (2013) ‘Metabolic rate and body size are linked with perception of temporal 
information’ in Animal Behaviour, Volume 86:4, October 2013, pp. 685-696 available at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.anbehav.2013.06.018 [accessed 12 Mar 2019]


Yet Sawhney suggests that there is something else, where if ones focus on a work (he recalls the 
creation of a great work at the piano) it can impact on ones perception of time, he describes an 
occasion where he manages to lose 24 hours! Personally, I have easily lost a couple of hours 
working on an essay or a piece of work in my studio, both locations can be isolated from external 
sensory sources (light, other people, and other time-related schedules). It is a curious notion of 
time and perception, a quick search brought up an interesting paper relating time perception to 
hopelessness…


Lachlan Kent (2019) ‘Bayes, time perception, and relativity: The central role of hopelessness‘ in 
Consciousness and Cognition, Volume 69, March 2019, pp. 70-80. Available at: https://doi.org/
10.1016/j.concog.2019.01.012 [accessed 12 Mar 2019]


This paper supports the notion of time dilation and acceleration. Basically ones perception of time 
is related to ones experiences, and this is entirely variable, on a continuum, with the slowest 
speeds (dilated time experiences) being connected to frustration, boredom, depression, and 
sadness. Whilst conversely whose experiencing manic states, hyperarousal, and even intense 
anxiety tend to experience time accelerated, this completely ties in with Sawhney’s anecdote and 
my personal recollections. Although the studies initial research showed that there is a nuanced 
difference between ‘time experience’ and ‘time judgement’ and this difference is the focus of the 
paper. Packets of time duration 


Kent goes on to claim that their model associates one’s perception of time to one’s degree of 
hopefulness which is in turn dependent upon one’s degree of confidence about the future (ibid, 
p.71). So long periods of uncertainty may slow the “passage of experienced time and increase 
hopelessness” (p.72 - according to the findings of Droit-Volet et al, 2017). I found it interesting 
that this paper, I paper on the intangible workings of the mind, brings in the intangible science of 
theoretical physics of time travel via the speed of light and time deceleration by contact with black 
holes (the event horizon). 


In short temporal flow in one’s conscious perception (whether we perceive time as passing quickly 
or slowly) is dependant on ones position on the universal, manic/depressive continuum. 


Jakob Hohwy, Bryan Paton & Colin Palmer (2016) ‘Distrusting the present’ in Phenomenology and 
the Cognitive Sciences, September 2016, Volume 15:3, pp 315–335. 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31st January 2019 
Feedback on the Independent Practice Module. 


Making a Time machine... consider perspectives, time limits that I [JL] have don’t necessarily 
reflect on others. 


“It doesn’t speak of truth” I [MD] am aware of the time spent and the activity, I [MD] already knew 
that I was going to be present, and there. As in Big Brother... the Andy Warhol film... in short the 
onscreen comments didn’t need to be said...


Not every work needs to have every tone. It doesn’t need the humour, the first joke, that is getting 
her to watch the entire film is funny enough, it doesn’t need the second. What’s the motivation? 
Just take the text out. 


JL: How could I improve on it [the portfolio]? 

MD: That’s a good question... I suppose in a way... the evaluation was more for putting in the RJ. 


Regarding the RJ, the highlighting of text worked, but [MD] wondered why some were and some 
weren’t, it might have benefited from a conclusion at the end of the journal. Which considered and 
asked questions like: Where am I going?… 


When considering questions... write them down in the Journal before you resolve... if collaborating 
you have to retain the question, don’t resolve it as it might close your mind. 


Your conceptual methodology and representation... you’re looking at stuff which inspires, and 
your references tend to be employed to justify... it shouldn’t be an equation. You don’t need to tie 
up the loose ends, accept conceptual doubts too. Play is not just the making but the thinking too.


Using metaphor and allegory can be very tough, it came from a fixed point perspective, of certain 
givens... [and a known set of principles, a symbolic order (Lacan)] I used metaphor relating to 
Christianity the keys, MD: but you’re [JL] not religious. JL: No but I recognised that that shorthand 
existes and I used it as a shorthand. MD: It’s not authentic, be careful with using references that 
might be complicated and takes people down the wrong route. 


JL: Why, isn’t it authentic? I know that I wrote in my RJ that I do not believe in God, but surely it 
doesn’t mean that my experiences growing up in a Christian country, and in a Christian family 
where I attended Sunday school and church from a young age until I was about 14 are no longer 
relevant. How can the inclusion of Christian symbols be any more or less authentic than the 
inclusion of Norse and Greek mythological symbols? Also, this point of view is very confusing, 
how can the authenticity of one’s artwork be limited to ones experiences or beliefs? 


MD: You could be putting too much in…


JL: I add layers, multiple references from multiple realms of appreciation and understanding, from 
mythology, religion, to popular culture. I do this in order to create traction in at least one of these 
realms for each beholder…


MD: Really nit-picking now, but stop (over) justifying your work, it doesn’t actually need it.

Other people to look at...


Jennifer and Kevin McCoy

Joe Fig

Mike Nelson

Janet Cardiff George Bures-Miller

Marcel Duchamp La Boitre-Vallises (Box in a Suitcase)

Sarah Lucas


Helen Marten and Matias Faldbakken ‘Mousse 28’ 

http://moussemagazine.it/helen-marten-matias-faldbakken-2011/ 
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I found this article very interesting, it summarised the difficulties that I’ve had photographing my 
own work. It is about materiality and symbology, the digital world cannot be ignored, and used as 
a tool but it’s forming the right kind of “formal thinking to carry the visual conversations forward”. 
The montaged work is more like a new sculpture, “Concrete, certain wood grains, pop rivets will 
always imply the look of industry or a type of branded commerce because we are accustomed to 
seeing them as totalized products—in the legs of a chair, a car door handle, bridges—and you 
don’t often question where or how it was made; only the endpoint is visible” [this reminded me of 
the comments we received about the legs we used to stand our tabletops on]. HM discusses the 
complexities of semiotics and how when dealing with non-accepted signs the context and 
secondary referential objects juxtaposed with the initial sign provides substance to the overall 
understanding of the signs. How it is often trial and error, make and reflection - “you produce a 
bad metaphor or cliché—but that accidental clunkiness is incredibly fruitful, too. You make luck 
happen.  


Video…


Bill Viola [I plan to go and see another BV exhibition at the end of Mar], Hiraki Sawa 
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Going Places Sitting Down (2006) [Exhibition] New York (22 Apr - 3 Jun)



2nd February 2019 
Group Crit featuring Marsh Bradfield and Susan Barnet.


These notes only cover comments on my work…


MB: I’m torn by the work, there are so many bits I love. On the one hand it’s incredible, on the 
other hand, it seems to be a write of passage. I’d love to see this work in 40years and I like to see 
it now and more importantly what’s coming next. I love the external wiring. Coiled work on the 
side could be better dealt with. Bravest piece of work in the exhibition, how do you feel about it 
being in the middle? 


It’s the heart of the show and it’s so corporeal.


A box...


Poignant, as a representation, of the metaphoric life/gallery. All the stuff that’s going on down 
here. 


It’s tricksy, how quickly I’m anthropomorphising the work. 


MB: One thing if you display multiple works... you need to consider how they relate to each other. 
The beholders will look for some level of connectivity.  


SB: I love the attention to detail, the heart, the painting, it’s just... there’s this constant slippage... 
then there’s this book. 


MB: Two aspects that need some further consideration: how does the book relate to the 
sculptural assemblage. The book seems to be unresolved, it is listed as a separate work. It could 
be full size, on the wall in a plastic carrier. 


MB: Secondly I hate the legs [IKEA trestle legs]


MB: See also Jennifer and Kevin McCoy’s work it’s charming a miniature reality, it makes me so 
happy. 


Jennifer McCoy & Kevin McCoy - Inhabiting the World We Made (2017) *


MB: Because it’s successful you need to move forward and quickly, don’t rest on your laurels.  


SB: Looking at the Body of Work - if the work is a gallery, you should provide its image in the 
booklet [referencing to Das Kapute Ding].


SB: The progression, is simply amazing, but there’s also a journey.


MB: Whilst the miniature is incredibly seductive, don’t get stuck in that rut and make everything 
small from now on.


* J & K McCoy Eyeo Festival - my notes…


What to do next? They often don’t talk about previous work, just the present. 

JMcC: “It’s a classic art school exaltation, how do you get yourself into the work? So they where 
using these miniature pieces and using our closely dissection of cinematic language and 
techniques we wanted to really think about what are the genres that we’re looking at and how do 
you keep the wonder of the cinematic moment, and have that cinematic impact but still reduce it 
to that haiku style, with these functional pieces you can recombine.” 


Our Second Date (2007) The table is a lit miniature sculpture loaded with ‘lipstick’ cameras, 
they’ve taken a movie clip from a film, Weekend in the clip there’s an accident which has caused a 
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https://vimeo.com/232544899


huge tailback on this long straight road. The artists recreate this on a rotating disc. The output 
from the cameras is projected live behind the sculpture. 


The point is time, the work collapses all these kinds of time. There is the:-


	 Cinematic time - which is the recreation of the tracking shot by the live cameras.

	 Time of watching the movie - shots of K and J in miniature in red chairs

	 Time after the movie - the post-movie discussion, 1st date pressure to appear smart

	 

Not to forget the collapse of the geekdoms: -

	 

	 Miniature geeks

	 Train geeks

	 The film studies geeks

	 media people

	 The micro-electronics geeks


29:42mins in Early cinematic study Dream sequence (2006) a live and manually layered film, which 
is also projected split screen. It presents a model of the dreams of the artists’ past. Two rotating 
discs, a rotating dream narrative, physically one above the other, but projected side by side. the 
live video is through a piece of glass in a dark space, with models of the artists sleeping in the 
foreground being lit up, therefore, appearing in the shot.  
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Dream Sequence (2006)

(no size)

[Sculptural kinetic video installation with 2 channel 
projection] (Available at: http://www.mccoyspace.com/
project/7/) [accessed 12.3.19]

Our Second Date (Installation view) (2004)

(42 x 56 x 50" )

[Tabletop installation with six miniature cameras, 
computer, LCD monitor, and one projector]

Gifted to MoMA by Ronald S. and Jo Carole Lauder

http://www.mccoyspace.com/project/7/
http://www.mccoyspace.com/project/7/
http://www.mccoyspace.com/project/7/
http://www.mccoyspace.com/project/7/


15th February 2019  

I contract Shingles causing sickness and intense pain, the pain medication making me 
drowsy and clouds my thinking. Due to my illness, I’m told that these symptoms are likely 
to linger, prognosis: 4-5wks of pain.
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Limond (2019) Between a broken boiler and my bed [digital image]



22nd February 2019 
Mindful meditation app: Calm

Series: 21 Days of Calm

Programme: Day 16 - “Leaning in”

 

“…when you name it, you contain it. [Understand and face-up to your strong emotions]. … When 
you have a strong emotion notice it, lean in and stay with it….Often the worst thing about pain is 
not the pain itself but the fear of having the pain remain… it’s the same with depression… and 
anxiety” The only way out is through, these emotions ‘too shall pass’. 


This version of mindfulness uses one’s concentration on the breath as a means to meditate. I 
imagined my own lungs as a machine, a simple school experiment or a toy. A couple of bags, 
maybe paper bags, maybe old, overstretched balloons. Connected to a hose (see too episode 2 
season 8 of House, Transplant, 2011) a box or a cylinder/pump (maybe our old stove fan) with a 
rod connected to the hose, suck/blow, auto lungs, iron lung... “this too shall pass”. Crinkly clear 
plastic bags, like a crisp packet, the old salt and shake type, that you’d blow up and pop, BANG... 
pain... you just breathe through it, like depression, you keep going, breathing through it... maybe I 
need a small motor… that fits a vitrine box, a bespoke plinth with the heart - the pump visible, but 
beautifully presented... I love it... 


• Consider the power source... 

• potential volume... 

• materiality... 

• sound... 

• appearance... 

• the beholder... 

• crispy and knackered... yet still going! 


Both labelling and knowing what you’re dealing with in order to give you power over it, anxiety, 
fear, lean into it, knowing it, know how it makes you feel, name it, then you can overcome it, this is 
hope, Elpis, a beating heart, or a breathing lung, hope, a breath sound, it’s what you look for in a 
collapsed person, the old dog sleeping (our’s which has just had a stroke) you look to see its rib 
cage rise... seeing it gives you a sense of hope... a sigh...
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27th February 2019 
Trip to Cambridge to the Cardozo-Kindersley Workshop and the Cambridge Artworks Studio, 
followed up by visiting Kettles Yard - Louis Bourgeois and Julie Mehretu’s artwork.
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ROX’S APPRENTICE ALPHABET

Julie Mehretu (2019) Drawings and Monotypes [Exhibition]. Kettles Yard, Cambridge. 27.2.2019.
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Louise Bourgeois (2019)

Artist Rooms [Exhibition]. Kettles 
Yard, Cambridge. 27.2.2019.


Couple I (1996)

Spider I (1995)

Louise Bourgeois (2019)

Artist Rooms [Exhibition]. Kettles 
Yard, Cambridge. 27.2.2019.


Cell XIV (Portrait) 2000


In collaboration with the Tate 
Collection.


Limond (2019) Untitled (sketch of a espresso cup) [graphite on paper]



This trip was very useful. I learnt a great deal about stone cutting and carving letters. The 
technique and the tools used. The experience of cutting the stone myself under the tutelage of an 
expert ensured that I made mistakes and learnt from these mistakes through an understanding of 
what I had done and what effect this had on the tools and the stone. The expert was able to 
explain not only the technique but the intention, the effects of the actions on the materials and 
how slightly alterations could nuance the output. Unfortunately, we did not have time to complete 
even just our initials, I can see why the apprenticeship is 3 years.


The Mehretu exhibition was something to behold, the sheer quantity of the images, black ink 
monoprints on white paper, some of which had been worked on further in ink. The series appears 
as one large installation, yet each print is unique and individual. The prints tend to favour the 
centre, most of the marks are in the middle of the piece of paper. The images are abstract but 
one’s eye tends to find figures and animals whether intended or not. Patterns occur. The walls 
made me think of pre-historic artworks, the marks reminded me of the dark, smoky, greasy marks 
in cave paintings. Some too where intensely dynamic, full of energy and movement. 


The Louise Bourgeois exhibition was superbly lit, the shadows from the sculptures provided the 
observer with a multiple perspectives without the need to move around the work, indeed that 
would have been impossible for some given their location in the space (the spider high up on the 
corner of the exhibition space). The Spiders siting was curious, both literal (and slightly too 
obvious) whilst being surprising and (for some) rather menacing. Overseeing the space, controlling 
it. The central work in the room was Couple I (1996) the lighting on this piece was most effective, 
as the work slow twiddled on its chains. 


I hadn’t seen the prints before, unlike Mehretu’s they were figurative, and surreal, images of what I 
expect to be microscopic, organic, internal and visceral. The wall paint colour was questionable, 
pink, I think that this was overstating the work and Bourgeois oeuvre. 
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28th February 2019 

Notes from group tutorial :


Consider the light, which was great in Kettles Yard’s LB exhibition. But what Susan didn’t like was 
the wall colour, PINK which was just too much, OK we know it’s corporeal, she’s a woman, who 
has issues with her mother.


Geta Brātescu (Hauser & Wirth, London) see mark making video…


Click on image to open the link…


SB: So, the ‘tbc’ exhibition how was it?


TR: It was good, but we had a short amount of time that highlighted issues we hadn’t considered. 


SB: has a template for an exhibition.


TR: Signage and labels. Mockup to assess materials and specifics. 


SB: It’s important to separate the module from an exhibition the editorial process is key.


SB: TIme, is key, how it unfolds, in an institution time is compressed, condensed, this is a time 
that needs to be decompressed. It’s like deep diving... 


WB: I thought it was great actually, my work was really for me, and was really quite directional. It 
was metaphorical ‘Step Forward’ it is an assertion, a direction, a command, you speak to 
individuals, consider ‘Elizabeth Price’ “we are the ‘we’...” 


SB: What was disappointing was the documentation, the video choice was not right. The 
backstage, prep was the least important or interesting.  Require 3-4 visits to galleries, first, do a 
recce, photograph, consider the shadows and the lighting, the juxtaposition of glitter and 
artworks, share a storyboard, get a team of video’ists - 15th April Vincent Van Gogh, Tate Britain. 
But consider things closer:-  Kettle’s Yard - LB, Christchurch Park - The Kiss.
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Brātesco (2014) The Line [Video]. 14’50”. Available at: https://vimeo.com/143059718 [accessed: 27 Apr 2019]

##############################################################################################
##############################################################################################
##############################################################################################
##############################################################################################
##############################################################################################
##############

https://vimeo.com/143059718
https://vimeo.com/143059718
https://vimeo.com/143059718
https://vimeo.com/143059718
https://vimeo.com/143059718
https://vimeo.com/143059718


WB: Thinking about the crit: - working on a podcast - Consider Authorship altered ownership, 
Santiago Serra hired people that looked like him to do a speech as him. Others too...


Neil enters...


Possibly the best, or at least the nicest arrangement of the blocks. I was kinda squeezed into the 
corner, not a criticism... 


SB: A successful arrangement, how did it come about.


The height consideration was good, not remaining at the traditional height...


JL: But also there was something about focus and scale.


SB: there was a link between memory and consciousness. 


I think I would have swapped Neil with the performance space (PhantasmaAletheia...) 


Window space, the potential for shop frontage (with clever usage of the blocks)


Pat yourselves on the backs. 


Utilise the TV’s more internal advertising. To market, you need to advertise such that people see it 
three times before they agree to attend.


Being in the Summer we need to campaign externally.


Powered... it needs to be switched on early. We should create an invigilation list - 1 month. 


Have talks with the literary group, bring in musicians to respond to the music 🎶 . Give out flyers, 
a flyer drop. Robert Pacitti performance (if engaging him make sure you have a specific agenda 
and timeframe) but that’s a little nearer the time. Make sure whatever you including supports your 
work.


Magnetic paint, magnets through the paper...


Also, Vinyl can be used pictorially on the walls. 


At weekends you need to attract people, into the Cafe... flags, sandwich boards...


• Individual Tutorials for the coming exhibition next week

	 * Bring LA to discuss potential updating.


• Group Crit 11th July / 2nd May (advertised as tutorials)


• 23rd May Presentation - an opportunity to talk about what you’re going to put into the 
exhibition... although you won’t be held to it. Slideshow / visual aids... chat.


• 21st March - reading list, a poke at where to go... [dates swapped with Doc Seminar] - ’On 
Longing’ Stewart Unattainableness, access, the relationship between the object (nostalgia), 
miniaturisation and the huge. Constant engagement with the visual world, agenda’s that 
are both individual and social.  


• 20th June - Documentation seminar

• Exhibition space from 22nd July to 24th August - Submission due date is 20th August 

assessment Viva’s 20-21st August. Exhibition closed for the Viva date tbc. External 
assessor  


Waterfront Exhibition will be part of the assessment... (the editorial process is therefore critical), 
plus the digital portfolio, the RJ, and 20 min Viva Voce
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RJ (4000 word - Final 7000 word equivalent) - needs to bear witness to review over review, over 
review, you need to return and reflect and evaluate, its the thought process.... use highlights, links 
to charting a development of your thinking, and holding on to some of the old stuff, otherwise at 
least reconsidering it. How does Heidegger impact now...


The Viva is a justification for your work.


Next Thursday - Advancing ones work... LA - forward it, at least re-read it.


Mark Wallinger... glass house Germany... Bear.


March 28th... see what’s on in London.
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2nd March 2019 
I have been reading Jean-Paul Sartre's Being and Nothingness (1943) a text written an occupied 
Paris during a very dark shadow of the 20th Century. Yet although some might read it as nihilistic, 
after all the title clearly suggests no afterlife, I read it as extremely reassuring. There isn’t a secret 
dimension that conceals the beingness of inanimate objects as Kant and Heidegger supported. 
What we see is what we get. However, the knowledge of the object’s appearance is embellished 
with the observer’s experiences and knowledge. In a way Kant and Heidegger were right, but an 
object’s essence isn’t in the object, hidden deep, but instead, it is in the beholder. This is a very 
simplistic appraisal, but the theory is so reasonable and acceptably simple. Everything we know 
about a pencil is not derived innately, it is not a priori, it is empirical. In addition to our prior 
experiences, there is an element of cognition, for example when we see an Apple Pencil for the 
first time we see a pencil or pen looking object, but upon closer inspection, it does not have a nib, 
rollerball, lead, inked fibre tip, or a ballpoint. Instead, it has a white silicon rubber tip which is 
designed not to mark?! It is normally seen in close vicinity to a compatible iPad, personally I have 
experienced and used styluses for other tablets and PDA’s, someone might suggest to me that it 
is an Apple Pencil and I would be able to consolidate information from Apple and other media 
sources to appreciate that the device, although called a pencil, would only work virtually with an 
Apple product, specifically an iPad. Therefore upon first seeing an Apple Pencil, I was able to 
ascertain that it was a device which was used and held like a traditional pencil yet it was only 
capable of making digital marks on an iPad. So through a combination of first-hand experiences 
and learnt third-person experiences via language (audio and symbolic) and pictorial images (both 
still and moving) I am able to use an Apple Pencil upon the first contact with the gadget without 
further guidance from the salesperson. 


Consider the Cup - a phenomenal exercise


It has a red exterior

It is a cylinder with an aperture on the top surface

Its interior is a light beige colour.

The cylinder has an imperfect annular piece of the same material on its outside surface, sufficient 
to fit a finger through. 

Its surface is shiny.

At the bottom, there is an embossed ring and some text “LE CREUSET”

If I lift it up I can see the bottom on which it stands, this ring is not shiny, it too appears porous, 
and beige.

Inside the cup, there is a hot liquid, dark brown in colour. It has a light brown to beige froth on the 
surface. 

The liquid is retained in the vessel.

If I drink the liquid (which has a slightly bitter yet pleasant flavour) some of the froth sticks to the 
inside of the container.

When the cup is drained a few granular specks of the dark brown matter remain at the bottom of 
the vessel with a small amount of liquid which didn’t leave the vessel.

The cylinder is tactile and smooth to the touch.

The annular accepted the forefinger and enable one to pick up the object without being subjected 
to the heat of the liquid the vessel contains. 

The cylinder is about 4cm tall and 3-3.5cm in diameter.


My prior experiences tell me...


This is an espresso cup, I believe this (subjectively) because of its relative size and my previous 
experiences with espresso cups (empirical and deductive evidence). I remember ordering 
espressos in Venice on several occasions, standing at a bar, or at great expense ordering it at a 
table. I once ordered an espresso in Bury St. Edmunds  (Carluccio’s) when the waitress was 
disgusted that I downed the tiny volume of coffee in one sip and then ordered another instantly. I 
often order a double espresso these days. I own a few espresso cups, Emma my daughter bought 
me this one for my birthday last year. Last Christmas Emma bought me another espresso cup 
with a saucer from the Munch Museum in Oslo, Norway. It has a motif on it that mimics a pattern 
from one of Munch’s paintings, Between the Bed and the Clock (this is only from memory, I’m 
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resisting the temptation to look it up). The pattern on the cup has been lifted from the beds throw 
in the painting. The saucer is black. 


The substance within this cup is coffee, I know this because I made the drink from a Lavazza 
coffee pod which I bought, in a Lavazza coffee machine. The taste of the liquid is very familiar to 
me, I drink it several times a day. If I don’t I tend to get a headache. The froth on the top of the 
liquid is called crema, an Italian word which is specific to the foam on top of a coffee. It is 
important for good coffee to have some crema, the crema is slightly sweeter than the coffee itself 
and generated from the squeezing of hot water through the compressed pod of coffee grounds. I 
know (inductively through texts and other media and deductively through empirical knowledge) 
that there are many ways to make coffee, through a percolator, in a cafetière or a Parisian Press, 
you can even get coffee bags; which I’ve used in the Caribbean. The coffee bean tree grows in 
the tropics, and they are harvested. Fairtrade coffee is more ethical than non-fair trade coffee and 
therefore it is my preference.


The colour of the cup (all of this knowledge is learnt, inductive reasoning): Red, it is a primary 
colour that is reflected off the surface of the cup in the visible spectrum, which is part of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. Red is one end of the spectrum between orange and infrared (which is 
invisible to the human eye); it has a relatively long wavelength. Red is the colour of blood and fire, 
it is often associated to the corporeal and to heat, or hotness. It is also connected to danger, 
strength, and power. Red lips are associated with passion, as there are studies that have linked a 
women’s pouting lips to her vulva, and red enlarged lips indicate that the is sexually ready for 
intercourse. Red is an emotionally charged colour.


The cup surface is a ceramic glaze, if I broken the cup I would see a porous core, typically light 
grey in this kind of commercial cup although other colours of clay are available (terracotta, white, 
etc) the thickness of the sides of the cup tells me that it is not fine bone china, which can be so 
thin that it is translucent (light can shine through it).


Cups are typically designed to hold beverages and to be drunk from. Handles are provided to 
enable the user to hold the vessel without the heat from the liquid being conducted to the hand, 
thus it avoids burning. Different designs of cups are for different volumes, espresso is a strong 
small volume, whilst people often prefer a larger cup of tea or hot chocolate. Some cups (typically 
ones from 1920-40) were designed for people with a moustache and had a ceramic guard to keep 
the moustache dry, and to prevent whisker waxes from contaminating the beverage. 


Probably the most well-known cup in the Christian, western world is the holy grail. At the last 
supper, all who attended were to drink from the cup of the new covenant (containing red wine, 
representing Jesus’ blood) in order to remember Christ (which is still part of the communion 
today). To seal the covenant that the same vessel was used by Joseph of Arimathea to catch 
Christ’s blood from his wound caused by the Goman’s spear whilst he was on the cross. 


In Christianity the cup has come to represent death and resurrection, pain and degradation ... it is 
Jesus’s fate to drain it [the cups wrath] to its dregs. In doing so the cup of wrath is transformed 
into the cup of life. 


According to scripture the Cup functions as a metaphor for an individual’s fate - the overflowing 
cup... the cup of salvation (the sum of his life)... the cup of wrath (god’s judgement)... 


One may drink from the cup of peace.


One can also cup their hands to scoop up water from a spring or river.


The small coffee cup gives me a sense of being larger, gigantic, especially since I have an 
identical mug for tea (same in every way other than its scale). 


The Christian story reminds me of Pandora’s jar (incorrectly translated from Greek into Latin as 
‘box’) the jar a vessel for typically storing wine (and occasionally human bodies prior to burial) was 
a gift to Pandora (the first human woman - the Greek’s Eve). By way of retaliation to Prometheus’s 
act to give mankind fire, Zeus contrived a way to give Pandora a gift on her wedding day (to 
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Prometheus’s brother, Epimetheus) a sealed jar, and instructed her never to open it (Similar to God 
telling Adam and Eve never to eat the apples from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil). When 
she did (the Greek’s version of eating the apple) she released all of man’s woes, fears and trouble 
when she sealed the jar, she held back but one thing, ‘Elpis’ - hope. This act marked the end of 
the Golden age and started the Silver age (the Greek’s expulsion of Adam and Eve from Eden), 
where man becomes mortal (subject to death) and through women, procreation, thus enabling the 
cycle of life, death and rebirth.


Also the Norse...


Keen to draw my cup...
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5th March 2019 
An evening with the Work of Maciej Swieszewski, presented by Professor Roman 
Nieczyporowski with Maciej Swieszewsk.


Lisa Wade introduced the two visitors who had been introduced to the University through 
the visiting Prof. Robert Priseman.


Professor Nieczyporowski briefly talked about images and the context in which they’d 
been created. The images were displayed mostly in chronological order. A great deal of 
Swieszewsk work depicted objects of play: children’s toys and ‘Puppets’ 1979 plus two 
earlier works. This seemed to be very literal, Swieszewsk grew up in Poland and like all of 
the countries in the east block, the governing party members were puppets to the Soviet 
Republic. Titles included: - 


‘Time’ 2004

‘My dead class’ (1989 [Poland communism independence

Golgotha (1992 plus earlier))

Peregrination (1989)

Metaphysics of the contemporary Time (1997)

Metaphysics (?)

Ecce Homo 1999-2000 / 1997 /2003

Crucifixion 1991 et al

St. Adalbert 

Passing Away

The Pit

Lucian

Last super (1995-2005)

Pol


Questions - 


Regarding Maciej’s work over time, it covers his personal history, political history (Poland 
under Russia), and it challenges people with an odd notion that we can be happy in 
concentration camps...  


As an artist, one’s status was better under communism, and completely free to create any 
images one pleased so long as the work didn’t leave the gallery. Public exhibitions had to 
toe a particular line. 


A question on hope... is there light at the end of the tunnel? Firstly he painted last super, 
is there a god, which suggests hope, he’s recently remarried, and Maciej’s style changed 
with his second marriage, it is now lighter, he added that his marriage brought him an 
instant family. When happy you are able to paint horror when suffering you dream about a 
better, purer world.


Maciej is not very technical... 


Figurative painting (around modernism) the fashion is irrelevant, you do what you do...


He doesn’t pull his punches
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I had recently read and have been reflecting on Viktor Frankl’s book about man’s search 
for meaning... I wondered it Maciej had any thoughts on Frankl’s views? That suffering in 
itself can be a reason to survive. Unfortunately, the question was somewhat lost in 
translation. However I spoke with Maciej after the slideshow and I asked him about the 
number of crucifixes in his paintings, he told me that they were literal, in that they 
depicted suffering, they depicted Jesus forsaken by his god, he felt that this could be 
transposed in to virtually any relevant situation to provide this meaning of loss and 
abandonment. He also spoke about suffering in another sense, he reiterated what he’s 
said earlier that whilst suffering, it is not possible to process that suffering through art, 
instead he tended to imagine not the suffering itself but what he desired, a utopia of sorts. 
Something beyond the suffering. However, afterwards one can start to draw suffering 
again, and then reflect on it.
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Viktor Frankl (2004) Man’s Search For Meaning. Rider: London



6th March 2019 
Prof Roman Nieczyporowski’s  talk - The art and the memory of the Holocaust


Important especially now, as it is a symbol of evil. 


Birkenau, the main part of the Auschwitz concentration camp.


Slides… Titles, comments, and highlights 

Rachel Whiteread was mentioned since she’d won the tender to create the Holocaust memorial in 
Vienna - this was contentious as she was not Jewish herself. 




Bebelplatz (the site of the book burning in Berlin), Micha Ullman (an Israeli Sculptor) - a chamber 
under glass containing burnt books. 
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Rachel Whiteread (2000) Holocaust Monument. [Installation] Judenplatz, Vienna. 



Anselm Kiefer, Monastic Lectorium (1985-1989) - the lead bookshelf with CCTV cameras and 
wheels...

	 

“You can kill the man but you can’t kill the books, the works”


Also, see Marian Kolodziej Labyrinth: Transition 2nd - he took on someone else’s identity. He had 
a stroke and the doctor prescribed drawing... at first he couldn’t pick up the pencil, but with time 
he started to draw his experiences and the demons of that trauma. Ecce 432 NB 432 was his first 
number in Auschwitz.


A film of Kolodziej’s experiences was made in 2010 https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1658493/ 


The German’s were quite sadistic... the Jews were forced to play happy joyful music on the way to 
the gas chambers. Last Judgement - you stop believing in God and justice. Crucifixion is 
everywhere...



Maciej Swieszewski Crucificion LXI (1991) the shape is 
similar to a Jewish symbol.


Jospeh Beuys’ art is quite ugly, why? Felt and Fat? 
these materials are incongruous with art. Adorno asked 
how can you create poetry after the Holocaust. But 
others did, and they believed that they could be about 
the Holocaust and still beautiful. If you’d visited 
Birkenau how could you create beautiful art... European 
art after the war was typically ugly. Beuys was an 
aircraft pilot, who was shot down in 1943. He was 
saved by some tribespeople who used fat and felt used 
to keep him warm... but did that really happen? No, but 
Beuys said don’t mix his bio with his art... but always 
the materials where fat and felt, so why. 
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Micha Ullman (1995) The Empty Library. [Installation] Bebelplatz, Berlin. 

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1658493/


Beuys (1956-64) Auschwitz Demonstration - soap made from human fat - [Fight Club (extracted 
lypo fat)] - people started to think about beauty in a different way after the war, if you didn’t you’d 
struggle to understand contemporary art. 


So the fat and felt was actually about the Holocaust and not his personal experience... 


Anselm Kiefer (1980) Your Golden Hair Margarete - a quote from Faust. The blond hair and the 
straw... a ref to the Ariane race... there was a desire to look that way for survival, it could help to 
avoid the Holocaust, straw is also the symbol for burning. Fugue of Death... Poem by Paul Celan 
(2000) https://www.poets.org/poetsorg/poem/fugue-death 


Your Ashen Hair Shulamith (1981), from the old testament and Jewish texts. 


Christian Boltanski Lessons of Darkness (1987) - “Boltanski collected photos of the victims from 
the Holocaust... ..Canada - not the country but a building in Auschwitz where all the inmates’ 
clothes went, also there was a pile of clothes...


The Chapman Bros’ Fucking Hell (2008) 


Peter Eisenman, Berlin Memorial (2003-5) pp. 2711 of.. the Quran? 95cm between blocks... 2711 
blocks. 


Horst Hoheisel & Andreas Kunitz Buchenwald Memorial (1995) the plate is heated up to body 
temperature constantly. The entire site if a graveyard, ashes of all of the victims are all around.


US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington. Tim and Susi...


Auschwitz shoes...
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Christian Boltanski (2010) No Man’s Land. [Installation] Courtesy of Park Avenue Armory, New York. 

https://www.poets.org/poetsorg/poem/fugue-death


Hansen, Jarnuszkiewicz, et al The Road (1957) Auschwitz memorial - simply leaving it, create an 
asphalt road through the site which scores it out, ‘Nevermore’, leave everything else, let nature 
take it back. But the design was never implemented, even though it won. [Henry Moore was part 
of the panel] 


Treblinka - only Jewish... 1M deaths in just one year.


Duszenko and Haupt...


Train track, without rails, just sleepers...


Haupt made a design, of burnt basalt on the site of an open crematorium, a rectangular patch of 


Janusz Korczak - child psych.  Rainy weather required for photography in the camps... 


Belzec design by Zdzislaw Pidek


A death camp associated with Auschwitz 7 H, where ½ M people were killed in a short time 
before the end of the war. 


“About 7 miles from Belzec I noticed 7 H of ash (grey rock and cement), 7 H of grey, and I knew I 
had to turn.” The rusting letters are crying. The site of 7H had a path through it which should have 
been too narrow, uncomfortably narrow, you have to go alone. The path goes down, 6ft into the 
earth, you’re at the bottom of the grave. 


Suddenly we noticed the sound, my colleague was wearing high heels and nothing ...no birds 
were signing.


Heidegger, he isn’t my favourite (because of his time during the war) but after the war... we are 
progressing, things are more comfortable, yet there is an issue with technology and progress, it 
enables man to kill more and more.. progress is not always positive.  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Darren Almond (2007) Terminus. [Exhibition] Oudenarder Straße 16-20, Berlin-Wedding (27 Apr - 14 Jul) 



7th March 2019 

KennardPhilipps, Peter Kinnard & Cat Phillipps evening talk (19:00-2100) at FirstSite Colchester. In 
collaboration with Flying leaps, the talk was in association with an exhibition in the Gallery.


kennardphillipps started as a collaboration in 2002, triggered by the Iraq invasion.


‘Finnegan’s Woke’ an exhibition in Dublin which included a work that incorporated artworks 
created by the public during their visit. Their work was presented on a raft’s sail. 


One of the most famous works by the artists is the Tony Blair selfie... made from two images, that 
are in total contradiction to each other, assembled in photoshop. It’s been iconic but at the time it 
was one of many.
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KennardPhilipps (2005) Photo Op [Digital Photo Montage]. Artist’s Collection 



Some images are created more crudely torn or burnt and then simply scanned, this enables other 
images to be dropped in to the absence.
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KennardPhilipps (2017) Where’s UKIP Now? [Photo Montage]. Artist’s Collection. 



Why? The images go directly into the beholder’s consciousness. Critical images, people are 
bombarded with information and imagery, alternative images need to be direct and unsubtle. In 
this format, people need to get to the message very quickly, otherwise, they simply move on. 


Illegals have landed... the backdrop of war-torn Syria. The Ragtops inflammatory headlines are a 
great source, simply pointing the cause of the issue can be impactful enough.


Fragile yet robust, cathartic, the overall image of chaos, lack of governance. The surface crumbles 
breaks away, the violence is in the creation. A tactile image.


Red Cross ambulance bomb target, again the image was sourced from the newspapers. The 
ambulances roof providing the cross for the bomb’s target.  
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KennardPhilipps (2007) Bethlehem [Montage print pasted on to a wall] Bethlehem, Israel. 

KennardPhilipps (2016) In Humanity [Digital Photo Montage], [Exhibited], Rua Red Gallery, Dublin (25/1/19 - 29/3/19). 



Much of their print work deals with austerity vs corporate profit, the red line graph, with the line 
going off the scale or causing the graph to breakdown the forth wall and enter the exhibition 
space. The sculpture of the profit line.


Bae systems, the large, 
B r i t i s h , a r m s 
manufacture is also a 
target for the pair. In 
this image, they printed 
on plastic and then 
allowed to run and drip 
like blood.


CP: “The Arms trade is 
super glossed.”


C P : “ W h a t i s o u r 
relationship with arms?” 


P K : “ U s i n g a r t t o 
w h i t e w a s h t h e i r 
companies” 


PK spoke of appealing 
to a General audience 
and specifics can bog 
work down.


BAE System’s logo is 
enlarged, the red is very 
visceral.
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KennardPhilipps (2017) State of the Nations: Diffusion International Festival of Photography [Exhibition] Cardiff. 

KennardPhilipps (2019) BAE Systems [Exhibition] Finnegan’s Woke, Dublin, 12 March 
2019 ℅ @rua_red. 



The raft is raised on rubble... why? 


CP: To make it dynamic, and the rubble is an extension of a war zone, eviction, being raised. It’s 
real rubble but from Dublin... [the questionnaire implied that this wasn’t authentic, the rubble 
should have been from Syria].


A similar technique was used on a set of portraits printed on acetate. Men in suits against plain 
walls, clear and crisp, yet the blurriness and smudges of the wet ink distorts the images.


In Israel (2007), on the West Bank, the duo printed a poster on vinyl and posted onto a big gate in 
the wall separating the West Bank from Bethlehem. https://www.kennardphillipps.com/art-attack/ 

https://www.kennardphillipps.com/whos-paying-for-this/#more-158 


Café of Equivalent$ was a stall in a market near London’s square mile (the banking district) that 
made soup and offered it at an equivalent price proportionate to average earnings. for example in 
Mozambique it may cost 20c to provide a portion of bread and soup, the average earnings there 
is $2 per day, so 10% of the daily income. Highlighting the vast wealth gap, so the collaboration 
decided that proportionate to income the bankers should pay $181.67 or £111.20 for the same. 
Needless to say, only a handful of wealthy individuals had some soup. https://
www.kennardphillipps.com/cafe-of-equivalent/


Disrupting the smoothness of the way we receive media images in these desperate places, takes 
back ownership.


David Cameron, on pink newsprint, centre ripped out with imagery behind, austerity, protests...


A big pink poster with Cameron’s face ripped out and taken to a march to create a live photo 
montage.
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KennardPhilipps (2011) National Strike Protest Poster [Street Photo] 30 November, London.

https://www.kennardphillipps.com/art-attack/
https://www.kennardphillipps.com/whos-paying-for-this/#more-158
https://www.kennardphillipps.com/cafe-of-equivalent/
https://www.kennardphillipps.com/cafe-of-equivalent/


Also see: - Gorilla art, ‘Vandalism’ and ‘Flying Leaps’


National portrait gallery bought an edition of May... used by Buzz - youth magazine in Wales


Trump winning the presidency and his global policy.


PK: Half of it is getting it out into the world, and then receiving its response.


CP: I have a need to resist and share, a means to intervene. We have a desire to enable others to 
resit and have a voice.


Photographing resistors tends to empower them. 


PK: our work is a critique of what is going on, we tend to hold up a mirror with a further trigger to 
force the point. 


PK: we try to open up thinking, not bludgeon people.


PK: The need to disrupt is current and ongoing, once we exhibit the work is finished and the 
process ends, but then something else starts anew with the next day’s papers.


They accept that they are ideologist, trying to take down one company and one politician at a 
time.  [Speaking truth to power…]


They’re trying to make people aware of the trade industries adhesion and relationship with their 
nation’s economy.


“Do you ever want to stop?”


CP: “No.”


“Great that gives me hope.”


You don’t expect to sell it. But what about if it ends up in corporate board rooms? 


PK: Yes, it gets it out there, it’ll be seen and might have an effect. 


PK: I won’t sell one to BAE Systems, not consciously.
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KennardPhilipps (2019) Flyingleaps: Art on the Streets [Exhibition] FirstSite, Colchester, 12 Feb - Sun 24 Mar.



10-12th March 2019 
I booked up a bronze casting course this week and I wanted to get a head start. The course is 
with the Portable Foundry Project and it utilises the Italian lost wax method. I have some 
experience in making moulds and other types of casting, so I went about ordering some materials 
and a few tools. My plan was to cast a pomegranate, my thinking being that I would create a 
bronze of the fruit from the myth of Persephone that represented time, a seed for each month that 
she would live in hell with her abductor Hades. 


https://www.theportablefoundryproject.co.uk 


In order to do this, I’d need a casting box. So I 
went about building one out of timber and MDF


The bolt was a consideration that would enable 
the fruit to be elevated during the mould 
making process. However, once completed I 
felt the box would have too much space 
around fruit which would be wasteful. So I 
thought I’d modify a pot to cast in. After the 1st 
stage, I felt that the Silicon rubber I’d used 
might have been too flexible and might 
collapse under its own weight without some 
support so I inserted some wooden stakes to 
guard against this. The tiny model clamps were 
used to prevent the sticks from falling on to 
and touching the fruit whilst the rubber set. 
once this stage was complete I cut the tops off 

the sticks in order to prevent injury and poured 
the 2nd stage to the brim. Once set, I removed the original from the mould and cast a wax version. 
using hard green wax. 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Limond (2019) Untitled: fruit [Digital photograph] Limond (2019) Untitled: box [Digital photograph]

Limond (2019) Untitled: 1st pour [Digital photograph]

Ugo Rondinone (2018) Knock, Knock! [Exhibition] South London Gallery, London. 

(22 Sep - 18 Nov). Showing: Anywhere but Desert, Friday (2002) & Love Invents Us (1999) Photo credit: Andy Stagg

https://www.theportablefoundryproject.co.uk
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Limond (2019) Untitled: Structure, Untitled: 2nd pour, Untitled: Wax cast [Digital photograph]



15th March 2019 
I took a closer examination of the wax cast and noticed an unsightly seam around the 
circumference of the fruit. Using my bunsen I heated a steel tool and softened the wax at the 
seam. I fashioned the wax removing the mark, however, the finish remained unsightly, in fact it 
was now a wider seam, albeit flatter. So I considered ways to resolve this, other metal tools, 
fabric, and then it occurred to me that the fruit itself was probably the best tool. So I warm the 
wax in the same method and pressed the fruit into the wax, there was some trial and error 
involved regarding the setting time and the fruits contact time but it seemed that there was no 
limit on attempts.


After the success of the green wax cast, I thought I’d attempt glass wax in the same mould. I’d 
used the material in the past and felt I knew how to handle it. I warm the wax in a tray in the oven 
and pour the wax into the investment. I knew that once stone cold the wax was extremely hard 
but in my experience, it was also extremely vulnerable and shattered easily. I knew that in the past 
the best way to avoid breakage was to remove the wax from the mould whilst it was still warm to 
the touch. I knew that there was a risk of the cast miss shaping slightly but typically once out of 
the mould it cooled much quicker and would set relatively quickly. However, the casts I’d made 
previously were of the sole of a shoe, they were relatively thin and therefore cooled and set 
quickly. I hadn’t accounted for the sphere’s heat retention at the core and its capacity for 
distorting. The results are on the following page.
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Limond (2019) Untitled: seam [Digital photograph]
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Limond (2019) Untitled: Glass wax removed from the investment (stone cold) [Digital photograph]

Limond (2019) Untitled: Glass wax melt [Digital 
photograph]

Limond (2019) Untitled: Glass wax removed from the 
investment (still warm) [Digital photograph]



17th March 
I woke in the middle of the night in pain and made these notes on my phone. Since my work is 
about me and my condition (in one way or another I felt that it was relevant and I reflect on the 
notes at the end of the insertion. The notes are sic unedited…


04:22 am


Ouch, I ran out of nerve pain meds 36 hours ago...


Gout - I want to cut my toe off, do I need a big toe? Inspired by MD cutting the eyeball, prep to amputate and 
then cut away or zoom to butchering something else.


Pomegranate, juicing life, carpe diem if life gives you lemons make lemonade. Smash one half with a rolling pin 
to extract the seeds. Pick the seeds out with a darning needle. Sledgehammer and axe. 


Shingles, chicken skin and boiling water, nerves burning branch, but only half, itchy but worse when scratched. 
Waves of pain, electric shock, stinging nettles...


A comedy, slapstick... about pain, the incongruousness of it. Surreally and earnestly telling a tale of one’s pain. 
Salami slicing, paper cuts, salt in a wound, 


lemon juice in the eye, prep for juice and replace it in the last minute (in the edit) with dripping eye drops. 


Lemon juice and fish


Salt in the wound, 


Bamboo under the nails... pulling off one’s own nails, extracting one’s own tooth.


Oow 04:43 am


Schadenfreude, standing on a rake, or the set-up, the expectation but without the pain, in that it doesn’t 
happen, a failed prank.


Minority Report, eyeballs out, blindfolded, fridge... trust... green lumpy milk... 


The broken hammer, 


If I didn’t laugh I’d cry...


I’m going to try mindfulness, it’s all in my head right.... trepanning...  


04:50 am


Ok mindfulness... a mock mindful bird song, each time the mind is drawn off, day 17 of Calm (allowing) 
transcribe it... each time your mind strays off... label in your mind, return to the breathe, labelling sensation, 
shrouded itch, itching, label, should pain, needle in back, bird song, bird song, armpit fire, tickled with nettle, 
bird song, tickled with a power drill bit, it’s fine, it’s the nature of the mind, fire, create some space for it, accept 
everything with a gentle curiosity, observe (pain, itch, burning) and allow (dogs?) birdsong, pain itchy nerve 
endings, allowing... it, experience it without judgement. As they are in each moment.


This note entry details my recent experiences of pain, and potential ways I may be able to depict 
that suffering, a wordy I use but on reflection, with the benefit of pain killers, feel is overstating it. 
Of course, after reading Frankl’s book on suffering and considering the suffering of those in death 
camps of course there is no comparison. But today, or at least last night, at that moment, my pain 
felt very real, and unconditional. 


It was interesting that I returned to Heidegger’s broken hammer, although Sartre’s philosophy 
makes a lot of sense, and Heidegger’s philosophy is countered by Sartre I can, without doubt, 
understand the thinking behind the broken hammer. But then that said because I can connect 
with the resultant feelings when making the ‘broken hammers’ acquaintance it doesn’t necessarily 
mean that he was right about the cause or reasoning behind the scenes, in it’s revealing. 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18th March 2019 
Richard Noble (ed.) (2009) Utopias. London: Whitechapel Gallery & MIT


After looking into Nietzsche as part of my Learning agreement I consider the rainbow further. The 
rainbow consists of 7 colours, it is created by the separation of the constituent parts of white light. 
White light is part of the visual spectrum and a combination of all light frequencies when specific 
frequencies are isolated our eyes see colour relating to that frequency. 


My thinking returned inexplicably to the cube, 6 sides plus an interior, 7, the same as a rainbow.


A cube within access to the interior? Possibly via a camera? Or a removed section, this reminds 
me of Sol LeWitt’s open cube frames with their removed vertices. 


Or opened up, like a flower.


Painted the colours of the rainbow but in chalk paint, soft and light absorbent.


• Red [inside] Maybe also the title of the work ‘Red’

• Orange

• Yellow

• Green

• Blue

• Indigo 

• Violet


The sides of a dice, a reference to chance and a non-deterministic future, this could be a future of 
hope (utopia) or a lack of hope (dystopia). Therefore the colours on the sides of the cube could be 
arranged in dots or some other arrangement. According to the colour wheel, these colours fit 
neatly into pairs, complementary colours, or a combination of colours and dots: -


• Orange - blue

• Yellow - violet

• Green - indigo


Myths associated with rainbows: 

	 A pot of gold


https://secretldn.com/tate-modern-olafur-eliasson/

https://www.designboom.com/art/kimsooja-korean-pavilion-at-the-venice-art-biennale/ 
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Olafur Eliasson (2019) Room full of Rainbow  
[Exhibition] Tate Modern 

(11 Jul 2019 - 5 Jan 2020).

Kimsooja (2013) to breathe: bottari  
[Exhibition] South Korean Pavillion, Venice 

(1 Jun - 24 Nov).

https://secretldn.com/tate-modern-olafur-eliasson/
https://www.designboom.com/art/kimsooja-korean-pavilion-at-the-venice-art-biennale/


I remember seeing the Kimsooja’s work in the Korean pavilion in 2013, it was very impactful, and 
its application of film onto glass reminds me of Ugo Rondinone’s work at the South London 
Gallery.


Both works shown above are by Ugo Rondinone, the glasses coloured film is given a different title 
to the sculpture lying on the floor Anywhere but Desert, Friday (2002), the glass film isn’t in the 
catalogue, according to one of the exhibition staff it was a last minute addition by the artist. 
Fortunately, the work’s title is captured in the space on the wall and luckily I photographed the 
label. The glass is titled Love Invents Us (1999). 


In this image on the South London Gallery website (accessed 14 Apr 2019) the wide angle lens 
allows you to consider the work. The rainbow is very evident, even out of order the colours are 
clear, yellow, orange, red, violet, indigo, blue, green the correct order is (Infrared - invisible) red, 
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet (ultraviolet - also invisible) however this is simplified, 
in actual fact rainbows contain millions of colours and no two people see the same according to 
Jacqueline Howard (2013).

 

Consider the poem Lamia by John Keats (1884) : - 


Do not all charms fly

At the mere touch of cold philosophy?

There was an awful rainbow once in heaven:

We know her woof, her texture; she is given

In the dull catalogue of common things.


 

Sarah Bronson (2016) All the Colours of the Rainbow explains the science of the rainbow very 
succinctly.
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Ugo Rondinone (1999) Love Invents Us. [Translucent film] & (2002) Anywhere but Desert, Friday. [Fabric & Jesmonite].

https://www.southlondongallery.org/exhibitions/knock-knock-humour-in-contemporary-art/
https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2013/08/31/facts-about-rainbows_n_3779801.html?guccounter=1
http://www.lateralmag.com/articles/issue-8/all-the-colours-of-the-rainbow




Ugo Rondinone has also made a series of more solid rainbow sculptures each depicting a song 
title or phrases including ‘Hell, Yes!’, ‘Dreams and Dramas’, Love Invents Us’….


The last title was an interesting find…
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Ugo Rondinone (1997) Cry Me A River. [Neon, perspex, translucent film, Aluminium] (750x350x10cm)

Sol LeWitt (2004) Wall Drawing #1136 [paint on wall] Courtesy of the estate of Sol LeWitt



This work reminded me of Daniel Burin and made me consider if I did something like this I’d need 
to get the others exhibitor’s agreement. 




I need to make some maquettes if I want to create some cubes. 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Ugo Rondinone (1999)  Love Invents Us. [Neon, Perspex, translucent film, Aluminium] (721,310,10cm)

Jim Lambie (2015) Zobop Stairs (colour). [Colour vinyl tape] (dimensions variable). Royal Academy of Arts, London.



20th March 2019 
Further thoughts about hopeful, utopian art.


This interactive work of art detects the viewer and copies their stance and body movement, 
displaying it like a balloon creature. I thought that this was extremely close to the text by Ernst 
Bloch (1954-9): -


“Utopian Consciousness wants to look far into the distance, but ultimately only in order to penetrate the 
darkness so near it, or the just lived moment, in which everything that is both drives and is hidden from itself. 
In other words, we need the most powerful telescope, that of polished utopia consciousness, in order to 
penetrate precisely the nearest nearness.”


I’d thought about using some kind of software tool, taking an input from a camera above one’s 
heads and outputting a projection of the space with dots that represent people in the space, 
which would move in real-time.


Further from Noble (2009) p.133 consider Corner Counter-Relief - Virtual Russian Museum in the 
gallery, strong structural wires apparently holding up the wall, pulleys shackles, glued and bolted 
into the floor, but actually not under tension (I won’t get permission to drill into the floor) but self-
supporting and under extension. Maybe chains welded rigid, rusted, like May’s necklaces. 
Reminiscent of the ship’s anchor piercing the glass wall in the Arsenale wall at the 56th VB.


I also liked Kader Attia’s (Polonsky, 2019) stapled floor and sleepers…


The repaired sleepers and floor reminded me of kintsugi, the Japanese art of repairing pottery, 
however unlike kintsugi, the repairs are functional and only functional, there is no embellishment. 
The sleepers disappearing into the wall reminded me of Professor Roman Nieczyporowski and the 
sleepers in Auschwitz… 
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Universal Everything (2018) Mimic (concept) [Exhibition] Curve Gallery, Barbican. (16 May - 26 Aug).

Image courtesy of Universal Everything.

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwja3Zb0_obhAhUBVhoKHZ6qBpoQjhx6BAgBEAI&url=http%3A%2F%2Frusmuseumvrm.ru%2Fdata%2Fcollections%2Fsculpture%2F20%2Ftatlin_ve_uglovoy_kontrrelef_1914%2Findex.php%3Flang%3Den&psig=AOvVaw3FKNCd-cnEYS_q9PPDXc6W&ust=1552837020106177
http://kaderattia.de/home/


My next idea is to create two panels - stretchered magic cloth 180cm by 60cm fixed 15cm off the 
wall  (with space for a lead container below each) a pot for brushes that drains into the tray. Pure 
water in the tray from - window cleaner or de-ionised water. Heading above each ‘wanted’ and 
‘unwanted’ [typeface?!] indicating utopian and dystopian images and thoughts a video of me 
completing a long list slowly with the text being erased as I go could go alongside or on the other 
side of the plinth. More research into participation and utopia... - what’s your future?


Pom Video and Bronze Pom on the plinth 
(silicon mould created and wax cast made, 
glass wax cast a failure). Future realism - 
Pain...


Box check chalk paint, make a box, glue only, 
not in MDF... minimalist Rainbow cube - 
Nietzsche’s utopia... ref cube research... 


The lead suit, moth-eaten…? Depression 
eroded, again this was considered whilst 
investigating utopian concepts in Noble’s text, 
this lead me to Joseph Beuys and further 
investigation lead me to the Tate article about 
their version of the felt suit. Their copy 
became moth-eaten… and there is a paper 
about the curation of artworks and a debate 
about whether or not it should be kept, 
repaired or destroyed. Lead moth-eaten suit 
(check for lead). Future realism - Food for the 
insects (Chapman Brothers).
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Kader Attia (2018) Some Modernity’s Footprints (left) 
(2014/2018) Traditional Repair, Immaterial Injury (right)

Roman Nieczyporowski (2019) The Art and the Memory of the Holocaust [Presentation] 
University of Suffolk, Ipswich (21 Feb).



21st March 2019 
Group Tutorial 


Selena Timmons Chapman L7 Students

Approval panel Representatives


		 10th April 	 - MA Criminology

		 17th April  	 - Advanced Psych

		 8th May 	 - CBT


Art block closure: June - Sept 

		 Mac suit?

		 Woodwork workshops?


LA - deadline...


April 4 First Draft

May 2 Final Draft


May 2 Group Tutorial - Visualising Crit - make the LA visual.


London April 4 RA invites 3rd Tutor Brian Griffith. Reimbursement - £25!!


Suggested text for the literary review: Hito Steyerl’s 

In Free Fall: A Thought Experiment on Vertical Perspective 

E-flux #24


MA Exhibition


Title and blurb required.

	Opening and closing dates need to be agreed

Will there be a night-time PV security - £75

Consider Marketing

	Including social media


I then presented my ideas about my work and learning agreement to Susan in a tutorial. Susan 
highlighted the similarity between my idea on the rainbow and that of Rhiannon Blackman, last 
years MA student. I thought I’d reconsider this idea, but I’ll try to contact Rhiannon first. 
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24th March 2019 
Today I went about thinking some more about the magic screens…


I appreciate that participative art is tricky, it requires some kind of bargaining as described by 
Louis Althusser in the Philosophy of the Encounter (1978-87) and in Nicolas Bourriaud’s Relational 
Aesthetics (1998). I consulted Claire Bishop’s Participation (Documents of Contemporary Art) 
(2006) for some specifics. Bishop’s driver is to investigate social art, art that requires making a 
connection as opposed to a straight bargain; her impetus is related to dancing, drinking… 
socialising and things connect to the service industry. 


In the 1920s Andre Breton coined the phrase “Artificial Hells” (the title of Bishop’s (2012) book 
further investigating the subject) to encompass the events that took Dada out of the cabaret club 
(the Cabaret Voltaire in Zurich) and into the streets.
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Hugo Ball (1916) On Stage at the Café Voltaire.  
Courtesy of the Hugo Ball Collection, Pirmasens



Bishop writes about motive to participative: -


• “being disruptive and interventionist”

• “being constructive and ameliorative” 


Both of these tend towards a political rationale. Walter Benjamin (1934) support this theory… “this 
apparatus is better, the more consumers is it able to turn into producers - that is, the more 
readers or speculators into collaborators” p.11 This was a position Benjamin argued relative to his 
appreciation of Bertolt Brecht’s theatre, which encouraged a critical reaction from the audience in 
order to engage them. 


Next Bishop brings up Antonin Artaud’s Theatre of Cruelty (1927-1937) where the distance 
between the audience and performers was minimised both physically and metaphysically, the 
audience was shocked and scared.

  
https://youtu.be/JuQAS57I-qQ


Bishop then touches on reality TV with audience participation through voting off contestants. She 
reconnects the participatory art of the 1960s to today’s art, creating a list of rationales behind this 
form of art: -


• Activation: Empowering the subject via either symbolically or physical participation. “An 
aesthetic of participation, therefore, derives legitimacy from a (desired) causal relationship 
between the experience of a work of art and individual/collective agency”.


• Authorship: allowing the participant to be the author and to create their own work is “egalitarian 
and democratic” although this can be potentially risky and unpredictable. I experienced this in a 
gallery in Oslo, where the goers were invited to make work, this was also talked about by 
KennardPhilipps and their exhibition Finnegan’s Woke (2019) in Dublin. 


• Community: collective responsibility following some kind of crisis, maybe global warming, or 
plastic waste… It requires a “restoration of the social bond through a collective elaboration of 
meaning.”


All three of these concepts are written about by Guy Debord. “Uniting us only through our 
separation” (Benson, 2014, p.48).


See also Hardt and Negri (2000).


Interesting the text includes an extract on the curatorial position of Utopia Station (Venice 
Biennale, 2003). Hal Foster’s text also sounds very useful being that it seems to be in the vein of 
Susan’s concerns about participatory art. 


Bishop describes the two sides of the coin as passive and active, watching and acting, 
appearance and reality… a binary that divides the population. Each of these reminds me of Brexit,  
and I am concerned that if Brexit has been resolved (as is planned) people will assume that that 
was the motive and not contribute, even though Brexit is likely to heal the divide in the country. 
The two positions of Remain and Leave will still be here… although that is not my intention, any 
suggestion within the context of the future is likely to take that path. this may or may not be an 
issue!? But it is something that I need to consider and keep reconsidering as time passes and the 
politics develop. Bishop calls it an “Allegory of Inequality”. 


Bishop ends with “this principle would not divide audiences into active and passive, capable and 
incapable, but instead would invite us all to appropriate works for ourselves and make use of 
these in ways that their authors might never have dreamed possible.” This, I guess relates back to 
the potential for risk when inviting the audience to contribute… 


Reflecting on my plans the biggest risk would be that the audience fails to use the water pens 
provided and prefer to make their marks more permanent with ink or paint.
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https://youtu.be/JuQAS57I-qQ


28th March 2019  
Susan & Gary’s Group Tutorial


Hito Steyerl’s (2011) In Free Fall: eFlux article.


Artificial Horizon AKA Attitude Indicator


1465 Uccello the perspective is used to sell religion, linear perspective... The horizon has 
been given to us by Christianity... and Empire or civilisation. The more eloquent the image 
the more power it has. The illiterate can still read a painting, in the Middle ages most were 
unable to read..


The horizon can tell you that you’re still, still is safe. Time becomes a measure that 
enables you to predict the future. 


JL: Consider Hans Holbein’s “The Ambassador” You’ve got to look for the skull, it’s part 
of a secret group’s understanding or knowledge about the painting. 


See too: John Berger.


We live on a horizon


Until JMW Turner (1840) art was mostly one point perspective, linear perspective. 


NB When appropriating the taxonomy comes with that object, its culture, and inherent 
meaning. 
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Paolo Uccello (1465-69) Miracle of the Desecrated Host (Scene 1). [Oil on board] Galleria Nazionale delle Marche, 
Urbino

https://www.e-flux.com/journal/24/67860/in-free-fall-a-thought-experiment-on-vertical-perspective/


It’s a network of horizons, we each have a horizon, we each have our own, the singularity 
of the single point horizon is an issue. The lack of unification of the gaze. The horizon is 
subjective, it is post-modern... 


There is a gap between pretence and reality.  


Do we need a ground? Embrace the fall... accept, be tolerant of multiple points of view. 
How do you remain grounded and empathetic? Does the empathy require a connection?


Deleuzian: A Utopia of Immanence - see Michael-Matsas (2016) quote from Beckett (1954) 
“Where Now? When Now? Who Now?”  Note too Primo Levi’s quote after Auschwitz: “the 
shame of being human” p.297 M-M goes on to list reasons for our shame. This might be 
a useful place to start with if I were to create a video of me writing on the magic tablets. 


“You first see the horizon, and you do know that it can’t sustain itself in time, that it 
is not possible, that those millions of people who starve from death, [. . . ] this 
absolute injustice. That’s not a problem of moral, that’s a problem of perception! 
[. . . ] It’s really about finding the worldwide arrangements that will solve those 
issues.” (Deleuze 1988; my emphasis) 

 


Utopia is like the horizon, it is seen from afar, and upon approach it recedes, it is never 
reached. 
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JMW Turner (1840) The Slave Ship. [Oil on canvas] (91x123cm) Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

https://www.euppublishing.com/doi/pdfplus/10.3366/dls.2016.0227


Time can be broken down in montage, the fracturing of time and perspective is allowed in 
the montage. 


Multiple perspectives - cubism?


A temporal meaning of perspective: a view onto a calculable future. WB argued that time 
can become just as homogenous (understandable) and empty as space. 


If this is discussing a post modern understanding of the horizon and perspectives where 
is it going next? We are now post postmodern, aren’t we?


The age of the Anthroposcene, Anthroposcene is a proposed epoch dating from the 
commencement of significant human impact on the Earth's geology and ecosystems, 
including, but not limited to, anthropogenic climate change.


Are we heading towards the event horizon - this is very apt as on reflection this week the 
photographing of a black hole was released.
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Scientists have captured the first-ever image of a black hole. It is outlined by emission from hot gas swirling around it 
under the influence of strong gravity. Credit: EHT collaboration. Available at: https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/
2019/04/harvard-scientists-lead-team-revealing-black-hole/ (accessed 14 Apr 2019)

https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2019/04/harvard-scientists-lead-team-revealing-black-hole/
https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2019/04/harvard-scientists-lead-team-revealing-black-hole/
https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2019/04/harvard-scientists-lead-team-revealing-black-hole/
https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2019/04/harvard-scientists-lead-team-revealing-black-hole/


29th March 2019 
London trip with Tim and Isabel to the Tate Britain and the Royal Academy


Mike Nelson - The Asset Strippers Tate Britain (18 Mar - 6 Oct)


This was an unexpected surprise, we 
came to see McCullin but this exhibition 
allowed me to see some wonderful large 
scale assemblage. The first of which was 
this sculpture, me to this referenced The 
Raft of the Medusa (1818-1819) by 
Géricault, updated with elements that 
reminded me of the present migrant crisis 
in Europe and homelessness in the UK. 
The broken down marine engine and rusty 
parts surrounded by numerous sleeping 
bags was a powerful image. The broken 
up floorboards acted as both a plinth and 
part of the artwork, providing the raft 
itself, the sleeping bags are like body 
bags, to me they represent the people on 
the raft, and the sail has been replaced 
with the engine, powering the craft along 
is a very makeshift manner. The raft is 
breaking down, exposing its structure and 
the foam mats, possibly a further 
reference to the floating deck, but surely 
many more than necessary if it was only 
to protect the marble floor. The additional 
engine parts, rusty with their interiors on 
display further the impression of 
breakdown, yet not a sudden unexpected 
failure but one that is long coming, and 
predictable. The variety of sleeping bag 
types and colours suggests to me that the 
owners are not from one group, whether 
this indicates a difference in the owner’s 
class or country of origin it is not clear, but 
the colours and silky material reminds me 
of flag silk. 


On the adjacent wall hangs a coat of 
arms, that references the empire. NB The 
appraisal on this part of the exhibition 
does not reflect the entire installation, as 
much of the work is about agriculture, the 
shift in the UK  from manufacturing to the 
services industry. It is about Britain at a 
specific “point in time”, nostalgic yet one 
compares elements to today and our 
current national circumstances (Brexit). 


This reminds me of the KennardPhilipps 
exhibition ‘Finnegans Woke’ at the Rua 
Red Gallery in Dublin. Cat Philipps and 
Peter Kennard described the work in their 

talk at the FirstSite Gallery in Colchester, on the 7th March. The two detailed their collaborative 
work, which they started in 2002. Their work is political with a clear intent to evoke change, yet 
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Mike Nelson (2019) The Asset Strippers [detail] [Exhibition] 29 
March. Tate Britain, London (18/3/19 - 6/10/19). 

Théodore Géricault (1818-1819) The Raft of the Medusa [oil on 
canvas] (491x716 cm) Louvre, Paris. 

KennardPhilipps (2019) Finnegan’s Woke [Exhibition] Rua Red 
Gallery, Dublin (25/1/19 - 29/3/19). 



with the clear understanding that their impact is extremely limited. See back to the 7th of March 
for more details. 


I notice a plaque on the wall in the Gallery heralding the Sackler foundation provided significant 
support to the gallery, sufficient for it to be given naming rights (Sackler Octagon). NB Sackler 
foundation brought into disrepute due to a lawsuit claiming that they are responsible for opioid 
addiction and thousands of associated deaths. 


Don McCullin [A retrospective] Tate Britain (5 Feb - 6 May)


McCullin is a photographic journalist who worked for The Times for over 40 years this collection 
spans 60 years. McCullin reported from many of the most dangerous places in the world, from the 
East end in the late 50s, Berlin in the 60s to Vietnam in the late 60s and Cambodia and Northern 
Island in the 70s, Beirut in the 80s, Iran & Iraq in the 90s to Africa in the 00s. He returned home all 

throughout but most intensely at the end of his career to 
photograph landscapes and still-life’s in the UK, however 
surprising it might be these are unexpectedly dark images, the 
setting, and lighting he employs, the objects he juxtaposes… I 
think it is the expectations one brings to an image. When you 
know you’re looking at a war zone you’re ready for it, when 
you behold a landscape you expect a sense of tranquility 
when this is absent it can be unsettling. Maybe after seeing so 
many iconic scenes, you place insurgents in the landscapes 
yourself, and being in the UK they take on a whole new sense 
of foreboding. The ‘Southern Frontiers Gallery’ holds a 
collection of images of ancient ruins, which are equally as 
interesting to me. I found was very aware of humanities 
destructive ways, and how it has always been so, the 
difference is that once we respected history, ancient artefacts, 
yet some have been destroyed recently due to Isis and other 
groups for inexplicable reasons other than they are “really not 
happy about [it]”. 
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Don McCullin (2019) Don McCullin [Exhibition, 29 Mar] Tate Britain, London (5 Feb - 6 May 2019). 

Don McCullin (c.1980) Hertfordshire [in Exhibition, 29 Mar] Tate Britain, 
London (5 Feb - 6 May 2019). 



McCullin develops his own images from 35mm film.  


Bill Viola/Michelangelo RA (26th Jan 31st Mar)


I caught the end of this exhibition, and I was pleased to see some works I’ve admired from afar, 
namely The Veiling (1995) which I referenced in my degree piece. I’d also seen some of the work 
in galleries around London previously and it’s always great to see the work together, I’d seen 
Woman Searching for Eternity (2013) and The Dreamers (2013) both at the Blain Southern Gallery.


It was the first time I’d seen The Reflecting Pool (1977-79) and I was impressed with the way Viola 
controls the beholder’s concentration and focus, fooling them (or at least me) such that things 
disappear with the viewer even realising. I had to watch a couple of times to appreciate the 
rhythm and split-screen nature of the image. Whilst the camera remains static the eye is dragged 
around the image. The display being visible from both sides of the screen is also interesting to see 
first hand. It was also the first time I’d seen The Sleep of Reason (1988), where a dull sitting room, 
of its time, is set up in a room. The is a wooden chest with a red digital clock (displaying the 
present time) and lamp, a vase of white roses, and an old B&W (night vision) CCTV monitor (CRT) 
on the screen you can see a man sleeping. Unlike the other areas of the exhibition, the floor is 
carpeted. In an instant, the lights and TV go off, 
and the walls are lit up with projections 
covering three walls. The scenes are of 
animals in the woods, an owl, a wolf, a deer. 
Before you manage to pull focus and 
appreciate what had happened the projection 
disappears again and the room returns to its 
previous state. The projections are only visible 
for a few seconds at a time, each time with a 
different protagonist. Its random nature is 
somewhat like water torture, but also akin to 
ones sleeping patterns and REM time or as 
suggested by the catalogue “the blackouts 
occur at random periods, behaving like 
unpredictable ‘image seizures’ from some 
incurable schizophrenic affliction in the room.” 


In the last room you’re presented with a 
spectacle of fire, Fire Women (2005), the 
sound reaches you before the image, a 
cacophony of fire crackling and splitting. Then 
you see the flames reflecting in the faces of 
the viewers as you approach the entrance to 
the room. In the space the projection is vast, 
filling the wall vertically in portrait. 


That said the exhibition did feel a little dated. 
The presentation of the work some rooms felt 
awfully cramped and in others, it was quite 
t h e o p p o s i t e . T h e j u x t a p o s i n g o f 
Michelangelo’s drawings was limited in its 
success, mostly due to the fight for light (or 
not in the case of the projections) and the 
space, for example the Five Angles for the 
Millennium (2001) was located in a vast room 
yet there was hardly standing space in the 
room with Nantes Triptych (1992) juxtaposed 
with Michelangelo’s ‘Taddei Tondo’ relief and a 
numerous drawings.      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Bill Viola (2005) Fire Woman [in Exhibition, 29 Mar] Royal 
Academy, London (26 Jan - 31 Mar 2019). 



1st April 2019 
What is a Station? (2003) a text by the joint curators of Utopia Station, Molly Nesbit, Hans-Ulrich 
Obrist and Rirkrit Tiravanija presented at the Venice Biennale 2003.


http://universes-in-universe.de/car/venezia/bien50/utopia/e-utopia-01.htm 


The title Utopia Station is a reference to Abbas Kiarostami, a place between, like Everest base 
station, it is partway between here the there… p.185 it was actually in the Venice Arsenale. 


Theodor Adorno claimed that some utopias have already been achieved… TV, space travel, and 
faster than sound travel. But are these really utopian ideal? I understood Utopia to be a place and 
utopianism to be an ideology or a belief and not an achievement and certainly not a thing. As the 
authors highlight it was the pursuit for “happiness, for freedom, for paradise.”  

Bertolt Brecht was quoted as saying that utopia was “something’s missing”… p.184  this reminds 
me of my drawing of Fransisco Goya’s print from the Disasters of War series (which The 
Chapmans’ parodied) with all the bodies removed from the tree… p.184


It seems to me that since by definition, utopia cannot be achieved, it is a moving feast, it may be 
possible to one day achieve a past utopian dream but the utopia of the present does not collapse 
in on itself. Yet the authors speak of a “fixed perspective”, using this analogy, one we’re familiar 
with following our debate on Steyerl’s (2011) text, the utopia is like the horizon, or using 
Nietzsche’s metaphor for utopia, the rainbow, it is always a set distance away (depending upon 
the droplet size, which is how Eliasson will be able to create his rainbow in a room (Beauty (1993) 
& Rainbow Assembly (2016), with tiny droplets in a mist, more accurately this is a cloudbow (Lee 
& Fraser, 2001, p,324). If, as Adorno says, space travel was once a utopian desire, that was many 
years ago as it slowly became a possibility and then a reality. The boundaries changed, as Chuck 
Yeager travelled beyond the sound barrier in his X1 jet, space travel edged closer and so what 
could be considered utopian shifted also. When Yuri Gagarin orbited the earth, again expectations 
changed. The moon was no longer beyond our grasp, now it might be settling on Mars. But no 
matter what it is, a utopian dream cannot be experienced contemporaneously. 


The circular benches made 
m e t h i n k o f w h e e l s . 
Communication was seen 
as the way to reach utopia. 
It also made me think of 
A n s e l m K i e f e r ’s l e a d 
bookshelves on wheels, 
M o n a s t i c L e c t o r i u m 
(1985-1989) as displayed be 
Roman in his presentation 
on ar t re la t ing to the 
Holocaust. Clearly, the term 
s ta t i on has the o the r 
meaning relating to the train 
station or bus station a 
terminus, again this takes 
me to Almond’s ‘Terminus’. 


T h e t e x t d i s c u s s e s a 
conversation with Rancière, 
the philosopher, he talks of 
dissensus, of a rupture. This 
reminds me of Brexit once 
again, how “utopias can be 
used to produce these 
ruptures” p.187.
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Nesbit, Obrist, Tiranvanija, Gillick (2003) Utopia Station [Installation] Arsenale, 
Venice Biennale (15 Jun - 2 Nov). 

http://universes-in-universe.de/car/venezia/bien50/utopia/e-utopia-01.htm


Tiranvanija speaks of risks but suggests that the risk is worth taking.


The exhibition seems very similar to KennardPhilipps ‘Finnegan’s Woke’ with posters provided by 
remote artists, again also similar to the ‘Image Drum’ exhibition at the RA which we plan to see on 
the 4th…


A mention of Sisyphus (p.188), which makes me think of a project I’d considered a remote-
controlled sphere trying to roll up a slope which is too steep… the participant gets to play with the 
ball… a bit like a fairground stall the objective is unachievable. These toys are available app 
operational and programmable. Maybe a couple could be used so that one is always on charge. 
Unfortunately, I can’t find any solar powered ones. I’d have to alter the appearance to make it look 
like a stone, possibly with a silicon skin, or latex, the covers are changeable (apparently). 


This reminded me of Francis Alÿs’ ‘El Ensayo’ (2000) available at https://vimeo.com/143228445 In 
Tijuana, Mexico, Alÿs attempts to drive an old beetle up a steep hill and fails at each attempt. A 
Mariachi band plays to comic effect reminding me of circus clowns and their cars. Each time Alÿs 
takes a longer run up from a counterpoised hill. He tries different tactics but doesn’t reach the 
summit, the horizon alludes him each time. The location is auspicious being that it is famously on 
the border to the US and a site of attempts to illegally enter the US. 


I found this video/animation interesting too: - 


At the end of the text, the authors agree that “it is not he continually same utopia” but an ever-
changing one.
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Francis Alÿs (2018) Knot’n Dust [video] Available at: https://youtu.be/zaC5ymwEp4I (accessed 16 Apr 2019)

https://vimeo.com/143228445
https://youtu.be/zaC5ymwEp4I
https://youtu.be/zaC5ymwEp4I


4th April 2019 

Trip to the Royal Academy Art Schools 

We met Brian Griffiths, the 3rd year tutor at the art schools by “Josh”, the Sir Joshua Reynolds 
statue in the Annenberg Courtyard in front of the imposing (typically Georgian) Burlington House. 


After a short talk from Brian about the RA’s history through to today’s structure and funding and 
the art schools course. The RA’s Postgraduate Dip program is independent of the university 
system, 3 years, full time only, and free with a modest bursary for materials. It is extremely 
competitive 800 applicants for just 14-16 places each year and obviously amazingly prestigious. 


We took a tour of the building, via the new 
connecting walkway, finished in 2018 and 
designed by Sir David Chipperfield RA). From 
the interior, it looks entirely in keeping which in 
many ways is great if a little inauthentic, after 
all, it is a brand new walkway between two 
building, and appears to be a gothic vaulted 
cellar, although beautiful and with sympathetic 
materials. I’m not sure after a couple of years 
visitors would appreciate that it wasn’t 
anything but original. But then I guess the 
conservative ‘friends’ of the institution could 
only bear so much change all at once. 
However, external ly it is a “concrete 
monstrosity”, well that is overstating it, but the 
interior and the exterior are distinctly different 
and I’m not sure that concrete was the best 
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Chipperfield (2018) Weston Bridge, Royal Academy of the 
Arts, (Viewed: 4/4/19). 

RA (2018) Chipperfield’s Weston Bridge. Available at: 
https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/ra250 (Accessed 
6/4/19). 

Hayes Davidson (2018) Burlington House and Gardens: behind the scenes of the Royal Academy of Arts,. Available 
at: https://www.theartnewspaper.com/feature/an-anatomy-of-the-royal-academy (Accessed: 6/4/19)

https://www.theartnewspaper.com/feature/an-anatomy-of-the-royal-academy
https://www.theartnewspaper.com/feature/an-anatomy-of-the-royal-academy
https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/ra250
https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/ra250


choice for the finished surface…


The old studios are amazing, they have a strange feel: some of the comments I heard as we 
walked around were:- historic, Parisian, super-light, leaking, boat-like, like a Dutch barn, simply 
amazing, rabbit warren, heavy (with a thick air)… I thought the boat analogy was apt, maybe an 
upturned boat, with the keel as our ceiling and a big hole in the hull letting all the light in. The 
students were polite, almost happy, pottering as most art students do. Their work was thoughtful 
and full of historical art references, I guess that has to be expected when the art schools are so 
connected to an art museum. Also, it is the way I guess, one thinks contemporary art, art of the 
avant guard would be original, yet as Shaun Camp pointed out to me many moons ago there is no 
such thing today as original art, it has all been done. The mediums may change (mostly due to 
advances in tech), but the ideas and subjects are just reborn. Like a Hollywood pitch, works are 
an amalgamation, a foot of Robert Mapplethorpe, with a boatful of Friends (or is it Peter Doig’s 
kayak), a skinful of Michelangelo, a hellish curtain from the Wizard of Oz, all measured on a set of 
balance scales from an allegorical work from a medieval altarpiece. It becomes a game of art-
bingo, yet I imagine this is intended to entertain whilst you contemplate the deeper issues and 
concepts at play, the common interests of self and the monster. It reminds me a bit of the TV 
advert where the ‘Mucus Cough’ goblin haunts a chap until he takes ‘Benylin’ and “get[s] it off 

your [or his] chest”. Maybe 
the dinosaur is the artist’s 
imag inary f r i end o r a 
persona, maybe the artist’s 
worst fear is having erectile 
dysfunction since in the 
p o r t r a i t s h e ’s a l w a y s 
painted as being erect.


Between the entrance and 
the galleries upstairs, there 
is a public exhibition space 
called the Weston Studio, at 
present (and until the 10th 
May) Adam Shield and 
T h o m a s W h i t t l e a r e 
exhibiting ‘Image Drum’. 
The term coming from the 
cylinder within a printing 
press that revolves with the 
image to be transferred on 
it, cycling out new copies 
with each revolution. The 
exhibition is a performance 
of types, the collaborators 
(a collective of students, 
artists, and tutors) help to 
create new art publications, 
zines. One assumes from 
the title, Long Distance 
Press that the material 
comes in remotely from 
other artists, further the 
only equipment in the 
space seems to be copiers 
and layout kit. As the work 
comes it is presented on 
the walls prior to being 
assembled in a new edition.  
T h e r e p r o d u c t i o n 
r e i n t r o d u c e s W a l t e r 
Benjamin (1927-34, 1936) 
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Image Drum (2019) [Exhibition]. Weston Studio, Royal Academy of the Arts. 
27/3/19 - 10/5/19. 



and Rosalind Krauss (1999, 1986) amongst others, who claim that reproductions of an original 
dilute the work and diminish its power, yet it also enables an image to reach more people. M.C. 
Escher never limited his print runs. 


Escher’s work Encounter makes me think of my plan for two panels.

 
 

“Escher believed that in the world of the graphic artist, grey represented nothingness.  The fringes 
of this image start grey, and from the mist black and white two-dimensional figures arise.   This is 
the very process Escher described years later in his book The Regular Division of the Plane.  

In this case, the figures become that of the pessimist and optimist.   The two beings emerge from 
their tessellated two-dimensional surface to shake hands; the pessimist appears to be giving a 
warning, whereas the optimist is happy as can be.” 

The M.C. Escher Site (n.d.) Available at: http://eschersite.com/eschersite/MC_ESCHER_SITE_HOME.html  [accessed 7 
April 2019]

This gave me some further ideas about the panels and the furniture I place in conjunction with 
them. Further, I have been considering options for the purpose of the two panels, I wish for them to 
promote responses that look into the future, I’d considered two panels to list: - pros and cons, 
wants and needs, expectations the hopes, utopian and dystopian predictions. The last two are 
similar to Escher’s encounter of the optimist and the pessimist. I considered the two panels, equal 
in size, similar in height and width as I am, these two panels are like tablets, tombstones, yet unlike 
headstones, they are not meant to remain as a longstanding mark of someone, the marks are 
erased as the fabric dries. They are ephemeral by nature, the white surface fabric becomes 
transparent, showing the black weave underneath when wet and then as it dries it becomes 
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Escher, MC (1944) Encounter [Lithograph] . The Met, New York. Curtesy of The Elisha Whittelsey Fund. Available at: 
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/365239 [accessed 7th April 2019]

http://eschersite.com/eschersite/MC_ESCHER_SITE_HOME.html
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/365239
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/365239


opaque white again. So on reflection, the encounter may not be between the two panels, stood 
side by side, but in the change from white to black to white in the process of wetting and drying. 
The markings made on the boards would disappear they are impermanent, temporal, and in that 
way, they would potentially be either utopian (if positive) or dystopian (if negative).

Phyllida Barlow- RA (23rd Feb - 23rd Jun)

This exhibition was fun, it was interesting to see her video, it helped my appreciation of her work.

The exhibition space itself seemed quite small given 
the scale of the work when I caught sight of the last 
room it made me laugh out loud. The suspended 
objects, which appear precariously balanced and 
extremely heavy, but within a few minutes the 
incongruous nature of that prospect collapsed, it 
imploded and you realised that it could only be an 
illusion. I tapped some of the work to confirm my 
suspicions, it wasn’t cold and hard like concrete but 
at room temp, it sounded hollow and it seemed light 
to the touch, this sounds odd but as a materialist, 
you can get the impression and appreciation of an 
object from the slightest of touches. It was a 
collection of fibreglass objects, timber, wire, plaster 
and polystyrene foam. Although some concrete and 
cement were being used it was mostly just for 
surface effect and not structural. The leaflet and 
labels confirmed this of course, although it was 
interesting in how the materials were ordered 
alphabetically instead of by volume (as ingredients 
are).   

This list provided the details for the middle room, it 
was slightly surprising to see the pieces listed 
individually since they worked so well together, for example, the untitled: barrel (2018-2019) 
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Phyllida Barlow: Cul-de-Sac (2019) [Exhibition]. 
Royal Academy. (23/2/2019 - 23/6/2019) 
Photographed 4th Apr.

Phyllida Barlow: Cul-de-Sac (2019) [Video]. Royal Academy. Available at: https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/exhibition/
phyllida-barlow [accessed: 13 Apr 2019]
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tessellated perfectly with the untitled: shadowplatform (2018-2019). Throughout the entire 
exhibition the work was consistent, the materials varied but there was no doubt that they had the 
same maker and they came from the same workshop. The palette was similar throughout, the 
finish was unmistakably the same. The catalogue listed the items alongside sketches of the 
objects, I found this very appealing. I appreciated the fact that we could interact with the objects, 
normally works in museums and cordoned off, with guards vigilantly protecting the work, but here 
you could navigate the space, walk through and underneath the elevated platforms, touch the 
works even though it felt slightly naughty.
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Phyllida Barlow: Cul-de-Sac (2019) [Exhibition]. Royal Academy. 
(23/2/2019 - 23/6/2019) Photographed 4th Apr.


Shown here: -

untitled: barrel (2018-2019)

untitled: shadowplatform (2018-2019) 

Phyllida Barlow: Cul-de-Sac (2019) [Exhibition]. Royal Academy. (23/2/2019 - 23/6/2019) Photographed 4th Apr.



The Renaissance Nude - RA (3rd Mar - 2nd Jun)

This exhibition was in the Sackler Wing… I super exhibition, packed full of great works, both 
familiar and new to me, I was fascinated by the modes and means of the exhibition as well as the 
works themselves. The display of ancient books, wooden panels delicately clamped in frames. 

The Leonardo anatomical drawings in a double-sided frame, suspended from the ceiling. Three 
versions of what I know as the Vitruvian Man by three artists living around the same time as 
Leonardo: Francesco Di Giorgio Martini (1439-1501) Cesare Cesariano (1475-1543) and Albrecht 
Dürer (1471-1528) each interesting in their own way but not as beautiful as Leonardo da Vinci’s 
drawing 1490 ca. (1452-1519). Their work is based on the texts of Marcus Vitruvius Pollio (b. 
80BC), a Roman Architects who studied and measured the dimensions of the human body to 
determine the idealised form. The work had been long forgotten until it was rediscovered by Poggio 

Bracciolini around 1400 
and then republished in 
t h e l a t e 1 4 8 0 s . 
According to Isaacson, 
w h a t i n t e r e s t e d 
L e o n a r d o a b o u t 
Vitruvius’s work  was 
the “relationship between the 
microcosm of man and the 
m a c r o c o s m o f t h e 
earth.” (Isaacon, 2017). 
A s a p o l y m a t h , i t 
s e e m e d a n y l i n k 
between science and 
the arts appealed to 
Leonardo.
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The Renaissance Nude (2019) [Exhibition]. Royal Academy. (3/3/2019 - 2/6/2019) Photographed 4th Apr.

The Renaissance Nude (2019) [Exhibition]. 
Royal Academy. (3/3/2019 - 2/6/2019) 
Photographed 4th Apr.

Leonardo da Vinci (1490ca.) The 
Vitruvian Man. [Pen and ink on paper] 
Gallerie dell’Accademia, Venice.
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Christian Marclay - White Cube, Masons Yard (15 Mar - 15 May 2019)

I took the opportunity to take a quick look at Christian Marclay’s current exhibition in London. 
Upstairs there is a collection of street photographs each of road furniture, paint markings, of the 
word ‘LOOK’ the stills are extracted from a montaged animation of thousands of stills, each reading 
‘LOOK’. The word is part of a longer warning to pedestrians to look for traffic coming from either 
one direction or both directions. It familiarises visitor to the city who live in countries where the 
traffic normally comes from the opposite direction. Also, one way systems can fool those who live 
in or know the country well. The way Marclay uses the images ensures that the viewer looks again, 
and considers meanings of the word in a different context to crossing the road. 

In the Lower ground floor exhibition space, there is a video playing, the aspect ratio is similar to a 
smartphone, portrait yet taller and thinner than usual. The image is floor to ceiling. The images are 
montaged in 22 full-width horizontal strips. The images tend to share qualities, sometimes it might 
be a dominant colour or subject, in the case below I see straight lines, whether they are organic 
natural trees or geometric man-made patterns. 

The images are full of movement, the information is overwhelming, it’s 
impossible to focus on one thing, there’s simply too much information. It 
appears to be a comment on our modern life, each slice is a channel, a 
means to input information, and it is entirely multiplexed. Either that or 
maybe it is an impression of a brain dealing with a visual input which is 
not provided, making links and associations. Alternatively, it could be a 
machine, trying to achieve some kind of AI, or work in a way that might 
mimic the human brain. The title Vertical Poem (2019) indicates 
something else, a comment on life. The slices are from cinematic 
movies, which are Marclay’s signature, occasionally text appears in a 
segment, a subtitle, the fragment of a disparate poem? The blurb uses 
words like ‘painterly’, but I feel that the movement is way too violent, 
even to be compared with Action Painting, the colours of the selected 
clips do suggest a ‘painterly’ consideration though. The word 
‘Kaleidoscope’ also seems appropriate, Marclay has an eye for 
symmetry and balance. One looks for a narrative but it alluded me.  
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Christian Marclay: Vertical Poem (2019) [Exhibition]. White Cube, Mason’s Yard (15/3/2019 - 15/5/2019) 

Photographed 4th Apr.

VIDEO



7th April 2019 
Hal Foster (2004) Arty Party. London Book Review. 4th Dec 21:2. London.


Interestingly I hadn’t previously considered Felix Gonzalez-Torres work where he gifts things as 
participative art, but I had associated with Marcel Mauss’ gift theory as detailed in The Gift (2002). 
Which is strongly supportive of the idea that there is no such thing as a free gift, there is always an 
expectation by the receiver of some sort of reciprocity.


Reading The Gift I learn that when I offer to buy someone a coffee (with no personal expectation 
of reciprocity) I have become more aware that people are unwilling to accept unless I agree that I 
will accept a coffee in return in the future. 


Another reference to IKEA! a group of artists inc. Gillick, Tiravanija, Scanlan, et al “show you haha 
to customise your coffin from Ikea furniture in DIY, or How to Kill Yourself Anywhere in the World 
for under $399 (2002).
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Joe Scanlan (2002) DIY, or How to Kill Yourself Anywhere in the World for under $399. Available at: https://
joescanlan.biz/life/ (accessed 7 Apr 2019)
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However Foster terms Carsten Höller’s work as collaborative instead of participative, in that it is a 
pseudo-research experiment. 


Foster uses the phrase “Beholder / Manipulator” (p.194).


Ensure that the beholder isn’t befuddled (p.194).


“Collaboration is the answer” (p.194) according to Obrist, but then what is the question? 
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Carsten Höller (2006) Test Site. [Installation] Turbine Hall, Tate Modern, 
London. 



10th April 2019 
This evening I watched a few films Surrogates (2009) a future where human use units as physical 
avatars to interact in the world. A time when crime has been minimised yet people are too afraid 
to go outside in person, too scared to experience life 1st hand.


Metropolis (1927 / 1984) a German film which depicts a future of control, class systems and urban 
dystopia. Cinematically beautiful but very simplistic and heavily cut due to damage. 


1984 (1985) the George Orwell classic, heavily dystopian, a future (now of the past) of 
thoughtcrime, doubleplus, illegal orgasms, 2+2=? 


	 “WHO CONTROLS THE PAST 

	 CONTROLS THE FUTURE 

	 WHO CONTROLS THE PRESENT

	 CONTROLS THE PAST” 

Whilst watching the film I kept thinking about the panels and their automatic erasure thought 
drying/time their ephemeral nature. The two panels with the pens in between (on elastic so they 
don’t sit in the water and so that they can be dripped in and reach across the panels), the pens 
could represent the present the panel to the left the past and the one to the right the future. Or 
maybe they are both the future one pessimistic and dystopian and the other utopian and 
optimistic. Or one could be a realistic future and the other based on unicorns. Maybe this is for 
the user to decide, maybe this is the element of uncertainty, the element of risk that Tiravanija 
speaks of?
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Fritz Lang (1927) Metropolis. Parufamet: Berlin.



17th April 2019 
I am considered what my utopia might be, “How to think utopia then? Adorno saw the only 
possibility to reside in the notion of an unfettered life freed from death” (Nesbit et al, 2003). The 
apparent utopian lands in the novel 1984 by George Orwell were called the Ministry of Love…  


There is also a great deal that has been said about Brexit and utopian lands full of unicorns. The 
referendum in 2016 shared its year with the 500th Anniversary of the term ‘utopia’ created by 
Thomas More. Amongst others, Jeremy Deller marked the date at Somerset House in London 
with the exhibition Utopia.
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Michael Radford (1985) 1984. MGM: Los Angles.

Jeremy Deller & Fraser Muggeridge (2016) Smiling on London. Somerset House: London. Photograph: Peter 
Macdiarmid. See Ellis-Peterson (2016)



To me, utopia might be a world free from cancer and pain, awash with an Elixir of Life. The fabled 
cure-all of the middle ages brought back to life in the Harry Potter stories via the story Harry 
Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone (1997), not to mention Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade 
(1989) where the holy grail is the source of immortality. 


On behalf of The Wellcome Collection Amelia Soth (2019) lists a top ten of cure-alls, where the 
panacea was first recorded over 800 years ago. Unfortunately as with the dreams of riches that 
the alchemists promised the elixirs were false prophesies often leading to death by poisoning. 
One such remedy, “Theriac lives today - it’s the origin of treacle”. Theriac dates back to the first 
century AD. 


https://wellcomecollection.org/articles/XA5KmxEAAFv-xyY1 


According to April Holloway (2014) archaeologists in New York discovered a 200-year-old bottle 
that claimed to contain a German Elixir for long life. Unlike the elixir’s described by Soth this 
recipe containing ingredients that are known to be therapeutic. Holloway references to potions 
claiming immortality in the oldest texts of all, Sumerian (2000 BC ca.)  


https://www.ancient-origins.net/news-history-archaeology/archaeologists-recreate-elixir-long-life-recipe-unearthed-
bottle-001772 


In Taoist mythology, the elixir of immortality is tied up with the moon rabbit and Chang’e a lunar 
god. an ingredient of the potion that keeps coming up is the Lingzhi fungi AKA the ‘Supernatural 
Mushroom’ and the ‘Mushroom of Immortality’. In 2015 it was debunked as a first-line treatment 
for cancer by the Cochrane database. 

Aloe Vera is another popular cure-all that isn’t actually harmful. 
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Eric Steinert (2005) Lingzhi or Reish Mushroom. [Photograph] Paussac, France.
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Treatments from the past would normally be swallowed and stored in glass vials. The medicine I 
take is injected from a pre-filled syringe. Glass ampoules are another way to transport medicine 

so that is can’t be tempered with or exposed to contaminates. 
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Four Vintage Glass Ampoules. Available at: https://www.worthpoint.com/worthopedia/vintage-
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Polio - Social Walfare History Project. Available at: https://socialwelfare.library.vcu.edu/issues/
sickness/polio/  (accessed 17th Apr 2019)
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18th April 2019 
 
The Sphero, Sisyphus… a rolling rock that can’t be pushed to the top of the hill. It is about labour, 
so something else? A friend pointed out to me that if the ball isn’t pushed by hand, mobilised then 
one could say that it is self-powered or motile. I had considered a stone on a ramp which a 
participant or a performer pushes up the ramp, this complies with the myth, a task which is 
unachievable yet the participant is compelled to try. I’m afraid that I’m partly driven by my 
research into cancer treatment, I’d read an article about the futility of cancer treatment, 
unfortunately, I didn’t record it… and the truth is you plug two keywords in to Summons “Cancer” 
and “hope” and it’s awash with texts, nearly 1.6 million newspaper articles, and over 400,000 
journal articles. 


Some about the futility of hope (Tomlinson, 2001, Winkler et al, 2012) some observe without 
opinion (Olsson, 2011, Penson, 2007, Eliott, 2006) and the rest talk of the therapeutic effects of 
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hope (Coughlin, 2006, Davis, 2016). Conversely, Camus writes that “incurable illness” is a 
possible reason for suicide (p.3). 


According to Camus’s interpretation of the myth of Sisyphus, the gods “thought with some reason 
that there is no more dreadful punishment than futile and hopeless labour” (2005, p.115). But what 
constitutes labour? Clearly, it means to work hard… but also to “have difficulty in doing 
something despite” trying.


Camus is interested in the task, he speaks of toil and clearly of work, yet also of the return to the 
stone that has just rolled back to the bottom for the umpteenth time. He speaks of that journey 
back into the depths of the underworld as Sisyphus’s “hour of consciousness” (p.117) aware that 
his fate is sealed, Camus says that this is the time when Sisyphus “is superior to his fate” (ibid). At 
this moment of realisation, a knowing of the absurdity of his trial, Sisyphus is content. Camus’ 
claims that “happiness and the absurd are two sons of the same earth” (p.118) two sides of the 
same coin, “there is no sun without shadow” (p.119). Camus concludes “the struggle itself 
towards the heights is enough to fill a man’s heart. One must imagine Sisyphus happy.” (p.119)


On the ephemeral creation, Camus writes on the absurdity of works “art can never be so well 
served as by a negative thought. Its dark and humiliated proceedings are as necessary to the 
understanding of a great work as black is to white. To work and create ‘for nothing’, to sculpture 
in clay, to know one’s creation has no future, to see one’s work destroyed in a day while being 
aware that, fundamentally, this has no more importance than building for centuries - this is the 
difficult wisdom that absurd thought sanctions. Performing these two tasks simultaneously, 
negating on the one hand and magnifying on the other, is the way open to the absurd creator. He 
must give the void its colours.” (pp.110-111)


Maybe the two panels are not two futures… but maybe they are two versions, one to be erased 
and the other to be overwritten, identical in original appearance. Two pens one loaded with water 
with sufficient radii to mark one canvas and the other with ink, of equal radii and command over 
the second canvas. Risks exist, as Tiravanija notes, the ink could be flicked spoiling the surface, 
people might use their own pens… there is a risk using ink that it is spilt or marks peoples 
clothes… I’m not sure of the benefits of the two different panels over two identical panels. What 
does the ink canvas suggest, that everything isn’t actually fleeting? As Albert Camus suggests it’s 
absurd to think that a building is any less ephemeral than a mark in the sand. Like Sisyphus our 
existence has no purpose (in Kantian terms our life is purposeless and could be argued to be art 
itself), there is no point to life, our existence is absurd. Camus suggests a few options; suicide, 
transcendence, and the absurd hero. Kierkegaard believed that absurdity it part of gods plan. 


Camus writes of hope, that one may hope for another life, one which they “deserve” alternatively 
the hope of transcendence to a better life (p.7).


“Tenacity and acumen are privileged spectators of this inhuman show in which absurdity, hope 
and death carry on their dialogue. The mind can then analyse the figures of that elementary yet 
subtle dance before illustrating them and reliving them itself” (pp.8-9). 


Time… how old are you? A question that must have an ephemeral answer. This gives me an idea, 
a title for my invisible ink canvas maquette. 


“The important thing, as Abbe Galiani said to Mme d’Epinay, is not to be cured, but to live with 
one’s ailments. Kierkegaard wants to be cured.” (p.37)
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My invisible ink board reminds me of 
Gillian Waring’s Signs… (1992-3). 
However, clearly, that would not have 
a title prompt…


Interesting, Camus mentions Sartre’s 
novel Nausea (1938) (p.13). He uses 
t h e t e r m “ n a u s e a ” w h e n h e 
describes the inhuman nature of 
human beings taken out of context, 
but be only describes him as a 
“writer today”, and doesn’t reference 
him properly.


Being happy to walk down the hill and push the stone back up is a way of acting against the 
punishment, a kind of revolt, in itself the suffering creates meaning, the act of creating, it is the act 
of making that ought to matter.  
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Gillian Waring (1992-3) Signs that say what 
you want them to say and not signs that say 
what someone else wants you to say. 

Available at: https://
tiffobenii.wordpress.com/participation/
gillian-wearing/  (accessed 18th Apr 2019)

Limond (2019) Untitled (ephemeral) [Video]



20th April 2019   
I spent today on the river, sailing with friends, some experienced others complete novices 
however one of the newbies is a fashion designer in the throes of starting up a new business with 
a colleague, Ssōne. She’s been successful in her career to date working with Beckham, McQueen 
and on Roksanda to help with Kate Middleton’s wardrobe. So I took the opportunity to speak with 
her about my project… 


This resulted in me sending back half of the privacy screening that I’d bought, and I then ordered 
some that looks more like the material that Kimsooja uses… to try to work this out I visited the 
Yorkshire Sculpture Park YSP website, knowing that recently Kimsooja exhibited: - 


Available at: https://ysp.org.uk/exhibitions/kimsooja-to-breathe (Accessed: 21 Apr 2019)


As previously mentioned I experienced Kimsooja’s light and sound installation at the 55th Venice 
Biennale in 2013 however I hadn’t previously given it much thought. Today I ordered a copy of the 
text published for that event although it has been re-exhibited elsewhere other than YSP, including 
Madrid at the Palace of Crystal (27 April 2006 - 24 Jul 2006) organised by Museo Nacional Centro 
de Arte Reina Sofia Ministero de Cultura, and Paris at the Centre Pompidou Metz (26 Oct 2015 - 4 
Jan 2016) amongst others.  


These works use a translucent diffracting film applied to the glass. It is used as a means to alter 
the space, thus “making space”, in an interview quoted in this article (https://www.centrepompidou-
metz.fr/en/kimsooja-breathe) Kimsooja says that “my interest in void lies in the relationship between 
Yin and Yang, as a way of inhaling and exhaling, which is the natural process of breathing, as a 
law of living.” This reminds me of the form of meditation I wrote about earlier, mindfulness, in 
relation to dealing with pain. Concentrating on the breath enables the meditator to block out other 
stuff, and appreciate the here and now. What is key to these installations is not only the diffraction 
of light but the mirrored surface of the floor which reflects the spectrum throughout the space. For 
Kimsooja folding and enfolding a space is important in her work.


I’m considering the possibility of the two different representing two different utopian futures, 
equally unobtainable (being made of rainbows) but taking different forms. This could be 
considered to represent alternate future dreams or possibly (in our context) forms of Brexit. I had 
considered fixing the films high up as I have in this maquette, but doorways could be more 
appropriate…
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Kimsooja (2019) To Breathe [Exhibition] Chapel, Yorkshire Sculpture Park (30 Mar - 29 Sep)
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I purchased sufficient film to make to panels the same dimensions as the frames (185x60cm - my 
approx dimensions) but I found the film and its effect poor. I reminded me of 1970s privacy glass 
and it failed to project spectrums into the space. Further, when I shined a light through it although 
the spectrums could be detected they were not bright nor were they in focus. The film reminds me 
of a stained glass panel, in a cheap modern church. I some ways the naffness of the film works, 
often utopian is naff, like cartoons of unicorns, its plastic nature that fails to live up to the hype is 
in many ways utopian… I’m keen to see the alternative I ordered today. 


	 Diffracting Grating - double axis 13,500 lines/mm

	 	 Vs

	 Illuminative decorative privacy glass window (no-glue required)


Now that I’m re-reading the descriptions I can tell the difference, one is clearly aimed at the 
scientifically-minded person and the other not so much. 
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Limond (2019) Untitled (maquette of film and show) [digital photograph]



22nd April 2019 

I discovered this exhibition by Katie Paterson which is currently showing at the Turner 
Contemporary in Margate, Kent. 

This disc above spins to demonstrate time and the colour of the universe through history and 
projecting into the future. In this way, it represents universal time and space.

https://www.turnercontemporary.org/exhibitions/katie-paterson-and-jmw-turner 

The associated video describes how the work relates to science:- 

Light is a product of heat, after the big bang, large balls of burning gas became suns (stars) 
throughout the universe.  Light radiation is emitted in the burning process, our white 
sunlight is made up of the full bandwidth of visible light as we know it. Old stars are cooler 
and therefore redder in tone whilst the hotter starts are slightly bluer, the colour is primarily 
a result of the temperature since most stars are made of Hydrogen and Helium, although 
some chemicals could have a small effect on this. 

Although this isn’t exactly my intention when considering the spectrum, parts of it are relevant 
since I want to represent gateways into possible future states, therefore using the spectrum to depict 
time is applicable, as is using it to demonstrate a projection into the future. 

Another thought would be to have a spectrum (rainbow) in a syringe, for me the utopian dream is 
dependant upon luck and medicine. I have ordered some diffracting grating film, but unfortunately 
the biggest roll this comes in is 15cm wide by 150cm long. It is sold in quantities of five rolls, 
therefore four rolls wide by 150cm long the fifth roll can be cut into 35cm to make it 185cm tall 
(my height) this gives me 10 cm spare. The syringes my medicine comes in are glass, with a plastic 
wrapper provide branding and dosing information, the plunger shaft is plastic (green) with a light 
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Katie Paterson (2019) The Cosmic Spectrum. Exhibited in: A place that exists only in moonlight [Exhibition] 

Turner Contemporary, Margate (26 Jan - 6 May)

https://www.turnercontemporary.org/exhibitions/katie-paterson-and-jmw-turner


grey rubber sealing piston. I have an old one I use in the studio as a pipette, I suspect the film could 
be removed without a trace.  

If I removed the plastic info sheath there’s a risk that the dose info would be removed too. 

I just need the diffracting grating to be delivered.
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Limond (2019) Untitled (cancer medicine)

Limond (2019) Untitled (cancer medicine, unwrapped)



I read an article in The Times yesterday about pomegranates by the art editor, Waldemar Januszczak 
(21/04/19, pp. 144-155) primarily it was about the Botticelli’s (1487) Madonna of the Pomegranate, 
a rondo showing the mother of Christ and the baby holding a pomegranate. The symbolism of the 
fruit is possibly linking pagan mythology to Christianity, also the seeds represent hope, a grenade 
(the origin of the word) of fragments that each can bring new life. I watched a film the other night 
by Kevin Reynolds (2016) Risen in which there was a moment a blind woman was questioned by 
the Tribune tasked with hunting down the body of the crucified Christ and his apostles, she says 
“you are seeds already cast” referring to the witnesses of the persecution of Christ. My intention is 
not to make a religious work but the association is deniable, I do not believe in God however I’m 
not ignorant to the myth, the same as I’m interested in Greek and Norse mythology, J.R.R Tolkien’s 
elaborate novels depicting worlds and fantastic creatures (many based on Norse mythology). The 
most well-known link between the pomegranate and mythology would be Persephone’s abduction 
by Hades and the deal he negotiated with Zeus to return his daughter so long as she returned to the 
underworld for winter (when Demeter, her mother mourns her absence and nothing grows) because 
she had been tricked into enjoying a few seeds of the pomegranate whilst she was in hell.

This made me think of the wax pomegranate I’ve cast and I hope to cast in bronze this Saturday, it 
has also made me consider whether or not I should create a tear in the fruit to expose the seeds 
within or not... 
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Sandro Botticelli (1487) Madonna of the Pomegranate [tempera on wood] (143.5cm diameter) Uffizi, Florence.



25th April 2019 
Whilst catching up with some box set TV my ears pricked up on two occasions:-


1) Scherler Mayer (2019) Bosch. Amazon Prime. Available at: https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/
B07NSK13FS/ref=dvm_uk_sl_gen|c_344455106113_m_4H3grvX9-dc_s_ [accessed 24 Apr] 


LAPD homicide cop goes undercover to investigate a group exploiting Oxy (oxycodone or 
OxyContin) addicts. OxyContin is the drug manufactured by the company established by the 
Sackler Family, associated with the Sackler Foundation, a trust that donates hundreds of millions 
of dollars to art institutions around the world… including the Royal Academy and the Tate.


https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2018/jan/22/nan-goldin-interview-us-opioid-
epidemic-heroin-addict-oxycontin-sackler-family 


2) Bradbeer (2019) Fleabag. Season 2 ep. 6, Fleabag Productions Limited for BBC3. Available at: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p074qkfs/fleabag-series-2-episode-6 [accessed 25 Apr].


In the episode (which is set around the protagonist’s father’s wedding) the priest monologues his 
sermon about love, and he says that “being a romantic tells a hell of a lot of hope… when you find 
someone that you love, it feels like hope… to take the word from this book of love [holding the 
bible close] ‘be strong, and take heart all you who hope… in the Lord  [NIV Psalm 31:24]” 
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Limond (2019) Untitled (plaque) [Digital Photo] 29 March, Tate Britain, London.
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3) Draper (2019) Miriam’s Dead Good Adventure. Available at:https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/
episode/m0004gpl/miriams-dead-good-adventure-series-1-episode-1  [accessed 25 Apr 2019]


Margolyes investigates the end of life, Miriam visits a UK hospice (there is an auspicious wall 
clock in the room by the old lady in her bed who’s singing “Daisy” on Miriam’s cue, the clock isn’t 
hung but just lent up against the wall on top of the sideboard), a Californian ‘Blue Zone’ (a place 
where people on average live to an older than normal age, Loma Linda is a town with a 
community of 7th Day Adventists, worshipping their god and their own bodies - “their 
evangelical… they’re kinda [like] deer, they’re very sweet but you want to stamp on them 
sometimes…”, it turns out that they’re just doing what medicine has been saying for years, eat 
healthy and exercise), laughter medicine (“I think laughter is better than Jesus”), ‘Death Activists’ 
in Arizona (“a revolution…” to beat death, “the Dalai Lama, he knows a person who’s 200 years 
old… but it’s not long enough” Miriam asks “what’s long enough”, “Forever…” is the answer that’s 
batted back),  RADFest in San Diego (another conference full of people preaching about a life 
without death - ‘Scientists’ like Aubrey de Grey talking about “longevity of escape velocity” and 
‘transhumanists’ who expect to be alive at 500) The Church of Perpetual Life in Hollywood, Miami 
(“the guru of this was a Doctor of Mortuary Science, that pleased me a lot”, “rich Americans on 
average live 15 years longer than their poorer counterparts) Andre House, Arizona (a charity just 
trying to keep the homeless to live that bit longer, the avg. life expectancy on the streets is 50, 
they seem to believe deeply in god and expect god to save them, one day). Miriam knows that 
she will die, unlike many that she meets in her programme who live in a utopian world, yet her 
parting thought is “I’m absolutely not in to parties, and  being wrapped in toilet paper is 
something that I hope I never have to go through again [referring to a party game she had just 
played] but if it made people laugh, if it made them happy, then, then it was worth it. It’s a small 
thing, but it’s not just a small thing, it does make life lovely..”


I considered the set of pan scales I purchased on 
eBay. It’s antique brass, and as can be seen from 
the head piece it was build for the butchery trade. It 
is missing its chains to the pans. I looked at the 
shaft of the set and it appeared as if it would strip 
down so I applied some gentle rotary force to the 
bulls head on the top of the scales. The entire shaft 
split down four tubes, the headpiece and a central 
stud bar which screws into the base. This is 
excellent news as I want to remove the base and fit 
the shaft onto a solid base, I also wish to replace 
the head of the scales with a more simple 
Shepard’s crook style hook, whilst this could still 
infer butchery it also suggests a religious 
connotation.  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Limond (2019) Untitled (scales) [Digital Photo] 25 
April.
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26th April 2019 
Last night I had an epiphany, at least a potential one. Whilst I’ve been researching diffracting film 
and in contact with a manufacturing company in China via the wholesale site alibaba.com I have 
been reflecting on and evaluating what it is I’m trying to achieve. 


I’m trying to provide a visual trigger that suggests a gateway to an alternative space, an optimistic 
future that looks similar to our present but altered, infused with saturated colour and made to 
appear ethereal, improved and otherworldly. Inspired by the spaces of Kimsooja, I purchased two 
types of window film. I want the film to be approximately my dimensions 60x185cm. The film 
which Kimsooja uses is a type of diffracting grating, which is designed to split white light into a 
spectrum, separating out the different frequencies, stretching light, and therefore space and 
arguably time (according to Katie Paterson’s research). However I’ve come up against a bit of a 
barrier, the film is designed for use with laser optics, therefore, other than for art installations like 
Kimsooja’s there is no market for rolls of film greater than 6”. The width I desire, 600mm wide is 
unavailable, unless I have a bespoke run. The biggest off-the-shelf sheet is A4 (for use in schools 
on old-style overhead projectors). I managed to contact a manufacturer who offered me an entire 
roll 0.65mx153m for $2750 USD but since I only need 1.85m this is not only expensive but a 
waste of materials, and that’s something I abhor. They had some offcuts of 0.52m wide film but 
since this is not wide enough, I might as well patch together four strips 150mm (6”) film. 


However, the effect provided by the diffracting grating (150mmx1500mm) which I purchased 
online is much better than the first material: -




Although the projected effect only seems to appear in the shadows and only when the sun shines 
brightly, the film itself remains interesting to look through, the effect is minimised and whilst I have 
considered using artificial light to substitute for the suns ray this is clunky. 
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Limond (2019) Untitled (spectrum) [Digital Photo] 

09:03 26 April.

Limond (2019) Untitled (poor spectrum) [Digital Photo]

11:09 26 April.

http://alibaba.com


I ordered a sun switch which I had planned to use in conjunction with an LED flood light I 
purchased previously for another project. This would be subject to the power being switched on 
each day, and it would need to be calibrated. Further to this the gallery’s windows are not south 
facing: -   


Although the image above (left) isn’t to scale it does confirm my observations using my 
smartphones compass the other day when I noticed that the sun’s ray didn’t reach the galleries 
windows until about 13:00 and then in the summer, of course, it would be from very high in the 
sky. The sun sets in the west across the marina.


So I considered other ways to achieve this effect but by other means…  


Inspired by Felix Gonzalez-Torres’ participative work - I considered the option of employing our 
own eyes as a gateway, our bodies as tripods and steady cams… in short whilst looking at the 
cover of Guy Debord’s book Society of the Spectacle I thought that it might be possible to put the 
diffracting grating into glasses that could be provided to the gallery goes as a gift. The glasses 
would provide the desired effect when worn, altering the wearer’s world instantly, no matter where 
the user looks. This is an improvement on the effect provided by a fixed panel, it enables the 
wearer to manage the effect and therefore enhance their experience. Of course, this creates 
tension as described by Nicolas Bourriaud in his book Relational Aesthetics (1998): -


“At one Gonzalez-Torres exhibition, I saw visitors grabbing handfuls of sweets and cramming them 
into their pocket: they were being confronted with their own social behaviour, fetishism and 
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University of Suffolk Handbook (2019) MAP [Digital 
Image] Available at: http://studenthandbook.uos.ac.uk/
index.php/about/6-map [accessed 26 Apr 2019]

Debord (1984) Society of the Spectacle. Detroit, 
Michigan: Black & Red Books.
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acquisitive worldview… Others, in contrast, did not dare to take the sweets, or waited until those 
next to them took one before doing likewise […] The basis of today's experience of art do you cope 
presence of spectators before the artwork, be it actual or symbolic. The first question we should 
ask when we find ourselves in the presence of an artwork is:

		 Does it allow me to exist as I look at it what does it, on the contrary, deny my existence as a 
subject and does its structure refused to consider the Other? Does the space-time suggested or 
described by this artwork, together with the laws that govern it, correspond to my real-life 
aspirations? The form a critique what needs critique? If there was a corresponding space time in 
reality, could I live in it?”


(Quoted in Bishop (2006) Participation. London: Whitechapel Gallery (p.167).


“In Gonzalez-Torres’ Stacks and piles of sweets, for example, the visitor was authorised to take 
away something from the piece (a sweet, a sheet of paper), but it would purely and simply 
disappear if every visitor exercised this right: the artist thus appealed to the visitor’s sense of 
responsibility, and the visitor had to understand that his gesture was contributing to the break-up 
of the work. What position should be adopted when looking at the work that hands out its 
component parts while trying to hang onto its structure?”


(Bourriarud (2002) Relational Aesthetic. Dijon: Les presses du réel (p.39).


This research has inspired me to consider the gift… it is arguable that all art requires the viewer, 
after all without witness what is art? Art is a collaboration with the beholder, once the observer 
views the work in absence of the artist their interpretation is dependent upon the work and their 
personal reading which is conditional on their experiences alone (Barthes, 1977, Image, Music, 
Text, pp. 142-148). To enable the viewer to touch the work is one thing, but to take part of it away 
is something else, it enables the art to migrate, and reach out beyond the initial exhibition space. 
It aids its motility… There is the exchange which draws on philosophies of Marx and Engels and 
Althusser’s The Philosophy of the Encounter 1978-87) albeit by proxy, since I do not intend to 
meet the beholders but encounter them through the material gift.


I have considered their display… at first, I thought that I could assemble them (pre-bend them) 
and display them artistically in an acrylic box. However there is the risk that this would provide 
mixed messages, the gallery goers may well presume the display to be art in itself and therefore 

not touch it, let alone take a pair. Gonzalez-Torres’ work is left in a pile, a stack on the floor. There 
is no elaborate staging, the sweets are stacked in the corner like Beuys’ Fat corner (1968), or in a 
pile in the middle of the gallery space. 


Personally, I took a copy of Gonzalez-Torres’ Untitled (Double Portrait) (1991) when it was 
exhibited in the new extension of the Tate Modern in 2016. 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Gonzalez-Torres (1991) Untitled (Portrait of Ross in L.A.) [Exhibition] Met Breuer. Photo by @julianasteiner. Available at: 
https://www.wmagazine.com/story/felix-gonzalez-torres-candy-the-met-breuer [accessed 26 Apr 2019]
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This image is a line drawing of Gonzalez-Torres’ installation of the two wall clocks Untitled (Perfect 
Lovers) (1991).  


Another work by Gonzalez-Torres titled Untitled (Blue Mirror) (1990) was a similar stack of blue 
paper with a slightly darker blue rectangle offset printed on the paper. The rectangle had a plain 
(blue) paper border of about an inch. Other than the normal label script, the plaque stated: -


“Endless copies. One is allowed to take one of the posters away with him/her” (p.49) Bourriaud 
suggests that the risk is that they all go… but then why should that be a problem? Maybe the 
surface the glasses sit on should be like a technicians tool board, with shadows of what sits on it. 
Once gone, all that would be displayed is the absence of the objects, and a scorched surface 
marking their past presence. It could show the desire for a utopian outlook or just suckers for a 
freebie. 


Bourriaud writes about the homo-sensual aesthetics (p.50) and (as previously discussed) there is a 
possibility that the spectrum will be construed as a rainbow and therefore relate to LGBT pride, 
but then maybe this social movement is tinged with utopian hopes for universal acceptance and 
tolerance. Bourriaud asks “How can I live in your reality?” and “How can a meeting between two 
realities alter them bilaterally?” (p.52). He goes on to say “this recycling [of past art concepts] also 
represents an aesthetic choice: it shows that artistic structures are never limited to just one set of 
meanings. On the other hand, the simplicity of the forms used by the artist contrasts fiercely with 
the tragic and militant content. But the essence is still this merging horizon aimed at by Gonzalez-
Torres, this demand for harmony and cohabitation which even encompasses his relationship with 
art history” (pp.52-53). 
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Gonzalez-Torres (1991) Untitled (Double Portrait) [Exhibition] Tate Modern. Photo by Limond, 28th Jun 2016. Available 
at: https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/gonzalez-torres-untitled-double-portrait-t13309  [accessed 26 Apr 2019]
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This also refers to the autobiographic nature of his work, which is binary in nature, as his works 
are often part of a duo: two circles, two clocks, two wires entwined, two light bulbs… 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Gonzalez-Torres (1991) Untitled (March 5th) #2 [Light bulbs, porcelain light sockets] 
courtesy of Andrea Rosen Gallery



27th April 2019 
Bronze casting workshop (the Italian or Renaissance Method), The Portable Foundry at 
Brandeston with Alice-Andrea Ewing. 


I had already cast a pomegranate from the investment but Alice felt that the wax was probably 
basic ‘lost wax’ wax and she preferred to use microcrystalline wax mixed with some just to enable 

the sculptor to see the true definition of the work. Later 
I learnt that bronze powder is sometimes used to dust 
the wax cast or model in order to reveal the shape and 
contours of the work. 


After discussing the wax, Alice asked whether I’d 
painted the wax on the interior of the investment first, I 
hadn’t so I followed her lead and painted hot wax into 
the interior of the mould. I then sealed the investment 
together and poured the slightly cooled wax into the 
mould (the microcrystalline wax will continue to heat 
until it bursts into flames if poured directly into the 
mould before letting it to cool the wax could damage 
the silicon).


I realised that on reveal the mould wasn’t great, I knew 
that one of the sepals of the fruit had broken off prior 
to the casting but using the fronds as the runner portal 
wasn’t ideal, the crown of the pomegranate is the most 
recognisable part and it would have been better to 
have inverted the fruit. So once the wax cast was 
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Limond (2019) Untitled (painted investment) [digital photograph]

Limond (2019) Untitled (poured wax)  
[digital photograph]



removed from the investment  I had to reshape the fronds using hot tools. Alice explained that 
one benefit of using the microcrystalline wax was very model-able using white spirit and wet and 
dry sandpaper. This technique was a very easy and apparently effective way to smooth over the 
seam in the wax caused by the joint in the investment.
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Limond (2019) Untitled (revealed wax) [digital photograph]



Prior to covering the cast in plaster in order to create the bronze investment the wax requires a 
sprue system, this provides the mould with a route for the bronze pour (runners) and air vents 
(risers) allowing the hot gases to be expelled, this prevents air pockets which at best causes 
hollows in the bronze cast and at worst causes the investment to explode. This is just a matter of 
using a hot knife to connect wax columns to the wax cast.


The risers are typically thinner and the runners are thicker allowing the molten bronze to pour 
freely into the body of the mould. The fruit is a simple cast but more complex casts require more 
complicated sprue systems. The simple idea is that the casts high points are connected.  


When casting some works the 
volume can be problematic as 
when the cast cools it shrinks 
and this can cause porosity, 
cracking and deformation in the 
cast . For these casts, a 
reservoir, a bulb, can be added 
to the runners providing a 
primary source of shrinkage 
and minimising the effect on 
the cast. This is demonstrate 
dby the green sprue system on 
Trudy’s Horse’s Head mould, 
the elbow of the runner shows 
a thickened bowl which should 
provide this. 


The next step is to add three 
fingers of plaster to the wax 
cast, which hopefully we’ll do 
on Monday, this makes the 
plaster investment. Wednesday 
the kiln will be fired in order to 
melt out the wax (lost wax). 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Limond (2019) Untitled (revealed wax) [digital photograph]

Limond (2019) Untitled (Trudy’s ‘Horse’s Head’) [digital photograph]



28th April 2019 
Today I reflected upon a comment from a TV episode The Widow (2019) ITV “Hope is being able 
to see that there is light despite all of the darkness” which upon a little research I discover is 
actually from Archbishop Desmond Tutu (2015). The quote is very visual and can be very effective, 
light does seem to be an important factor… first, there was light, the big bang? Light is essential 
to life on earth, it brings the heat. 


The next quote I read in Nicolas Bourriaud’s text Relational Aesthetics: -  

Contemporary work [specifically that of Felix Gonzalez-Torres] is more than ever this 
“demonstration, for everyone to come, of the possibility of creating significance by inhabiting the 
edge of the abyss.”1, to borrow the words of Cornélius Castoriadis- a formal resolution which 
touches on eternity precisely because it is specific and temporary. 

(p.54)

1 Cornélius Castoriadis (1996) La Montée de l’insignifiance, Edition du Seuil in Bourriaud (2002).


I found this quote useful in the context of Bourriaud’s argument for art no longer being solely 
about the monument, about the art object, but supported the notion that art is something that has 
the ability to “produce a sense of human existence” (p.53) 


This resulted in me reconsidering the idea of the ‘spectrum spectacles’ I feel that a quantity of 500  
should be sufficient… this is base on a couple of thoughts. Bourriaud writes of a concern that the 
gifts run out, yet I feel that a given quantity (per day) made available for a limited time is actually 
pertinent… hope is often used as a means to sell something, whether it’s religion, politics, 
idealism or another objective, and things sell out (or not) yet there is always this risk… so I’d like 
to acknowledge this. I suspect that this was also true of Gonzalez-Torres’ work Untitled (Portrait 
of Ross in L.A.) (1991) which contained 175lbs (of candy, the equivalent ‘ideal’ body weight of the 
artist’s partner Ross Laycock, who suffered from and ultimately died on AIDS, the gallery goes is 
invited to “Feel free to take a piece of candy, you doing so is part of this piece”  although the pile 1

of sweets was continually replenished I’m unsure if this is done so daily or as required? Also in 
this particular work, Gonzalez-Torres is inviting people to take gifts from a pile that represents his 
lover, and in peoples doing so the pile diminishes, the same way as the virus reduced the body 
weight of Ross. The restocking of the pile ensured a constant (living) memorial. Yet is this 
realistic? After all the work isn’t on permanent display. And how can the gallery be sure when 
restocking that the quantity doesn’t exceed 175lbs? There is also something of the Christian 
communion in the work, the body of Ross is represented by an item of food which one is offered 
to ingest.  


This is not the only sweet work Gonzalez-Torres exhibited… see too Untitled (Placebo) (1991) [a 
rectangle of sweets ideal weight 1,000 - 1,200 lbs, endless supply, silver wrappers], Untitled 
(Lover Boys) (1991) [the spill is replenished each night, thus representing a cycle of loss and 
replenishment], Untitled (A Corner of Baci) (1990) [ideal weigh 42 lbs] and Untitled (Portrait of 
Marcel Brient) (1992) [blue cellophane, ideal weight 198.5 lbs]. There are 19 works by G-T that 
uses candy and six that can be considered portraits by title or ideal weight…


I don’t necessarily know how these pieces are best displayed. I don’t have all the answers–you 
decide how you want it done. Whatever you want to do, try it. This is not some Minimalist artwork 
that has to be exactly two inches to the left and six inches down. Play with it, please. Have fun. Give 
yourself that freedom. Put my creativity into question, minimize the preciousness of the piece. It is 
much easier and safer for an artist to just frame something. There is meaning, as we know, in 
everything we do. 


Felix Gonzalez-Torres, Available at: https://fraenkelgallery.com/exhibitions/felix-gonzalez-torres  

Should the quantity available reflect something specific? If so what?


 https://www.artic.edu/artworks/152961/untitled-portrait-of-ross-in-l-a 1
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When I first considered the two panels their size represented my dimensions 60x185cm, like the 
two canvases of magic fabric, a pair of spectacles is 4x14.5cm so a panel of 15x13=195 pairs!


Further, only the title tells us the quantity of the sweets which implies a humans body weight, and 
the significance of this is only learnt through further investigation or prior knowledge of the artist’s 
life experience. 


The similarities: my illness causes loss of body weight, I have a non-curable illness.


Differences: Gonzalez-Torres is referencing his lover, not himself, HIV is no longer a terminal 
illness, Ross was already dead (24/1/91), the artist died (1996) and continues to be exhibited, 
unfortunately he never made a candy work which represented himself, however, he did make a 
self-portrait (1989) titled Untitled [Paint on wall; dimensions vary with installation] significant dates 
in the artist’s life next to a one or two word title.  
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Gonzalez-Torres (1990) Untitled (A Corner of Baci) [Endless supply of Baci chocolates, 
ideal weight: 42 lbs] Courtesy of The Museum of Contemporary Arts, L.A. 



Purpose: memorial for the dead… 


In the article by Rounthwaite (2010) Metaphorical Extensions of Life in the Art of Felix Gonzalez-
Torres Rounthwaite highlights in Ross Chambers’s book Untimely Interventions (2004): -


the idea that we need to recognize our own survivor-hood, which is what the dead most wanted while they were 
“surviving their own dying”… “But death, we know, is irreparable, and the smooth alignment the narrative longs 
for becomes instead a dehiscence, a relay both necessary and impossible, with the further consequence that 
the end remains inconclusive. Death, as the signifier of trauma, thus names the inescapable and 
unrepresentable fact on which the structure and character of dual narrative turns, its textual presence making 
itself felt only in the two (mis)aligned suspensions of dying and surviving that become the index of its presence. ” 


(p.40)


This text seems to draw on Merleau-Ponty’s concept of presence and absence, our knowledge of 
true loss only through truly having experienced something, a sentiment repeated throughout time 
and literature.


I find Gonzalez-Torres’ autobiographical works’ title particularly interesting in its absence of a 
metaphorical meaning within parenthesis, which is typical of most every other of his artwork titles, 
such as ‘Untitled (Loverboy) (1998)’.


I just watched the second episode of Miriam Margolyes’ program on death Miriam’s Dead Good 
Adventure BBC2, 28 Apr, and this programme was less about the absurd, the rose-tinted lens of 
utopian (quite honestly ridiculous) hope of last weeks episode and a much more realistic version 
of death and hope for life. It ended with both the death of one of the interviewees - Tracy, and the 
bad news for a young man called Tyreese, who’s been suffering from cancer. 


Yet Miriam’s words on hope I thought worth a mention (55:30): -
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Gonzalez-Torres (1989) Untitled [Paint on wall] Courtesy of The Felix Gonzalez-Torres Foundation. Available at: https://
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“…but I learned that you can deal with death in lots of different ways. Tyreese wants to live. He wants 
his life back. I don’t know whether he’s going to get that. when you’re facing death, I think hope is 
what keeps you going. Something’s got to keep you going. Something must, and it’s hope that does 
it…”


“Isn’t it the hope that kills us?” [a potential reference to Pandora’s box, and Elpis, hope which 
remained in the box].


“It is not hope that kills us. Death kills us. Hope keeps you going. Hope is the chink… ..in the curtain 
that lets the light through.”


This made me think again about some of the texts I have on hope, medical research into the 
importance of hope when faced with the news that death is threateningly closer than one would 
imagine it should be, given one’s age. Also the quote I’d read earlier in the day by Archbishop 
Tutu. It also reminds me of Kazimir Malevich’s painting Black Square (1915) and Turner too, I’m 
reminded of: -


Which also appears to me like a curtain, glimpsing a chink of light, through the mayhem, turmoil, 
trauma, pain and inhumanity. There is a line through the painting, above the sun and up into the 
clouds where there’s a shape that could be a face (kind of like finding Jesus’s face in a slice of 
burnt toast) but the curtain does seem to extend down, through the horizon and clear water 
(between the odd-looking koi carp feeding frenzy to the left and the chains and desperate 
reaching hands in the water to the right) all the way to the observer in the gallery. Also apparent to 
me in Joseph Wright of Derby’s painting, An Experiment on a Bird in the Air Pump (1768) in which 
the travelling scientist and showman maintains the gallery goers gaze with one hand on the tap 
that holds the bird’s life in the balance. The younger gentleman times the event whilst admiring 
the gentleman’s masterful control of the young lady’s in his arms. With the lord fixated on the skull 
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J.M.W. Turner (1840) The Slave Ship [Oil on Canvas] (90.8x122.6cm) Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Available at: 
https://www.mfa.org/programs/lectures-and-courses/mfa-masterpieces [accessed 28th Apr 2019]

https://www.mfa.org/programs/lectures-and-courses/mfa-masterpieces
https://www.mfa.org/programs/lectures-and-courses/mfa-masterpieces


in the jar. Is there hope? There are many chinks of light, and I suspect that one is that of hope, 
hope for the bird, but mostly mankind’s ethical future use of science and medicine at this time of 
enlightenment.


Equally Joseph Wright’s painting The Alchemist Discovering Phosphorus (1771) depicts an image 
full of utopianism, the very idea of alchemy, the philosopher’s stone relates to more than just 
turning base metals into gold, but also that of an immortal life and the Elixir of life (previously 
mentioned). This strikes me being an early example of participation, the main protagonist is 
looking straight at the behold, there is a direct yet unspoken conversation. 
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Joseph Wright of Derby (1768) An Experiment on a Bird in the Air Pump [Oil on Canvas] (244x183cm) National Gallery, 
London. Available at: https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/joseph-wright-of-derby-an-experiment-on-a-bird-
in-the-air-pump  [accessed 28th Apr 2019]
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Limond (2019) Investment being placed on the plaster pancake [Digital photograph]

Limond (2019) Investment peeled off the bubble wrap, 
ready to be combined with other investments [Digital 
photograph]

Limond (2019) An aggregate of Investments, ready to be 
combined with other investments before being built up to 
the cup [Digital photograph]



29th April 2019 

This morning I arranged to meet up with Alice-Andrea Ewing again (tomorrow) to 
complete the Italian casting of the wax objects which we made on Saturday.


I then received an exciting delivery, Kimsooja’s catalogue from the 2013 Venice Biennial 
and a sample of the diffracting glasses.  


The first thing I learn from the text is that in Korea there are five cardinal directions… the 
usual four plus a fifth, that of the centre, I guess which represent here and now…?


Each cardinal is represented by a colour plus much more (pp.34-35):- 

	 North is: - 

	 	 Black, and black suggests: -

	 	 	 Winter

	 	 	 Ancient Element - Water

	 	 	 Organ - Kidneys

	 	 	 Taste - Saltiness

	 	 	 Emotion - Sorrow 

	 	 	 Virtue - Knowledge


	 South is: -

	 	 Red…

	 	 	 Summer

	 	 	 Ancient Element - Fire
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Limond (2019) Untitled (desktop research) [digital photograph]



	 	 	 Organ - Heart

	 	 	 Taste - Bitterness

	 	 	 Emotion - Pleasure 

	 	 	 Virtue - Propriety

	 East is: -

	 	 Blue

	 	 	 Spring

	 	 	 Ancient Element - Wood

	 	 	 Organ - Liver

	 	 	 Taste - Sourness

	 	 	 Emotion - Delight 

	 	 	 Virtue - Benevolence

	 West is: -

	 	 White

	 	 	 Autumn

	 	 	 Ancient Element - Gold

	 	 	 Organ - Lungs

	 	 	 Taste - Pungency

	 	 	 Emotion - Anger 

	 	 	 Virtue - Righteousness


	 Center is: -

	 	 Yellow

	 	 	 Ancient Element - Soil

	 	 	 Organ - Spleen

	 	 	 Taste - Sweetness

	 	 	 Emotion - Greed

	 	 	 Virtue - Wisdom


I like this as a possible colouring for the utopian cube, however, there is the uncertainty if 
this would be recognisable in the UK? Great but unlikely to be read outside of Korean, or 
at least SE Asia.


Seungduk Kim (the author of the introduction Centripetal Acceleration) attributes these 
colours to the “utopia for the de Stijl patterns” [De Stijl, translates as ‘The Style’ was a 
Dutch art design and architectural movement, also called Neo-plasticism, spanning from 
1917 to 1931]. She also suggests that Kimsooja’s work is often contradictory “in form 
[and] usually creates unsolved situations” (p.36).


So maybe the avid gallery goer might pick up on the colour scheme… via the de Stijl 
palette… https://99designs.co.uk/blog/design-history-movements/know-your-design-history-the-utopian-de-stijl-
movement/ Personally I hadn’t made the link between the Asian cardinal colours and the de 
Stijl palette, clearly, the colours are simply the primary colours plus white and black… 


Regarding my concerns about the aspect of the gallery window and the UK summer, 
Seungduk says “with a formal strategy of non-doing, Kimsooja will allow the random 
good fortune of the changing lights to shape and reshape the whole building” (p.36) yet 
previously I read that when planning the South Korean Pavillion “we experimented every 
aspect separately in a highly visual manner: checking samples of aluminium mirror panel 
for the floor and ceiling; sticking portions of diffracting grating film on the windows of the 
pavilion…” (p. 33).
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Denker’s (1982) article in the Art Journal, Vol. 42:3 pp.242-246 elaborates further, I have 
also reserved a book from the library on the subject by Mildred Friedman (1982) De Stijl; 
1917-1931: Visions of Utopia. Phaidon Press: Oxford.


According to Susan Denker’s (1982) review of the text, the work seems to relate to 
elements of Heidegger’s philosophy, ‘Ready-to-hand’ and a ‘“third” dimension is not an 
attribute of a stereoscopic reality, but, so to speak, an infusion of the spiritual into an 
otherwise flat-faced world. The object is not material illusion, but spiritual illusion” (p.243) 
this seems to relate to a concealed, the Kantian noumena. the text talks about an 
‘immutable core of reality’ (p.243) “Schoenmaekers called it… “symbolic truth”’ (p.243) 
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Piet Mondrian (1937-42) Composition in Red, Blue and Yellow [Oil on Canvas] (60.3x55.4cm) MoMA, New York. 

Available at: https://www.moma.org/collection/works/80160  [accessed 28th Apr 2019]

https://www.moma.org/collection/works/80160
https://www.moma.org/collection/works/80160


possibly the same truth as the one Heidegger was trying to reveal. Mondrian said that ‘the 
object was to undo not creation, but its veil of illusions, to realise directly revelation itself.’


The more I read, the more I cannot believe that I hadn’t realised that the De Stijl 
movement was predominately this limited palette and no more…


Hilton (1997) Abstraction & Utopia, writes of the utopian ideology hijacking neo-plasticism 
and the art of De Stijl in order to promote a mostly socialist political belief and borne of 
the Bolshevik Revolution and the end of the First World War.


Vladimir Tatlin’s sculptures and the work of the Constructivists promote a utopian belief. 
The abstract art that was developed in the time leading up to the Russian revolution of 
1917 served as “an act of negation toward an existing reality” (Leszek Kolakowski in 
Hilton, 1997, p.5) and thus utopian. 


The De Stijl group also desired change, and a better future van Doesburg desired “a 
daring, spiritual crusade throughout artist and intellectual Europe” (1914).


Mondrian wanted his Neo-Plastic [to refer to an artificial, unnatural position] painting to be 
devoid of nature, no compromises, no curves as these were found in nature, even grey 
was considered because it was a compromise. Mondrian was then looking to change the 
aesthetic model, from a natural, figurative one to a modernist, man-made one of hard, 
straight lines and geometric blocks. In many ways this is our world, through architecture 
and design, we are surrounded by this aesthetic so today that adoption would failure to 
be utopian. For something to be utopian it cannot already exist, it has to be of the future. 


NB I discovered a research tool, similar to Summons, but supported by Goldsmiths: -


https://research.gold.ac.uk/cgi/search/simple?
q=utopian+art&_action_search=Search&_action_search=Search&_order=bytitle&basic_srchtype=ANY&_satisfyall=ANY&
q_merge=ANY 
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30th April 2019 

Nobel (2009) suggests that a utopian aesthetic needs two things, “a vision or intimation of 
a better place than the here and now we inhabit? and the Ernst Bloch term “the ‘darkness 
so near’, the contradictions and limitations that drive our will to escape the here and now 
in the first place.” (p.14)


Nobel also suggests that all utopian art is political in that it critiques our circumstances 
and hints at a better place, an alternate, which at extreme may promote revolution but it 
doesn’t have too. 


Nobel writes of Agnes Denes’ Wheatfield (1982), a work I’d previously looked at when I 
was researching my BA final project. 


Arguably Mondrian was utopian because his aesthetic was urban, 50 years on Denes was 
considered utopian because she returned the city to the managed countryside. By 
definition utopianism is temporal and an even moving feast; as mentioned previously.


This afternoon I went to Brandeston to witness the investment casings on my wax 
pomegranate, with Alice Ewing. Since we already had the wax models with their sprue 
system already fitted the next step is to encase them in plaster, this investment is then 
inverted in the kiln (at about 500 deg C) and the wax melted out. The casts are turned 
upright and placed in a sand pit near the furnace. The molten bronze is poured into the 
investments, these are then broken out and the bronze metal sprue system is removed 
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Agnes Denes (1982) Wheatfield - A Confrontation Battery Park Landfill [Installation] Manhattan, New York. 

Available at: http://www.agnesdenesstudio.com/works7.html [accessed 30th Apr 2019]

http://www.agnesdenesstudio.com/works7.html
http://www.agnesdenesstudio.com/works7.html


with power tools at first and then finished by hand using chisels. The final stage is when 
the metal surface is treated with a chemical to affect a discolouration of the metal, to give 
it a patina.


Unfortunately, Alice does not have the risk assessments to provide training with power 
tools so we are organising a session at Butley Mills Studios to complete this stage with 
either Craig Hudson or Jim Racine.


So Alice discussed the need to have good (fine) plaster near to the wax, this is in order to 
pick up better definition, she uses a mix of two parts grog (or grogg, a gritty sandy clay, 
which has a high content of Silica and alumina, it has a high melting point (1780 deg C) 
and it is also known as chamotte and firesand) to one part Herculite LX (AKA high density 
plaster of Paris a type of Gypsum) with water in a bucket. 


NB Ludo (crushed down old investments) is used later in the process.


The mixture is worked until smooth.	 


The wax model is sprayed with methylated spirits, this slightly softens the surface and 
enables the water-based plaster to adhere to the oil-based wax surface, you hold the 
sprue system in order not to affect the surface of the model. Once the mixture is at a 
consistency of double cream the plaster can be flicked on to the wax sculpture, turning 
the piece, and whilst the mix is still of a runny consistency you concentrate on the 
complicated areas where bubbles may form, it is also good to blow on these spots to 
ensure that no bubbles are left between the wax and the plaster. When this first pass is 
complete and set (5-10 mins). As the plaster thickens plate sized blob of plaster is placed 
on the bubble wrap (which is used to create a texture on the surface, a key) the piece is 
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Limond (2019) Grog [Digital photograph] Limond (2019) Ludo [Digital photograph]



laid down on the plate. The plaster layer is built up with what’s in the bucket. Once 
complete and hard further mixes of the same is used to build up the investment. Once 
there’s a layer about a finger thick all over you can continue to layer up with a mix of 
cheaper Herculite and ludo (see Craske, The Secrets of Bronze Casting, 2012, p. 66). The 
plaster needs to be three fingers (2.5 inches) thick, that is, there have to be three fingers 
of plaster between the bronze and the outside of the cast… which includes the sprue 
system. 
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Limond (2019) Horse Boss - First Layer of Grog/Herculite plaster. [Video]
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (Top: newer kiln, Bottom: Freddie stirring the 
Crucible) [Digital Photo]



The final investment is built up to the top of the cup and vents, the plaster is levelled off 
and the vent cut off flush with the top. The sides are smoothed, this reduces potential 
sharp edges and hot spots forming on exposed, rough surfaces. 


After the moulds have been fired the investments need to be warm and dry when the 
bronze is poured (any moisture could cause the investment to crack or possibly explode), 
so the timing of this is important. The firing takes 2-4 days depending upon what’s in the 
kiln and the kiln’s design. The first day of the fire the temp needs to sustain 500 deg C, 
this temperature raised to 600 deg C (700 deg Max) for the remainder of the fire. If 
shutdown first thing in the morning, with the door to the kiln, cracked open, it should be 
possible to unload the kiln by the end of the same day.  
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Limond (2019) An aggregate of Investments, in the process of being built up to the cup 
[Digital photograph]



2nd May 2019 

Group tutorials with Michelle Deignan and Matt Bowman. 


Wendy’s Starry Night performance at the Van Gogh exhibition, Tate Britain.


Note of concern about the blue dress and gold stars… EU, BREXIT, etc.


MD: People may see the work as a critique of the museum, of the institution in the way that Daniel 
Buren’s work is viewed.


MD: See Andrea Fraser’s Little Frank and his Carp (2001) [6min] performance.  


MB: raised a point about whether the performance re-invigorates the agency of herself or her 
character.


JL: I felt that since the character was a persona it would still have the effect of re-invigorating and 
activating the self. 


JL: I suggested Dove Bradshaw’s installation at the Metropolitan Museum, a performance in 
which she photographed an existing Fire Hose (part of the building’s safety system), from which 
she printed up postcards, on the obverse the card read:-


	 Dove Bradshaw, American, 1949-

	 Fire Extinguisher (1976)

	 Brass, Paint, Canvas

	 THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART


And ‘guerrilla style’ she planted a stack of the postcards in the rack of the museum’s gift shop. 
She bought a couple the first day herself and the clerk charges 28c per card.


See: https://observer.com/2011/07/how-the-met-got-fire-hosed/  


TR: Explained that she was tired of reworking her installation and wants to create some new art.


MD: discussed the difference between suppression and repression, that later being unconscious, 
self-censorship, the former being imposed by another. 


MB: talked about the European philosophers, questioning “I think therefore I am”, who am ‘I’ what 
do I ‘think’, indeed what is ‘thinking’… I am but fragments… Walter Benjamin, and according to 
post modernism you contain multiple truths.


I picked up on the point that the future is temporal, always moving away like the horizon.


As a group we discussed the show title again. The conclusion was that our prefference was:-


Finé Art MA 

Feed back for my ideas:-


MD: Cube object is contained, it suggests a scientific object, it suggests to Michelle an example 
of how light works, as prisms do.


MD: The glasses are playful, maybe I could photograph my model work through the diffracting 
grating.
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MB: Glass itself has always been considered utopian, it enabled many people people to read, it 
allowed people to study the cosmos and the microscopic. The construction of the Crystal Palace 
for the Great Exhibition 1851…


MB: consider too notions of scale, everything is compared to us… minimalism in the 1960, and 
the Russian 1910-1920s - Vladimir Tatlin. 


TR: How about the Futurists?


MB: Mixed bag, Marinetti’s futurism was pro war, promoted the destruction of the things of the 
past in order to make space for the new. Facist, opposing the Russian constructivists.


See the Space Shifter exhibition at the Hayward 26/9/2018-6/1/2019, alongside Richard Wilson’s 

20:50 (1987) oil installation consider the work of Larry Bell and Dan Graham. 


Saatchi’s Kaleidoscope exhibition might also be of interest, particularly Laura Buckley’s 
installation. 


Dan Graham’s work is about the relationship between a space and an object, is divides the space

[not unlike Richard Serra’s Tilted Arc (1981), but unlike Serra’s work Graham’s enables a 
continued visual connection through the space, even with its reflections and diffractions. 
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Larry Bell (1969) Gone but not Forgotten [Four Glass shelves coated with inconel] (279.4x5.1x0.6cm each) Courtesy of 
White Cube (Ben Westoby).
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Larry Bell (1969-2016) Standing Walls [Installation] at Space Shifters, Hayward Gallery (26/9/2018 to 6/1/2019). 
Available at: https://www.southbankcentre.co.uk/ Photo: Mark Blower.

Dan Graham (1984) Pavillion Sculpture II [Glass, mirror, aluminium, wood] at Moderna Museet, Stockholm (23/7/2016). 
Available at: http://sis.modernamuseet.se/view/objects/asitem/artist$00401753/0/primaryMaker-asc?
t:state:flow=3a572083-2cf9-49a1-b899-c650158c61d7  Photo: Jamie Limond.
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Laura Buckley (2012) Fata Morgana [Mixed media, mirroed acrylic, plywood, timber, projection fabric] 
(480x290x242cm) at Kaleidoscope, Saatchi Gallery (15/3/2019 - 6/5/2019). Available at:https://
www.saatchigallery.com/artists/laura_buckley_kaleidoscope_2320.htm 

Dan Graham (2016) Two V’s Entrance-Way [Exhibition] at Everything at Once, 180 The Strand (5/10/2017 - 
10/12/2017) Available at: http://everythingatonce.com 

http://everythingatonce.com
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MB: Consider trying out the temporal canvas, with a label asking the participant to post a photo 
of their contribution on instagram including a specific # 


MB: Suggested a text by Fred Jameson…
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Fred Jameson (2005) Archaeologies of the Future: The Desire Called Utopia and Other 
Science Fiction. London: Verso.

Susan Barnet (2019) Welcome [Exhibition] at Waterfront Gallery, Ipswich. 19 April - 5th 
May. Photo: Jamie Limond



4th May 2019 
The Bronze pour at The Portable Foundry, Brandeston.


The wax models covered in plaster are placed in the kiln which is heated gradually to 500 deg C, 
the second day the heat is raised to 600-700Deg C. Once the wax has melted and ran out of the 
investments they continue to be fired, partly to ensure that all of the wax has evaporated partly to 
complete the process for the direct burn-out casts (a process of cast organic matter, with a sprue 
system in plaster). When the investments have baked they become extremely brittle, the 
investments are shroud in plaster soaked hessian and smoothed on the sides and bottom, the 
casts are then carefully lifted out, uprighted and placed in the sandpit. The investments are 
secured in the pit with sand, or in this case ludo (recycled investments). 


On top of the furnace, around the brim bronze is heated to remove moisture and bring up the 
temperature before it is placed in the crucible as thermal shock can damage the crucible and 
moist would cause small explosions as it rapidly evaporates.    
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (Kiln (the burnt wardrobe), furnace, and investments) [Digital 
Photo]



Click on video’s to play the films. Above Alice 
and Freddie, remove the body of the furnace, 
to uncover the glowing crucible, the crucible 
is lifted with the tong into the shanks for 
pouring.


The video on the left shows the investment 
breakout using an axe, the still below shows 
the investment still recognisable. The hot cast 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (Top: The Pour Left: The 
Reveal) [Digital Video]

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (Initial Breakout) [Digital 
Photograph]



is carefully lowered into a bucket of water, Freddie removed the sprue system allowing us to take 
the Bronze casts away to work on further at Butley Mills Foundry on Tuesday with either Craig or 
Jim.


Whilst discussing my project with Trudy during our drive home I reflected on a few things. I spoke 
about the cube ideas and the balance.


I’m concerned that the spectrum won’t be read as utopian. My original thought was to use the 
colours of the rainbow, and then I had the thought of using the De Stijl colour palette (the primary 
colours, with white and black) but yet again I wondered whether the beholder might struggle to 
read the cube’s appearance to be that of an utopian outlook. However the contrast of the 
dystopian cube might help to influence the beholder? For this cube I had thought that I would use 
soldered lead, with splatted, patched holes, dirt, filth, black staining and corrosion. The opposite 
of this should be utopian, therefore light, breezy, both should be unobtainable, but the block of 
lead, instead of being untouchable like a rainbow, is untouchable due to its toxicity, one can’t be 
touched and the other shouldn’t be touched. I also wondered whether the balance should move, 
maybe the cubes are just indicators and the gallery goers could participate by adding a small 
token to the pan, whichever they suspect to be their future…? Trudy wondered if I could influence 
the pans in someway, I’d had considered tipping the balance in favour of the unlikely, forcing the 
light utopian future to appear to be the heavy, winning future… in itself this would appear utopian. 
Then I had considered using a piston to move the pans, Trudy asked whether what that would 
suggest…? and I wasn’t sure…


I thought that the cubes display chance, being that they literally hang in the balance. I thought 
that they could appear as dice, a pair of die. 


I also wonder whether a cube of light, a pearlescent cube with an internal lamp in conjunction with 
diffraction grating specs might create a better, more ephemeral and illusive notion of a spectrum.


These ideas need to be developed and tested.


Although the concern that this could be a comment on LGBT issues remains…!?   
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6th May 2019 
This morning I reconsidered the questions in my previous post. I have been thinking about how I 
might create a rainbow cube, Kimsooja not only uses the diffracting grating but a polished 
aluminium surface to reflect the light, so I had the idea to place a mirrored surface inside an 
acrylic cube with the diffracting film on the outside, this, with a flood light illuminating the cube is I 
think worth a try. Alternatively I could recreate a mist in a cube, not unlike Haacke’s Condensation 
Cube, however I doubt that without constantly producing the steam the effect would appear, 
further a powerful light would be required.


Further I wonder if the balance pans could be dynamically manipulated, moved by a piston, or a 
cam, or a balloon or a servo?


How might that work? I considered a manual device such as a pump (for a balloon) or a wheel of 
turn key for the piston of jack mechanism. Then I wondered if a servo could be powered 
electrically via a timer of something similar. Some research into cranes and robotic arm provided a 
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Hans Haacke (1965, 2006, 2013) Condensation Cube [Plexiglass and Water] (76x76x76cm) MACBA Collection. 
MACBA Foundation. Gift of National Committee and Board of Trustees Whitney Museum of American Art 



further option, that of a programmable micro computer. Then I considered using part of the robot, 
since it is sold as a self-assembly kit. On further investigation I discovered the component parts of 
Raspberry Pi systems, Makeblock control systems and Arduino modular kits which are extremely 
adaptable. 


The pans could move depending upon people’s nearness to them, like the original definition of 
utopia, that of being a place that is unachievable to reach, being that it is a future ideal, and a 
place of make believe. Therefore the closer people get to the sculpture the further the pans are 
tipped to the alternate future. To achieve this I believer that I would need a Raspberry Pi 
microprocessor, several ultrasonic sensors (a basic radar array to detect the audience) and a 
servo that tips the balance. I looked into the software which I believe I could programme, and the 
hardware which is available to order online… so I ordered it for next day delivery. 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LewanSoul (2019) LeArm 6DOF Full MEtal Robotic Arm with servo, wireless App [Metal, plastic, electronic 
components] (33.2 x 28.4 x 8.8 cm) Available at: https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B07D12JJV1/
ref=ox_sc_saved_title_3?smid=A3L0G5MRZVCXFU&psc=1 [Accessed: 6/5/2019)

https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B07D12JJV1/ref=ox_sc_saved_title_3?smid=A3L0G5MRZVCXFU&psc=1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B07D12JJV1/ref=ox_sc_saved_title_3?smid=A3L0G5MRZVCXFU&psc=1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B07D12JJV1/ref=ox_sc_saved_title_3?smid=A3L0G5MRZVCXFU&psc=1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B07D12JJV1/ref=ox_sc_saved_title_3?smid=A3L0G5MRZVCXFU&psc=1


7th May 2019 
I tried to arrange with Craig Hudson of Butley Mills Studio but contacting him was tricky, I emailed 
him in the end. 


The Raspberry Pi and assorted components were delivered this morning. 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (raw bronze cast with sprue scarring) [Digital 
Photograph]



16th May 2019 
Over the last ten days I have been learning how to programme, firstly in Python (the Raspberry Pi 
code) and then on the advice of a technician at the University (Tom Ranson) using C++ to control 
a Arduino circuit board which he lent me. It was a steep learning curve for me although I had done 
some C++ programming at college back in the 90s! At first I thought I’d just be able to stick the 
code in and it would just work, but this wasn’t successful, I quickly learnt that unless I went 
through the tutorials and worked through the basics this was not going to work. So I programmed 
and hooked up the breadboard (the temporary connection block) to make an LED blink, and then 
to Fade, two LEDs blinking, I made a bar graph strobe and sweep, control an LED with a push 
button, use the serial link (this was a big step since I hadn’t realised that I had to open the USB 
serial window to communicate with the device at first), control an LED with a potentiometer, a 
photoresistor (light sensor), control a motor by a relay, servo sweep and potentiometer control 
(neither of these mentioned the potential fro EMI or RFI!) and finally ultrasonic ranging. This 
grounding enabled me to code a programme that uses four ultrasonic sensors to range objects, I 
worked out how to determine the closest object in the array. I considered averaging, rolling 
averages, exponentially weighted moving averages, yet I rejected these for a simpler process of 
using the four detectors and always taking the lowest result. Over-range pings would return zero, 
so I had to force these to return max range instead (and therefore be nulled). When I connected 
the servo to receive the derived input as an angular figure everything seems to be fine, until I 
unplugged the mac USB supply and plugged in the USB charger. As soon as I did so the circuit 
became extremely unstable, I tried numerous other supply methods, different power supply units, 
5v USB leads, 9v batteries, I hooked up an external board which didn’t help. I only thing that 
stabilised it was the mac USB port. It couldn’t be the programme since that didn’t change with 
the supply, I wondered if using the power supply jack with the issue and powered the board via 
the USB 2.0 jack from a USB power supply but the same issue occurred. I asked Tom and William 
at the University, Susan even hired a digital artist (Emily Gooden) who wasn’t able to shed any 
light on it. I suspected it was something to do with radio frequency interference (RFI) and 
electromagnetic interference (EMI) since it only happen when the servo (an inductive motor) was 
powered (even thought it had its own supply) I felt sure that the Mac must have some kind of 
industrial noise filter on it that the cheap power supplies lacked. So I ordered some ferric toroids 
and some suitable capacitors which arrived today. I fitted these and although the servo I ordered 
turned out the be the incorrect type and EMI and RFI filters worked effectively, even on the cheap 
servo with its troublesome plastic gearbox (which kept snagging, drawing more torque and 
spiking the power supply with such aggression that it would disrupt the sonar detectors). 


Now that the electronic testing is complete I can start the art of assembly and the aesthetics of 
the device. 


Today I managed to arrange a workshop with Craig Hudson (at Butley Mills Studio) to finish the 
bronze pomegranate up the stage of patination which Alice said she’d teach us at the beginning 
of June. 


The tutorial with Emily was useful (although the hunting alluded her) she suggested that I such 
look at Simon Faithfull’s Shy Fountain (2008) which was a work that as you approached it it would 
turn off. He’d also installed a similar work called Shy Dance-Floor (2015) in a pedistrian subway in 
Hagen, Germany. 


https://www.simonfaithfull.org/works/shy-dance-floor/


This work uses a movement sensor so if you standstill you could fool it into lighting up.

 

The tutorial I had with Jane was useful in advance of the interim presentation which is due next 
week. She reminded me of a work by Anya Gallacio called Chasing Rainbows (1998) (see https://
www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/gallaccio-chasing-rainbows-t14178) 
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https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/gallaccio-chasing-rainbows-t14178
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/gallaccio-chasing-rainbows-t14178


Gallacio’s work suggests the allusiveness of the rainbow and the ‘folkloric associations’ the 
phenomenon elicits. The Tate article (Melissa Blanchflower, 2013) suggests two short ‘further 
reading’ documents which I shall source…


Ralph Rugoff, Anya Gallaccio: Chasing Rainbows, Glasgow 1999, p.59, reproduced p.23.

Norman Bryson, Anya Gallaccio, London 2013, reproduced p.107.
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Simon Faithfull (2015) Shy Dance-Floor [3 week installation in a foot-tunnel] Hagem Germany. Available at: 
www.pottfotoraf.de [accessed 16/5/2019]

Anya Gallacio (1998) Chasing Rainbows [Glass beads and light] Available at: https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/
gallaccio-chasing-rainbows-t14178 [accessed 16/5/2019]

http://www.pottfotoraf.de
http://www.pottfotoraf.de
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/gallaccio-chasing-rainbows-t14178
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/gallaccio-chasing-rainbows-t14178
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/gallaccio-chasing-rainbows-t14178
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/gallaccio-chasing-rainbows-t14178


19th May 2019 
I have been working further on the project, and I have to update the journal on some decisions 
and my thinking over the past few days.


The sonar detectors are problematic, they are highly sensitive to EMI (Electro-magnetic 
Interference), RFI (Radio Frequency Interference) and inverter ripple which is created in cheap ac/
dc transformers, it is the result of chopping and inverting the AC sinusoidal waveform into a DC 
smooth flatline voltage. I had thought that the circuits instability was only apparent when the servo 
was operating in the circuit, which points at EMI and RFI being the primary cause. This might be 
explained by the iMac’s ability to soak up the noise through its clean USB power as detailed in 
this YouTube video: -


https://youtu.be/kUHmYKWwuWs 


The technician suggest a separate power supply (which I’m already using) and adding a 100uF 
capacitor across the supply which acts as a power reserve for the component (warning the user 
to be careful of the polarity of the capacitor, since if this is incorrect it will short-circuit the power 
supply).


https://forum.arduino.cc/index.php?topic=566982.0


This website forum thread suggests a 0.1uF non-polar capacitor (ceramic only) across the circuit, 
to use twisted pairs or possibly even 3 ceramic 0.1uF capacitors (in addition to the one across the 
supply one connected between each of the motor’s terminals and its metal case.) 


https://forum.arduino.cc/index.php?topic=214986.0


This site suggests adding capacitors (470uF) and resistors to the power. As with the other sites it 
recommended a capacitor across the supply, and in addition one across each of the sonar 
sensors power, and this had some effect, even when solely connected to the Arduino. When I 
segregated the sensor supplies using the 9V ac/dc adaptor and the dc/dc power converter this 
improved the issue significantly but there must be something else.  I added a 100ohm resistor to 
each of the sensors supply legs and this helped further, and although the instability wasn’t so bad 
that the light was extinguishing entirely (on each oscillation, although this did occur occasionally) 
when nothing was in the beams ways, it still did flicker. This was with ac/dc convertors supplying 
both the sensors and the Arduino. So now I have to test this with a servo, not an LED (which 
should increase the RFI and EMI significantly), so very slight dimming / brightening oscillations will 
now be represented by physical movement on the servo (to 1 degree increments) and therefore so 
much more apparent. The use of a battery supplying the Arduino and the segregated power to the 
sensors if far more stable, I suspect that this is the ripple effect of the ac/dc adaptors.  


I realised earlier today that the circuit became unstable when the supply to the Arduino was 
anything other than a battery or the iMac. Even with the power to the sonars being supplied by a 
secondary power supply the ripples effect seemed obvious. I have sourced two more ac/dc 
power supplies which should arrive tomorrow (a 9v plug in power supply from RS with a ripple pk-
pk of 200mV) but if these don’t work an alternative might be a bench power supply (that has a 
ripple of just 2mV pk-pk) and I suspect an output as steady as the iMac. It is an economic 
question of the cost of buying a decent mains supply versus either rechargeable batteries or 
disposable. Also there is the convenience of mains when it comes to invigilation, these are all 
practical issues and somewhat detract from the aesthetics. Yet an erratic LED, when you want a 
responsive one, one the reacts to the beholder, this then becomes an aesthetic issue. However, in 
all reality isn’t there an element of random chance? doesn’t this go back to my original learning 
agreement where I invoked the uncertainty principle? I want things to be as per design, without 
poor connections and missed signals but of course that is not possible nor realistic in the world, 
and especially not in the world of cheap electronics, we an try to eliminate RFI, EMI and ripple but 
predictive circuits cannot be assumed to be steady nor reliable. Things fail, and faulty occur, as 
with Das Kapute Ding this tends only to bring them to the fore, to our attention. So although I can 
manage the oscillation by hooking it up to the main frame computer, on its own, it is less 
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https://youtu.be/kUHmYKWwuWs
https://forum.arduino.cc/index.php?topic=566982.0
https://forum.arduino.cc/index.php?topic=214986.0


predictable. Maybe this says something about being sent out as a splinter cell, or just leaving 
one’s alma mater and entering the real world. With regard to the power supplies I’ve just 
remembered my old Scottish electronics tutors words, “shite in shite out…” and I’m thinking that 
he might have a point. I shall try the new 9v adaptors when they turn up, the ones with less ripple 
and then decide whether or not I want to invest in a super smooth DC supply from a lab supply. 
The thing is, it is also a big lump, one that I don’t really want as part of the installation.


Considering the panels I want to suspend them from the ceiling back to back with a lead tank 
below catching any water drips from the brushes they are suspended on elastic so that they are 
not left in the water. The lead tank is being re-purposed from my degree show when it held a 
single ear of wheat, in this guise it did not need to be water tight, even though it was soldered. So 
today I filled it with water to double check its suitability as a water tight container, and it was fine.


Previously I had considered two cubes in the balance pans representing a utopian future (a clear 
cube 20x20x20cm with a single 1.8mm, ultra bright LED in the centre) and a dystopian future (a 
solid, heavy, dirty, black lead of the same dimensions). The utopian being tipped away as you 
approach with the LED finally extinguishing when you’re within 60cm of the sensors. The sensory 
detection is complicated since two devices using ultrasonic pings in the same room could 
produce inadvertent triggers in each other. Other means of proximity detection have their practical 
pros and cons, for instance the health and safety issue of a trip wire sensor (either physical or a 
laser), and the indiscrimination of sound detection. The heartbeat monitor in conjunction with the 
scales’ proximity could work, however this requires physical contact and if directly applied this 
would interfere with the balance of the scales. Otherwise, remote detection could be used but this 
can cause issues with wires or WIFI/Bluetooth interfaces, but they would add a level of complexity 
which I would have to out-source, and I do not wish to do this at this stage. But I should also ask 
what the addition of the cubes brings to the work? In essence it steers the beholder towards a 
reading that isn’t absolute, I feel that I would prefer the observer to look at the object and create 
their own narrative. I feel that this creates more potential for the work. When I consider it as it is 
(without cubes in the pans) I can imagine several different readings and all are acceptable to me, 
for instance: political (Brexit) and the nation’s chaos, the beholder’s future and the planet’s future 
(global warming), humanities future in the light of its ability to cause suffering. This reconsideration 
of the work and its elaborate nature, suggests to me that it could be two separate pieces of work: 
one being the tilting pans and the second being an LED/heartbeat sensor.


Regarding the physical appearance of the pan scales I purchased, they are made of brass, 
1940-1950 and they look imposing, however, at the head of the balance, being designed for the 
meat market, they hold a boss of a bull. This isn’t suitable for my purposes, regarding utopianism I 
feel that a shepherd’s crook would be perfect, it relates to religion, pulling the flock into line, 
encouraging and fostering a utopian future. As Ernst Bloch said until we get to utopia we must 
have religion. So I have had a lathe turner make me a new one from my design, I hadn’t heard 
from them from over a week so today I’ dropped him an email, and it all seems to be in hand. 


Lastly I considered the lead suit, the jacket requires some repairs to the left sleeve shoulder seam, 
I’m contemplating a repair that shows the threads of the seam exposed, so preventing it from 
falling off but not an invisible repair. Secondly I am mulling over the buttons which are presently 
cogs from time pieces, and I think that these are a bit twee, plain buttons may be more suitable. 
Regarding the trousers I do not have sufficient lead code 1 to make a full pair, so I have asked 
Francoise Derksen of Midland Lead for some more non-typical width and thickness lead (code 1 
is just 0.45mm thick and is not stocked in builders merchants). Francoise has supplied me 
materials in the past for photos and information about the artworks I create from the lead.
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21st May 2019 
Yesterday I spent on the electronic project and ordered a new power supply which arrived today, it 
is super clean, that is extremely low ripple, that is ultra quite (noiseless), in an electronic sense. 
Basically you plug it in to an AC 240v socket and the output is like a DC battery. There are no 
harmonics and therefore the rogue capacitance in the circuit shouldn’t be a problem. Basically its 
output should be like the iMacs. 


I just plugged the circuit in and it is virtually perfect, the delays I put into the circuit to try to 
manage the harmonics and oscillations are no longer required and need to be removed, or at least 
decreased, but the circuit is steady and doesn’t display the issues that have plagued the project 
for over a week. The circuit remains on test beside me but all is well so far. 


I’ve also heard back from Sophia Margolis about customising the diffraction grating specs. I have 
prices and a template I can modify as I desire.  


This needs to be extremely simply, a title, a website link and my signature.


The lens's split the light into mini spectrums.


Not sure about the title though… Hope or Utopia, may be just Hope or Utopian Specs or Elysium 
Goggles ??


My research took me in the direction of looking at how light influenced our space. I took inspiration 
from Olafur Eliasson and his work on the environment and light and space. I also looked at light 
becoming the visual object and referenced Plato's Cave. A really good book that i read was 
(Experience -  Culture Cognition and the Common Sense, Jones Mather Urchin) They had a copy in 
the library.

From Rhiannon Blackman (email read 21/5/2019)
22nd May 2019
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Today we also went to Butley Mills Studios to have a workshop with Craig Hudson on metal finishing our 
bronze casts. After a health and safety chat we got to work. Craig showed us tools we could use to pare 
back the spurs and feathering that occurred in the casting and pouring process. He showed us the different 
disks we could use, from straight cutting to sanding. He then showed us how to make a tool which can be 
used to remove the polished surface and make it look more like the surrounding cast’s texture. We took a 
cold chisel or a large pin punch, cut the tip off with the grinder, heated the tip to glowing orange with a MAP+ 
gas torch and hammered it into a piece of concrete or similarly hard and heat resistance surface to add the 
impression to the face of the chisel. The chisel was then reheated and tempered (hardened) by dipping the 
first inch into cold water, allowing the rest to cool naturally in the air. 

The process was interesting, I learnt a great deal and I can see how I can now use these techniques to 
ready the bronze for patination. However I don’t feel that I’ve quite completed the task, the surface looks a 
little too patterned for my liking and therefore not wholly natural, this may need further working or I might 
need to fashion a new tool with a different textured face. Although I feel I now have these skills, and with the 
correct tools I can achieve this at home. 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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (metal finishing bronze cast) [Digital Photograph] Butley 
Mills Studios, Suffolk
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (raw bronze cast with sprue scarring) [Digital Photograph]

Before

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (metal finishing bronze cast) [Digital Photograph] Butley 
Mills Studios, Suffolk

After



22nd May 2019 

 

tbc – the comments I received from the crit with Marsha Bradfield and the feedback from the 
PhatasmAlethea sessions during the exhibition made me consider a few things: - 

Firstly that some felt that I might coast... So I thought I’d better make something new with skills 
that I haven’t utilised in the course previously.  

Secondly making more models seemed to be out.  

Lastly maybe an entirely new outlook.  

Autobiographical – my work has always been about my circumstance, of living with cancer and in 
the knowledge that I will die prematurely.  
Regarding the new outlook  

• Hope – the comment about re-evaluating my future was profound especially since it came from a 
family member.
• My first thought went to Pandora’s box was my first thought, elpis (Greek for hope) was all that 

remained in the jar when Pandora released all the woes and horrors. 
• This seemed to be linked closely with the concepts of utopia however there is a subtle 

distinction that I shall elaborate on later. 
• Anti-hope – or despair, has it been left behind? am I free of it? No, I remain unwell, and the 

sword of Damocles remains poised but can I have some abeyance from its presence for a period 
of respite, I hope so. 

• I want to continue in my previous project’s investigation into play and participation or interaction. 
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This installation in a German sub-way by Simon Faithful reminded me of what I was thinking of 
doing in response to the Ernst Bloch quote in Utopia (Nobel, 2009) 

“Utopian Consciousness wants to look far into the distance, but ultimately only in order to penetrate 
the darkness so near it, of the just lived moment, in which everything that is both drives and is 
hidden from itself. In other words, we need the most powerful telescope, that of the polished 
utopian consciousness, in order to penetrate precisely the nearest nearness.” (Ernst Bloch, The 
Principle of Hope, 1954– 59). 

It is the place out of reach, “that illuminates the limitation of the world that we actually live” I had 
planned to use an LED that extinguished as you approach, but I’ve altered that slightly, following 
some rethinking about practicalities and aesthetics of the planned piece. 
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• The term utopia was coined by Thomas More (1516) in the 16th Century derived from the 
Greek ‘ou’ (meaning not) + topos (place), it was also a pun on eu-topos (meaning good 
place). He employed it to suggest that a perfect world is impossible, a dilemma highlighted 
by Agent Smith in the 1999 film directed by the Wachowskis The Matrix (thanks Tru)  

• The utopian impulse is ubiquitous in ‘art, literature and Philosophy’ (The Utopian Impulse, 
by Richard Noble, 2009, p.12)  

• In a debate between Ernst Bloch and Theodor Adorno they agreed on one point, that a life 
freed from death would represent a utopia and therefore all utopia’s are tainted with this 
“most terrible and most horrible thing” immortality (p.8, 1993) and so according to them all 
utopia’s are undesirable.  

• Hope effectively becomes utopian when it becomes unachievable or ‘false hope’ (Synder, 
2009). That said Darren Webb (2008) suggests five categories of hope in association: - 


• Estimative hope - a goal which is probably achievable, no real impact if fulfilled - (non-
utopian). 


• Resolute hope - a goal that is more difficult, improbable yet still possible, potentially 
personally transformative, limited social impact - (non-utopian).  

• Patient hope - a general base level optimism without a specific goal - (anti- utopian).  
• Critical hope - this is the hope described by Bloch and Adorno, a world without hunger, 

without pain, without death, but also without limits to how it might be achieved – 
(utopian).  

• Transformative hope – a goal and plan to achieve it is defined, if still missing the 
answers, humans become the agents of their own destiny, XR (Extinction Revolution)?! 
But this actually sounds more like a collective, shared ‘Resolute Hope’. 


 
The Matrix 
“Did you know that the first Matrix was designed to be a perfect human world. Where none 
suffered. Where everyone would be happy. It was a disaster. No one would accept the program. 
Entire crops were lost. Some believed that we lacked the programming language to describe your 
perfect world. But I believe that as a species, human beings define their reality through misery and 
suffering. The perfect world was a dream that your primitive cerebrum kept trying to wake up 
from.” 

 
https://youtu.be/JrBdYmStZJ4  
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This installation was presented at the 50th Venice Biennale in the Arsenale. It was a 
communications hub, set-up as a place to develop connections, share thoughts and ideas. The 
station in question? A staging point (the Everest base station) 


 

Autobiographical :– 

• I looked into medical research on ‘hope for patients with chronic, critical illnesses’ and the 

information is quite overwhelming. Some articles are about the futility of hope (Tomlinson, 
2001, Broom, 2015) some only observe without opinion (Olsson, 2011, Penson, 2007, Eliott, 
2006) and the rest talk about the therapeutic effects of hope (Coughlin, 2006, 
KhalediSardashti, 2018). Conversely, Camus wrote in the Myth of Sisythus that “incurable 
illness” and the hopeless it induces is a possible reason for suicide (p.3).  

• I recently read Joseph Frankl’s book on hope and Man’s Search for Meaning which I found 
inspiring. I also attended the exhibition talk on Maciej Swieszewski’s drawings and the 
subsequent lecture by Professor Roman Nieczyporowski. All of which relate to the 
holocaust. I found this both extremely difficult to process, and contradictorily to Adorno and 
Bloch, I remain hopeful, that in the face of such terror hope can enable people to survive. 


Appetite:– there seems to be a real and present need for hope and there is a lot of talk about 
utopian things, especially in politics, the BBC News advert even has a unicorn at the head of the 
animals parading into the House of Parliament. 


Experimentation:- I want to keep trying new things, developing new skills and attempt different 
ways of trying to communicate my work to the audience. 
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Gallacio’s Chasing Rainbows (1998) is another installation, this time on the floor of a gallery. 
Rainbows and spectrums have a long association with utopia and hope from Nietzsche’s 
metaphor to Snyder’s Hope Theory: Rainbow of the Mind. 


 

I’m Considering four works 

• Inspired by Steyerl’s text In Freefall (2011) and the notion of the ephemeral rainbow receding 

as you approach, I want to create an assemblage, a found object a rectified readymade, an 
old set of scales that tips as the beholder approaches.  

• This will utilize some tech (ultrasonic sensors that detect the nearest object across an 
array of four sensors) the data is processed by a microprocessor which in turn 
controls a servo that tilts the pans.  
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• I had planned to have two cube on the scales, one to represent utopia and the other 
dystopia but I feel that this was unnecessary embellishment.  

• Two 6ft by 2ft stretched canvases of Chinese calligraphy cloth are suspended back to back 
over a tray of water. Brushes (on elastic) are suspended above the water, they can be used 
by being dipped into the water, the water temporarily marks the canvas when wet. When 
they dry they retain no trace of the mark. The term ‘tablet’ speaks of Moses and the 10 
commandments, in context a utopian set of rules... the ephemeral ink links it back to the 
creation of the term by Sir Thomas More (1516) when he mashed up two Greek words ou-
topia [meaning no place] and eu-topia [meaning a good and beneficial place]. The two 
panels provide the opportunity to consider two extremes (and unreachable) futures, a 
‘utopian’ one and a ‘dystopian’ one, or a ‘utopia’ one and a ‘hopefull’ one. Titles may be 
provided to encourage inspiration (there’s nothing like a blank canvas, especially when 
people are watching, unless you’re a child), as might instructions. I would video myself 
creating a list myself, which may or may not be displayed too. Another idea I’m considering 
is setting up an Instagram feed for beholder to post their contributions. There is an element 
of play and participation, although part of the fun is in watching others too. 


• Inspired by Joseph Beuys Felt Suit (Filzanzug) (1970) an edition of 100, but not directly 
(although that works too). I was reading the article posted online by the Tate collection (there 
is also a video) about the destruction of Beuys’ suit by a moths infestation. 


• This but using lead is very different, the material bring with it suggestions of war, 
toxicity, waterproofing, permanence, church roofs and protection from radiation both 
in industry and in medicine. 


• This piece is new to my thinking as it came out of the earlier incarnations of In the balance. It 
is an LED in an acrylic box, feed from Arduino microprocessor that receives an input from a 
heartbeat sensor. There have been large scale works that receive beholder’s heartbeats such 
as Charles Pétillon (2015) Heartbeat, GNI Projects (2016) Heartbeat and Rafael Lozano-
Hemmer’s (2006) Pulse Room installation. The light was just a means to create strong 
spectrum effects in the diffraction grating lens that I plan to make available to the beholders, 
these are 3D spec style glasses. The connection of the beholder through the flashing of the 
light further investigates play and participation, which I hope will heighten the experience of 
the beholder. The specs also relate to Snyder’s paper on hope theory sub-tilited Rainbows in 
the Mind. This piece relates to a couple of quotes I read or picked up:- 


• “Hope is being able to see the light despite all of the darkness” – Archbishop 
Desmond Tutu  

• “It is not hope that kills us. Death kills us. Hope keeps you going. Hope is the 
chink ... in the curtain that lets the light through” – Miriam Margoles (Miriam’s Dead 
Good Adventure)  

• I am also in the process of making a bronze sculpture of a pomegranate. Partly to learn the 
process, but also in connection with the myth previously discussed. This item may become 
part of the In the Balance sculpture.  
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Denes’ (1982) field of wheat planted in an old landfill site on the outskirts of Manhattan, whilst 
during the 1920’s the De Stijl group were considered utopian for introducing an urban aesthetic 
here Denes returned a bit of the city to nature, at least a managed version. To me this shows the 
temporal nature of utopianism. 


 

• Previously Heidegger has been very important in my work, and although I still hold with his 
thinking on the broken hammer I have always struggled with the notion of the unconcealing 
of objects. Reading more about John Paul Sartre he seemed to be on a sound footing for 
me, simply put he rejects Heidegger’s notion which is also similar to Kant’s noumena. 
Instead the beholder sees what they see and insight is provided by the beholder through 
previous experience and their cognition not the revealing of its essence by the artist.  

• Pain – I considered some ideas on pain (probably because I was in a lot of it at the time). 
Video’s showing me using a needle to pick the seeds out of a pomegranate, tapping them 
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out with a rolling pin, squeezing them out with a vice, burning them out with a blow torch, 
using an axe, a sledgehammer... (inspired by Richard Serra’s Verblist, 1967-68).  

• Holocaust, although deeply moving and the art around it is inspiring on grounds of hope and 
despair I wanted only to appreciate it and no more, I didn’t feel like I have enough 
connection with it to endow it with any authenticity.  

• Cubes - I struggled with the semiotics of the cube, rainbows, cardinal colours, De Stijl 
palate, etc., their placement on the scales, it was all too literal. 


• Sisyphus and the electronic ball, it was playful but it didn’t really have any legs, Francis Alÿs 
piece said it all.  

• The panels - Alternative ways and means of achieving this. I’m still unsure about the panel 
questions... That prompt the participant into action.  

• The utopian syringe... Too dodgy (used needles)  

• Pain med addiction - Interesting but not part of the remit.  

• The found scales bore a bulls head – new head commissioned (awaiting completion, tricky 
to bend brass, may crack!)  

• Film on windows, I was concerned of it effecting other peoples work...  

• The RasPi was ditched for the allegedly simpler Arduino – RFI, EMI, Ripple causing 
oscillations (fixed with an ultra low noise power supply)  

 

This image by Gonzalez-Torres (1991) was developed from the installation Untitled (Perfect 
Lovers) (1991) a pair of synchronized clocks. Here the hands are not necessary, possibly 
suggesting that love endures, that it is eternal... These prints are given away, an endless supply. 
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24nd May 2019 
Power Point Presentation & Learning Agreement


What, why, how… the journey…


…which isn’t going to end at the UoS but somewhere else offsite as the Gallery is closing before 
our planned exhibition!


The pulse sensor turned up today, I plugged it in with an LED and some simple code and hey 
presto…




 Sound effect added in post production.


I like the idea of the piece more than the present aesthetic of the work, a different LED might help, 
and the application of the cover. I’m still taken by the quotes of both Archbishop Tutu and 
Margolyes about hope, I’m wondering if a curtain would improve the appearance, or a slit in a 
box. I had thought of a box, I’ve always been fascinated by the thought experiment of 
Schrodinger’s cat, whether or not the cat is dead and it remaining in both states until it is 
witnessed (for cat read particle, and for state read existence). Maybe a lead box, slightly ajar with 
light streaming out.  


I started to read Ernst Bloch’s seminal paper on hope, The Principle of Hope (1954-59) [3 
Volumes] which I admit I will not finish before the end of this project so I thought I’d also look up 
some reviews and abridged texts. There are extracts in the Utopias (2009) ed. Nobel and I found 
some more online, a review by Aronson (1991) and an article in The Guardian by Thompson (2013) 
which was very interesting. Thompson writes that Bloch’s magnum opus in three volumes had a 
different working title, Dreams of a Better Life, and it details the ways we hide (and present) our 
dreams for a better world (and life) in our “dreams and fairytales”. Unlike Thomas Moore and other 
definitions of utopia Bloch doesn’t claim that these dreams will always be unobtainable, only that 
they are “not-yet” achievable. 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (Heartbeat prototype) [Digital Video - CLICK to PLAY



“He speaks of an “Ontology of Not-Yet Being” in which we are continually building a concrete 
utopia. He uses the word concrete here in its Hegelian sense as a con crescere, a growing together 
of tendencies and latencies within the relationship between material reality and human intervention 
which are always full with potential but which cannot be realised because the material conditions 
for their realisation is not yet complete.”


So if we are building it it is coming into being. In essence this reads more like a category of hope 
described by Darren Webb (2008), somewhere between Resolute Hope and Transformative hope 
whilst Webb believed that Bloch was more in line with Critical hope, or the bad utopia. 

Also unlike Moore, Bloch believed that utopia wasn’t a pre-existing state that a society strives to 
reach but a “self-generating” process, “the process is made by those who are made by the 
process” therefore it is all about the journey and not the destination, much like the enjoyment that 
I get from sailing. It is a self sustaining process that works towards a new future which is fuelled 
by the desire to improve the current situation. This in itself is a rejection of critical hope and in a 
way it is actually anti-utopian, in that there isn’t a defined goal, but there is a desire to improve 
and not be stagnant. Like Sartre, Bloch also rejected the idea of a “transcending realm outside of 
material reality” or Kant’s noumena. 


Aronson (1991) condenses Bloch’s 3 volumes succinctly: Bloch identifies daydreams as generally 
forward looking, whilst slumber dreams are confined to the past. Bloch details and catalogues an 
encyclopaedic body of evidence of hope and utopias in culture, “the function of comedy” (p.221) 
fairytales and “the lure of travel” (ibid), another part outlines a “better world” (ibid). He then 
develops the idea that as times moves on some utopias become achieved, as unforeseen 
technological developments enable them “in the contemporary world”. Many of the hopes Bloch 
identifies are definitely not utopias but simple and achievable desires, such as “weight loss”, “to 
travel”, “dreams of physical fitness, “even of ageing and dying” alongside mention of “fountains of 
youth” and “cities of gold”. Bloch also speaks of an individual’s utopia as their “homeland”.


Basically Bloch claims that virtually everything we make relates in some way to hope, this he has 
observed and reflects on in the text, he goes on to suggest that our society is slowly absorbing 
and converting these hopes into being. Hope is part of the human condition. 


Aronson goes on to state that Bloch’s three volumes are the meanderings of a man who doesn’t 
want their meaning to be understood, they contain little explanation of the tenet of hope, instead it 
become a great body of seemingly unrelated texts and assertions ex cathedra. with an 
expectation that the reader will be able to join the dots without hint and assistance. Aronson says 
that “in the end, we do not have hope communicated to us: we are pummelled by hope” (p.224.) 
Beyond this Bloch’s obsession with Stalin’s Soviet Union, even in the face of mounting evidence 
of its failure is tiresome. 


Philosophy has ignored the future, and thus has lacked the tools for discerning how the utopian 
function operates in the “nearest nearness” of the present. But artistic genius grasps, and presents, 
material that is beyond “what has previously been consciously given, what has previously been 
explicated and finally formed in the world” (126). “Every great work of art thus still remains, except 
for its manifest character impelled towards the latency of the other side, i.e. towards the contents of 
a future which had not yet appeared in its own time” (127). 


(p.226)


This in deed is true where philosophy has miss an opportunity to discuss hope art, in particular 
film, and literature has taken up the gauntlet, and although Bloch’s philosophy might appear to 
revere Stalinism, why should all of it be thrown away on this failed ideal. We are at risk of losing 
the baby.  
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26th May 2019 
In the studio today I considered the Lead jacket, the left sleeve is detaching which I planned to 
repair in someway. I wasn’t sure whether this should be an invisible repair, which I could do easily, 
or something else, a nod towards Joseph Beuys’ moth eaten suit. I’d considered using tinned 
copper wire to appear like the threads of the jacket but first it needs some more robust patching 
to the back of the shoulder / sleeve joint. So I doubled over some self adhesive copper tape that I 
had ready-to-hand and tinned it with solder. 


This enabled me to patch the shoulder with a material which is stronger than lead. 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (copper repair tape) [Digital Photograph]

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (copper repair tape tinned) [Digital Photograph]



After soldering the patches in place, I noticed that I need a new iron tip as the old one had burnt 
out. I also thought I’d give my new gas touch an airing so I set it up and gave the patch a quick 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (copper repair tape used to patch the inner shoulder) [Digital Photograph]

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (copper repair tape used to patch the inner shoulder) [Digital Photograph]



blast of heat with the intention of making the surface solder more molten and fusing better since 
the old burner tip was struggling to transfer the heat as efficiently as it used to. The torch was less 
focused and hotter than I’d expected and it blew two large holes (and a few smaller ones) into the 
sleeve very quickly. This is though would be ideal for trying out the idea I had to use copper wire 
to patch up the sleeve joint. I found an old comms wire, stripped off the PVC sheathing and tinned 
it (but not too heavily, I was happy for the copper to be visible in places).  I then stretched the thin 
strands of tinned copper across the holes and welded them into place. The effect is very pleasing, 
it reminds me of tissue, torn, rotten meat, it is visceral, thread bare and almost moth eaten. 


The example above is a photo of a moth eaten jacket, rugs can also become moth eaten and the 
stronger warp material can be resistant to the moth who prefer the weft. The holes without the 
threads appeared a little too clean somehow. The threads also provide the beholder with another 
possibility, that of being worn out, thread bare. I feel that the threads also provide the exposure of 
in inner matter of the jacket, a hole is just absence, whilst the thread depict an interior structure to 
the material, one that is more than just lead sheet and solder.  I shall use this technique to patch 
the seam (when the new solder tips arrive) and I might consider blowing some more holes in the 
jacket. The holes also remind me of Shingles, which I contracted earlier this year, they look 
painful, as if affected by some kind of violent trauma; it appears very powerful to me.
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Anon (n.d.) Untitled (moth eaten suit online) [Digital Photograph] Available at: https://www.picssr.com [accessed 27th 
May 2019] 
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27th May 2019 
The brass scales… the main issue is the head, which is a bull’s head. My plan is to change it to a 

shepherd’s crook and I think I could manage this fairly successfully with a hacksaw, a chisel and 
some emery cloth, however, I didn’t want to destroy the original, which is somewhat satanic and 
interesting in a different way. So I went about organising a new head, turned in brass rod, which 
would then be bent into shape. The problem is brass isn’t very malleable, it needs very intense 
heat to reform and even then it is prone to cracking under stress. So whilst contacting the turner I 
offered an alternative solution to the brass, the stub bolt the head screws into is steel. Steel is a 
more robust material with a high melting point, but in a forge, with an anvil it can be manipulated 
with skill and without cracking. Also since the stub bolt is steel there wouldn’t be any problem 
with dissimilar material and electrolytic corrosion.  Bronze too is very malleable and fairly inert. I 
await a response.    
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (brass head of the scales with new design) [Digital Photograph]



28th May 2019 
I started to think about making the sonar array a permanent thing today. I have a proto-type shield 
but it’s not perfect the rail is a socket rail and it is not designed to be soldered, I had considered 
unsoldering the rail but this is always messy. So I’ve ordered another which should arrive 
tomorrow, however this allows me to design the circuit. 


Then I got distracted thinking about the substrate for the scales, whilst considered the stand I 
realised that the horizontal piece of oak I’d previously used was too wide for the scales. So I cut a 
new piece the same width of the post. I considered making an entire new stand but I thought I’d 
try to disassemble the old one first as they’d be identical, if slightly shorter and the carpentry 
would be a great deal of work. Fortunately the old post came apart effortlessly. 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (sourcing materials, post for scales) [Digital Photograph]



Whilst measuring up for the width I realised that the centre of the pans was not the centre of the 
stud bar holding the balance and that to keep the pans central to the post I’d need to set the stub 
bar back to the rear of the tops surface. In fact after the collar was fitted to the stud bar it would 
be overhanging the wooden tops edge. I considered screwing and gluing an extra piece of wood 
to the top but the stub bar fixing would near to the join and therefore not very strong. So I looked 
for a wider piece of wood, which I found, I then measured up the sonar sensor for insertion into 
the wood, I plan to router out plenty of wood to enable ventilation sufficient ventilation for the 
components, the components will also to be accessible incase they might need to be replaced. 


This all prompted me to contact the metal turner to get an update on the turning of the crook. 
Apparently it is nearly complete, but he did have some questions about the measurements which I 
ironed out, however he isn’t confident in the bending of the brass, and he recommended that I 
contacted a forge, which I duly did. In doing so I discovered that there are two forges in my very 
village! One of whom is experienced in working with brass so that shouldn’t be an issue, he is also 
happy for me to be present as he works so I should get some photos too. See https://
www.suffolkironworks.co.uk/contact-us/  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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (sourcing materials, post for scales) [Digital Photograph]
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29th May 2019 
I’ve been looking back at Bloch, and one thing troubles me, he suggests that philosophy has in 
the past focused on the past, how things have been and that he preposes that his philosophy is 
the first to consider the future, the “Not-Yet” but surely this is incorrect. Plato considered the 
notion of ideas or forms, Aristotle along with the philosopher’s that believed in another realm, 
arguably Kant, Heidegger, Leibniz, and Harman amongst others. 


Theodor Adorno Committment (1962) (in Noblem 2009, pp. 46-48) discusses art after the 
holocaust, how it and life will always be tainted with these thoughts and memories, yet it is 
surprising how things time impacts. This is not to say that things are forgotten, but the 
contemporary becomes the past, first hand memories become part of record. Few people who 
have a first hand experience of the holocaust now 74 years ago remain alive, of cause we have 
films, books and artworks which memorialise the horrors but these become things that are 
studied and debated, not experienced lived and expressed. I can only imagine how tangible the 
holocaust felt to Adorno in 1962, a German, whose father was Jewish. That said art associated 
with the holocaust carries a weight of inhumanity which is overwhelming. Which I understand is 
why Anselm Kiefer uses lead in the literal sense to represent this heft. There are also the literal 
materials selected by Beuys for his work, felt, lard… from the tate.org.uk article: -


Fat appears in many of Beuys’s sculptures. He chose it partly to stimulate discussion, as ‘a material 
that was very basic to life and not associated with art’. More fundamentally, the flexibility with which 
it changes from solid to liquid form, according to changes in temperature, made it a potent symbol 
of spiritual transcendence. Felt was important to Beuys for its ability to absorb whatever it came into 
contact with. As an insulator, it became a symbol of warmth. It also appears as a muffler, as when 
Beuys wrapped a piano, television or a loudspeaker in felt. Like fat, the use of felt was one of 
Beuys’s personal signatures, and his felt hat became a symbol for the artist himself.


Metals used by Beuys included iron, whose cold strength and durability he associated with 
masculinity, war and Mars. He placed it in opposition to copper, a conductor of electricity and one of 
the softest metals, which he associated with Venus and femininity. Gold carried associations of 
magic, alchemy and transformation. Honey and beeswax were regarded as spiritual substances, but 
also represented political harmony. Beuys admired the social organisation of bees, describing it as a 
‘socialist organism’ which functioned ‘in a humane warm way through principles of co-operation 
and brotherhood’. 


Available at: https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/exhibition/joseph-beuys-actions-vitrines-
environments/joseph-beuys-actions-5  [accessed 29th May 2019]
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Joseph Beuys (1983) Untitled (Vitrine) [Wood, glass, steel copper, iron and felt] {2060x2200x500mm) Tate Collection. 
Available at: https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/beuys-untitled-vitrine-t03826 [accessed 29th May 2019]
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To me the above extract (although accurate) circumvents the holocaust, as Professor Roman 
Nieczyporowski commented felt was made from human hair removed from the victims of the 
death camps, fat to was extracted from the bodies and turned into a commodity and used in 
soap. Gold teeth were extracted…


Beuys’ Untitled (Vitrine) (1983) text reads: - 


These objects reflect Beuys’s concern with the generation and storage of energy. Many include iron, 
which Beuys associated with slowness and the gradual accumulation of energy; copper, which he 
associated with lightning conductivity and speed; or felt, which insulates and absorbs. On the left 
are two pieces of felt with a razor blade attached, and Samurai Sword, a knife sheathed in felt. On 
the right are a piece of tram rail, relating to Beuys’s childhood memories of the tram stop near his 
home; Magnetic Rubbish, a razor blade held upright on a magnetised plate; and a battery. 


When one associates the boxes contents with the holocaust other connections can be made, the 
rail track and transportation to the camps, the razors used to shave hair (for felt) the battery which 
relates to energy, possibly an attempt to sustain our memories in order to prevent reoccurrence. 


Also see: Richard Moss (2005) ‘Have A Go At Deciphering a Beuys’ Own World At Tate Modern’ in 
Culture24. Available at: https://www.culture24.org.uk/art/art26810 [accessed 29th May 2019]


This reminds me of my Lead jacket, the use of copper wire in the open wounds, it is a conductor, 
the material of electricians, one of my roles in Shell was as an electrician 


Returning to Adorno, he writes “the moral of this art, not to forget for a single instant, slithers into 
the abyss of its opposite.” he goes on to say that “it [art] converts its own malediction into a 
theodicy” suggesting that art sympathetic to the issues of the holocaust by direct recollection of 
the horrors which are automatically brought to mind by the very mention of the word also innately 
vindicate it.    
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (One of the routered cable runs, with fence, sensor pockets not yet complete) [Digital 
Photograph]

https://www.culture24.org.uk/art/art26810


30th May 2019 
Considering aesthetics of the scales base, and I wondered if I should I make the movements 
visible or not? Using a sheet of polycarbonate on top, with top access cut out with a router would 
enable the beholder to see the workings, the wires and some of the electronics. Alternatively, I 
could router from below, and use cable clips to hold the wires in, or place a piece of hardboard or 
similar below. Or I could router from above as mentioned and then cap it with either lead or wood 
(although lead can conduct and could short out the components if I’m not careful). Alternatively I 
could use polycarbonate and I’d still have the option to cover it with either fabric, lead, paper... 
this seems to provide a variety of ways in which I can modify the aesthetic so although it’ll be 
more work, as I’ll need to consider how the routing looks (as it may end up visible to the beholder) 
it seems to be the best option.


So I measured and ordered a sheet of polycarbonate for the https://www.thepolycarbonatestore.co.uk/
checkout/onepage/success/ 


I also went about marking out the cable routing, the piece of wood I found is pretty rough, soft 
wood (pine) but it is suitably thick. I may paint it, or sand and wax it I shall consider the options 
when I’ve completed all of the cutting and sanded it lightly. 


I started to router out the cable runs freehand, but this didn’t look great so I used a basic fence, a 
piece of wood clamped to the plank which the router runs along. 


Due to a large knot in the wood, I decided to make the runs asymmetrical, I could have mirrored 
this but I liked the idea of working with nature and if I made the runs symmetrical the purpose of 
avoiding the knot may have gone unnoticed. I’m still working out how to deal with the servo, the 
servo bracket should arrive tomorrow so I can work this out then. Also I’m concerned that the 
sensors might over heat, so I’ve marked out pocket larger than required and I will router a small 
gap between the polycarbonate and the wood above the sensors to allow the hot air to escape, a 
small hole through the base of the pocket would allow cooler air in.    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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (top of stand for scales, marked out for cables and components) [Digital Photograph]
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The cables run out of the wood to the rear of the stand where the Arduino will be screwed to the 
post.


The pins of the sensors will be carefully bent straight with the socket attached. I just checked that 
the cable sockets would fit through the 16mm holes I’d drilled and they do, however I also tried 
the cables in the runs and because they’re flat cables they didn’t go around the tight corners very 
well, so I routered out the bends so they sweep. Also I may, when setting up, separate the cores 
at the tighter bends so they sit flatter. 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (One of the routered cable runs, freehand) [Digital Photograph]
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (Routered cable runs to exit to rear) [Digital Photograph]

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (Routered pocket with sensor in situ) [Digital Photograph]



I also fitted the magic cloth to one of the canvas stretchers, unfortunately I did not order sufficient 
for both so I’ve ordered an extra 3 yards from Blue Heron Art Co.  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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (Magic Cloth fitted to canvas stretcher) [Digital 
Photograph]



31st May 2019 
The cables appear as veins, arteries, nerves, roads and rivers... both visceral, anthropomorphising 
the sculpture and depicting a means of infrastructure, indeed cables and communications are 
literally part of our infrastructure.


The scale’s pans came without chains, so I either have to replace the originals with brass chain as 
would have been fitted or use a different material... I could use brass wire, framing wire, strong 
fishing line (also often used in art to make things appear to hang unsupported) rope, cord, string, 
nylon, shoe strings, leather... it is an opportunity to suggest something other, or to reinforce 
something already suggested. The work is about the uncertainty of the future, yet it is also about 
the horizon, the receding future whether good or bad, so long as you’re alive the future is 
uncertain, it only solidifies when it becomes the past. This needs careful consideration... if for 
example string, what kind, baling twine, shop/parcel string, butchers string, maybe like the 
Miroslaw Balka’s sculpture Kategorie (2005) see https://whitecube.com/channel/channel/
miroslaw_balka_on_kategorie_2011 which is about the holocaust, he used different coloured 
thread hanging inside a concrete tunnel, the colours suggesting the different creeds, races and 
sexualities persecuted by the Nazi’s. I also have the opportunity to revisit the cube/rainbow idea, 
when I was trying to resolve how I could depict utopia in the cube. The number of strings happens 
to be the same as the sides of a dice, being six, possibly the cardinal colours, the colours that are 
represented in the De Stijl palette but there are only five of those (the three primaries plus white 
and black). I think there were only five threads in Balka’s installation too.


Balka has made the tunnel out of several different materials, concrete, steel, but the colour is 
always grey, the threads hang from the black stepper motors between the inset lights. The threads 
are barely visible in this photo. The colours of the threads mimic the code used in the Nazi 
concentration camps: pink for homosexual and bisexual men, green for criminals, red for political 
prisoners, black for Roma and “asocial elements” (alcoholics, people with learning difficulties, etc) 
and  purple for Jehovah’s Witnesses.  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Miroslaw Balka (2005) Kategorie [installation] Museum of Modern Art, Dublin.



1st June 2019 
Another thought about the wires/chains/string/threads that I could use to hold the pans, I could 
use coloured wires.


I worked further on the routering of the board the that holds the scales. I cut in the remaining 
sonar sensors and the servo block, with space for the servo arm to rotate. This required cutting a 
hole all the way through the plank, at the router pieces have a limited length, and the holes 
needed to be worked from both sides. Although I didn’t like the hole through the board so I 
decided to scarf in a piece of wood to close the hole. If I paint the plank this will become invisible, 
that said you would have to look underneath the sculpture to see it which is not very likely.

 


The servo needed a further cable run which I routed into one of the main arteries which also 
needed to be widened slightly, this added further to the root/arterial appearance of the runs. 


It might benefit from some ventilation holes but these really need to be drilled using a pillar drill 
(which I don’t have) as it will enable a straight and true hole, which cannot be guaranteed when 
drilling freehand, however careful you are. 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (servo box, work in progress) [Digital Photograph]
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (scarfed in piece of box wood, glued and clamped) [Digital Photograph]



4th June 2019 
Today the alternative power, step down devices arrived, previously I had used a device that may 
have been slightly underpowered and as a result two have failed, this seems unacceptable and 
although they are cheap, that might also be the problem. So I ordered two different types to 
consider for size, output, convenience etc. 


I ordered two because I was concerned that the smaller one with a digital output and calibration 
might lose its settings when the power was switched off; which it would be each day. The 
alternative is a bigger device and it comes without a box which I’d have to source separately. 
They are both big enough, the one I’m replacing is rated at 800mA, the smaller digital module is 
3A and the bigger one 12A, the supply current is 1.8A at 12V 20W so at 5V this could be as much 
as 4A but the power is split between the servo which shouldn’t draw more than 1.2-1.5amps 
when stalled.


I shall continue to test the device until I’m happy that it will meet my requirements and if OK I shall 
return the other (larger) module.


I’ve been filling, sanding, and generally finishing off the stand top too.
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (two alternative DC voltage buck modules) [Digital Photograph]

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (sanded stand top) [Digital Photograph]



Also the sheet of polycarbonate arrived, I shall check that this fits OK later.


The sanded top came up nicely - the rear I liked a great deal, it has a weathered, stripped back 
appearance. I’m unsure whether I shall paint it since this would lose this effect, lime wax might 
enhance it. My concern is that the post below is oak and this is soft wood, albeit old and soft 
wood tends to yellow when waxed or varnished. I think the next step is to assemble the entire 
piece.


How well did I do? 

Considering the quality of the surface of the softwood, which was patchy, partly sanded partly 
sawn, I wasn’t sure of the appearance of the finished item. The filler appears like paint, or a lime 
wax finish. To the touch the surface is smooth and it could easily be painted as this stage. I’m 
somewhat loathed to wax it as this will cause problems if I decide to paint it later. I think the 
presently it is more prudent to wait and consider this further when the piece is brought together 
which should be soon.


I heard last night that the turned brass rod is ready for collection, and hopefully I should collect 
this tomorrow morning.
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (Polycarbonate sheet, cut and drilled with protective film) [Digital Photograph]

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (the underside of the stand top) [Digital Photograph]



5th June 2019 
Today I collected the turned brass rod.


My thoughts, the design I provided was not 
followed the two beads were supposed to be 
butted up together, however this may or may 
not be a problem, it needs to be checked 
against the other brass elements. If it is an 
issue I can either braise it up with brass or 
solder it with tin, so that it isn’t so deep. The 
obvious difference is that it is not yet bent and 
the technician wasn’t confident that he won’t 
crack it. Secondly the length and the taper, 
the taper isn’t yet equal to the diameter of the 
tongue, which is the pivot for the balance. 
Today I discussed these elements with our 
village blacksmith and we agreed that he 
would make the changes on Friday morning. 
This could include tapering it with a hammer 
(when hot) and bending it however it would 
leave hammer marks. I stated that it is the 
nature of the beast and that I was happy with 
hammer marks. Regarding the length, I told 
him that I would be happy with the bend being 
higher or returning on itself some more, more 
like a shepherd’s crook. The thread fit my bar 
nicely so it should work well, trying it with the 
collar however the tech has mage it too small, 
not beyond repair but the diameter at the 
bottom of the rod is too small and it looks a 
bit odd against the next component, a copper 
or maybe a lead washer, would provide a 
better spacing the the line of the silhouette 
would flow better.  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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (Work in progress, the old and the new brass pieces) [Digital Photograph]

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (Work in progress, the old 
and the new brass pieces) [Digital Photograph]



6th June 2019 
Reconsidering Susan’s feedback from yesterday I picked up on one short paragraph:- “You need 
to developing a methodology by which you evaluate and analyse your work. This should include 
reflection on installation of the works, and how they fit together”. It is true that I’d always struggle 
with methodologies, never quite understanding what is meant by the development of one. So I 
thought I’d goggle it (again) and I came up with this, Dr Helen Kara’s (of Southampton University) 
YouTube channel based on her text Creative Research Methods in the Social Sciences: A practical 
guide, with first video cast deal with ‘Arts-based research’ https://youtu.be/YpnexrLZBT4 (Kara, 2017).


Firstly she discusses the level of artistic skill required or ought to be required to carry out arts-
based research, she describes a continuum from Jane Piirto (high level of peer reviewed skill 
required) to Katrina Douglas (no artistic skills required) whilst her own position is it depends upon 
the research.


When designing ones research you can use a variety of tools, often it’s best to plays to ones 
strengths, as a visual person I tend to favour mind maps (or spidergrams) and Gantt charts. 


Literary review: personal documents (reflective journal), self published lit and creative literature. 
Here I think Kara misses a few opportunities to expand the literary review, whilst she mentions 
novels she doesn’t consider film which is something I’ve tried to include with 1984 (which was of 
course originally a novel 1948), The Matrix (1999) and Metropolis (1927). Although she does 
mention ‘Zines’ which I was first introduced to at the RA earlier this year with Adam Shield and 
Thomas Whittle’s exhibition in the RA’s Weston Studio, Image Drum. 


Data gathering: to include photography, as well as poetry, interview, journals, mapping, 
drawing, painting, collage… I ave used these techniques.


Data analysis: you might create a poem about your data or from your data, you might create an 
iPoem, devised by Susie Weller and Rosalind Edwards… 


When presenting arts-based research consider: illustrations, short video, drama, dance (see 
Dance your PhD on YouTube). Mixed methods often benefit from the barrier lowering effect of 
being creative, such as when you ask a child if they’d like to draw a picture. There are obvious 
benefits too when trying to communicate with people who have difficulty with language or 
expressing themselves verbally, such as people with dementia or brain injuries. Of course there 
are others who are not comfortable with the arts, people who feel that they are unable to draw or 
paint and that it is outside their comfort zone.


What I continue to struggle with is how these tools (as I recall Jane describing them to me 
previously) constitute a methodology? What does a developed methodology look like, is this it 
and if it is how does it demonstrate my evaluation and analysis of my work. All I can think is that it 
is actually the questions I pose such as ‘How well did you do it?’, ‘How valuable was it?’, ‘What 
did/didn’t you learn?’, ‘How did you feel about it?’, etc.


These evaluations should be throughout the process, however, I’m aware that it is now month 6 of 
8 and I have not been very explicit in my evaluations. That is not to say that it is not part of my 
process, it absolutely is, but I am aware that I should be making my thinking more explicit, 
recording it in my journal in a more obvious way as reflections on questions posed, not implicitly 
through my thoughts and actions. This I shall change, I also propose to look back at some of my 
earlier decisions to analyse my process of thought. In many ways this itself is an evaluation, an 
analysis of my competency in recording ones own evaluations. 


What sources did you find?


Helen Kara’s video cast on YouTube helped me to realise that I was employing many of the tools 
and techniques of an art-based researcher however I need to implement their use in a more focus 
and explicit manner to show my thinking succinctly and clearly. 
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https://youtu.be/YpnexrLZBT4


What would you do differently?


A focused framework of thinking could be helped (at least initially) by overtly asking myself 
questions, this should provide a structure to my thoughts enabling me to express them in a 
positive manner, unmistakably and markedly. This is something I did in my Concepts and 
Contexts Module with some success. I had planned to imbed this method into my reflective 
journal, but in order to enable flow, as described, the structure of the posed question has not 
always been definitively made, this technique I feel has been less effective. My journal is extensive 
and even with the benefit of highlighting text it is not always clear that my thinking has been 
evaluated and analysed sufficiently.  


What does it all mean?


I have learnt that the reflective journal is a tool that can (when used correctly) show my structured 
analysis, and although the language used may be less formal than say a thesis, it still requires a 
structure. A means to make clear my thinking process and my evaluation of each of the elements 
of my work including my technical skills, my research into artists and theory, and most importantly 
this should not be done in a discreet implied way but overtly, and in a self-challenging manner. 


As Picasso said “I never made a painting as a work of art, it’s all research” (McNiff and Whitehead, 
2008, p. 29).


What is important is that the work I create is analysed by me against what it is that I am trying to 
express, which is:- I am examining my personal circumstances (living with a critical illness) and 
how this effects my experiences of despair and tentative hope. This utilises the art theory dealing 
with utopia and dystopia (unattainable extremes of the former pairing.) Although my experience is 
personal, ultimately we all share the same outcome, and therefore there is a universally shared 
experience, which I want to tap into to elicit an emotional response or at least a connection to the 
work beyond amusement. Hope and despair are ubiquitous, we hope for stuff everyday, but it is 
the bigger hopes I am aiming for, yet not exactly utopian by definition, more a ‘resolute hope’ as 
defined by Darren Webb (2008).


It is also important when I reflecting on my work, especially where it is participative that those who 
choose to get involved do not feel judged.
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8th June 2019 
Since my tutorial with Jane I’ve been considering the presentation of the lead suit (trouser material 
delivery confirmed to be on Monday). We’d discussed various possibilities including freestanding, 
the use of a mannequin, a hook and hanger (as per the Tates presentation of Beuy’s Felt Suit 
(Filzanzug) (1970) [an edition of 100] see p.121 but I mentioned the possiblity of a trouser press 
and this seemed to resonate with Jane, albeit one of a specific age and style.




So I considered the object…


How is it used?


The press is opened up on a table top, the very lightly dampened trousers are carefully folded. 
They are then placed in the press with the leg bottoms to the left, the cuffs (turn ups) are clamped 
in the press (if fitted). A sheet of absorbent material should placed between each leg of each pair 
of trouser (multiple pairs can be pressed together, but only one maybe stretched). If the press 
doesn’t have a specific stretch clamp then the main board can be used and the left hand wing-
nuts/clamp is used only (the right hand clamp is left loose) to hold the trousers in place. The top 
of the trousers are threaded through the arm to the right (see below) and back on themselves 
gripping them in the swinging bar before the arm is lowered placing tension on the trousers 
(specifically baggy knees). Whilst the tension is on the trouser the right hand clamp is tightened, 
when locked down the pressure can then be released from the bar. 


I had mistakenly thought that because there were two legs and two press planks that the trousers 
laid flat, but I can see from the images that the reason for the gap between the press plates is for 
extra fabric at the seams and the pressure is only required at the creases front and back of the 
leg.  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Tatteredandtornmanchester (2019) Untitled (Vintage Trouser Press, without stretch clamp) [Digital Photograph] 
Available at: https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Vintage-Trouser-Press/323825003206 [accessed 8th Jun 2019]

https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Vintage-Trouser-Press/323825003206
https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Vintage-Trouser-Press/323825003206
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AgnesandFrank (2019) Untitled (Watts’s, Cam, Antique, Trouser Press, and, Stretcher, Original, Instructions, Vintage, 
Wooden, English, Iron, Display) [Digital Photograph] Available at: https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing/623929179/wattss-
cam-antique-trouser-press-and [accessed 8th Jun 2019]

Used Pty. Ltd. (2018) Untitled (Circa 1920s Watt's Trouser Press, complete with instruction card...) [Digital Photograph] 
Available at: https://www.facebook.com/usedptyltd/posts/2195899057093175 [accessed 8th Jun 2019]

https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing/623929179/wattss-cam-antique-trouser-press-and
https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing/623929179/wattss-cam-antique-trouser-press-and
https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing/623929179/wattss-cam-antique-trouser-press-and
https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing/623929179/wattss-cam-antique-trouser-press-and


The issues with this style for me is firstly it requires a table, this support would itself provide the 
observer a further object to read therefore even a white plinth or pedestal would infer something 
about the object. Such as to elevate its status, to make it an art object, not just a trouser press, as 
in Jeff Koons’s New Hoover Convertibles, New Shelton Wet/Drys 5-Gallon Doubledecker 
(1981-87) - 5 readymade vacuum cleaners in an art setting presented with appropriated everyday 
lighting (Dan Flavin) as a comment on the concept of “the new”. This isn’t the case with my work, 
but it will infer something, possibly nostalgia, or evoking memory, or agency of the objects 
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Jeff Koons (1981-87) New Hoover Convertibles, New Shelton Wet/Drys 5-Gallon Doubledecker [Five vacuum cleaners, 
acrylic, flourescent lights] (252x137x71cm) [Exhibition] Astrup Fearnley Museum, Oslo. Photo: J. Limond



autobiography. This will be affected by the substructure the table top press sits on and the 
lighting I use.


Secondly, I was not familiar with this style of trouser press, the freestanding style or wall mounted 
type I remember. Most I recall were also plug in. 


The suit I wish to represent is not a betwixt World War area suit but one from my past. Possibly 
evoking the type I wore at work, but also the depression I experienced between now and when I 
was diagnosed with Cancer. The suit is supposed to represent a time past but not a memory 
eradicated nor one that I am immune from in the future. The appearance for someone like myself, 
who is unfamiliar with the device, is one of torture, thumb screws, a rack… also there is the travel 
chest look, with the metal straps. Although interesting I am not trying to evoke this.


Trouser presses of my era look like this. It has a convenient hanger for the jacket and it is 
freestanding. The metal items are brass, and it was sold in Germany, therefore is has a German 
tag, which is a nod to Beuys. 
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vintage-island (2019) Untitled (Vintage Stummer Servant Valet Stand Union Windsor Clothes Stand) [Digital 
photograph]. Available at: https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/173904926984 [accessed 8th Jun 2019].

https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/173904926984
https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/173904926984


I carried out a small survey and most saw that this was: European, circa 1970’s, it reminded 
people of being in a hotel, but being freestanding challenged this assumption. It is clearly an item 
of the past, but it still had the potential to evoke a sense of travel and residing in a hotel. Trouser 
presses are becoming far less prevalent in hotels, other than ones that glorify vintage chic. I also 
think anchoring the piece in time with some kind time associated ephemera could also achieve 
this. I feel that my depression probable peaked when I past the date of my given prognosis, this 
therefore might be an appropriate date to consider in the work. Although this was relatively recent 
(14th Sep 2016) I feel there are ways it can be marked. I have seen artists use watches (Josef 
Koudelka, Czechoslovakia, August 1968 (1968), stopped watches (Anon (Hiroshima Peace 
Memorial Museum), Watch that stopped at 08:15 the time the Atomic Bomb dropped on 
Hiroshima), the calendar (On Kawara, Today Series (1966-2014) where the artist painted the date 
on a canvas in white typically on black (but not always), the date format he used conformed to the 
local conventions on the country where the painting was made i.e. “OCT. 31,1978” for Chicago or 
“13 JUIN 2006” for Monte Carlo; although Esperanto was used if he was in countries where the 
Roman alphabet is not used. When the work was not exhibited it was stored in a bespoke 
cardboard box lined with local newspaper cuttings from the day. The artist recorded the works 
creation, size and the newspaper headlines in a journal (48 in total) and the palette used would be 
added to a 100 year calendar.) Jean Luc Nancy considers On Kawara’s series on time and space 
in his paper The Technique of the Present (1997) where he tries to pin down the present and its 
visual representation in art. The issue I have is not pinning down the present, for example if On 
Kawara failed to complete a painting on the day he started it he would destroy it immediately 
however, I am trying to isolate a time in history from a point in the present, without specific items 
from that time, I am in the situation where I am appropriate objects, symbols, to provide some 
kind of narrative. Whilst clocks, calendars and newspapers can assert chronometric methods, “it 
is [On Kawara’s Today Series] chronomorphic poiesy” (Nancy, 1997, p.3). Amy Elias brings some 
clarity to Nancy’s paper in Chronomorphic Poiesy: Locating the Contemporary (2009) “Presence is 
not a quality or a property of the thing. Presence 
is the act by which the thing is put forward” (p.5) 
which to me suggests that a presence, a specific 
time, maybe demonstrated in art through the 
provision of symbols and/or mechanisms that 
display a given time (a calendar) or things that 
are invariably associated with a given time. So 
for example a lead suit is apart from a style 
which maybe imbued in the making is timeless, 
yet this can be altered with the provision of 
chronological indicators.


I had considered using dust or cobwebs to evoke 
the past, but since this would be artificial and 
generated with the use of an aerosol spray, a 
method that would look tricksy and theatrical at 
best, I discounted this option.  


Fortunately the clothes press valet has a tray for 
ephemera attached, and I’ve considered what I 
might place in it. It is small and one might have 
change in one’s pockets, and for it to be older 
than 2017 but not too old I thought that the old 
pound coin recently taken out of legal tender 
would be on idea; I had also considered foreign 
currency, but this might suggest travel, which I’m 
not looking to do. Fortunately I have some 
pre-2017 pound coins (they were taken out of 
circulation on 28th March 2017). I also consider 
stamps, parking tickets, the old £5 note (which 
stopped being legal tender on the 5th May 2017).
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On Kawara (1981) Today [Digital photograph]. 
Available at: https://www.guggenheim.org/arts-
curriculum/topic/paintings-today-seriesdate-paintings  
[accessed 8th Jun 2019].

https://www.guggenheim.org/arts-curriculum/topic/paintings-today-seriesdate-paintings
https://www.guggenheim.org/arts-curriculum/topic/paintings-today-seriesdate-paintings
https://www.guggenheim.org/arts-curriculum/topic/paintings-today-seriesdate-paintings
https://www.guggenheim.org/arts-curriculum/topic/paintings-today-seriesdate-paintings


10th June 2019 
Over the weekend I’ve been working on the scales, I finished off the brass hook, after visiting the 
forge. 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (heating the brass rod in the gas fired furnace) [Digital photograph].

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (the first bend in the brass rod/hook) [Digital photograph].



Identification of key issues


On completion of the forge work I reassessed the collar / hook interface and the overall 
appearance. The lead washer was the fix I employed to the resolve the step in the profile of the 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (heating the brass rod in the gas fired furnace II) [Digital photograph].

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (the second, contra bend in the brass rod/hook) [Digital photograph].

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (lead washer between the collar and the hook) [Digital photograph].



piece. The next issue I had was the double ring which I had designed to be butting up to one 
another. A solder link between the collars filled the gap and rectify the issue, although this may 
need to finessing. Another problem is the finish, the hook itself is discoloured but not the entire 
length of the hook, it is also dented as part of the process of fashioning the hook on the anvil. The 
filling of the gap would produce excess and solder overrun this will need to be filed, this will 
further effect the surface of the metal. My best solution is to polish the entire set of scales so that 
the colour and finish is uniform, if required I can then tarnish / patinate the metal as I see 
necessary.  
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (brass hook with lead solder infill between rings) [Digital photograph].

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (complete brass hook 
component as part of scales) [Digital photograph].
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (servo slot in the polycarbonate) [Digital photograph].

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (scales atop of the sonar/servo timber) [Digital 
photograph].



I also worked on the polycarbonate, drilling the hole for the scales, and cut the servo slot.

Why did you make certain decisions?


After making the decision to replace the bulls head it initiated a chain of events, the previous 
patination of the brass although interesting and carrying agency of the objects past it was not as 
important as replacing the bulls head. Although the bulls head also has agency, the cast’s 
appearance is like something from a Picasso or Goya print, and in Spain it is extremely symbolic 
of life and death, but here in the UK it just suggests butchery. 


Both the bull’s head and the patination have aesthetic appeal but they are not directly relevant to 
the work, a work that appears as a single piece is more important. The polishing of the brass 
provides a different look, it also provides the basis for other potential finishes, such as gilding. The 
lead ring and the solder infill all help to ensure that the hook appears as part of the finished set of 
scales. The shepherd’s crook is a symbolic object of religious inference (often used by Christian 
bishop’s as their crosier) it is a symbol of care, used to support the fallen.     


What was most difficult?


Technically the cutting of the polycarbonate was difficult, I hadn’t used the material before and it 
came with lots of precautions, some of which I had to transgress, for example, hole should be 
drilled no closer than 40mm of the edge. I had to drill the hole for the scale shaft at 32mm. Also I 
had to use a jig saw to cut out the servo slot, but this had to be done slowly so that the heat 
generated didn’t weld the saw blade to the plastic. 


How do you feel about it?


I am pleased with the final look and it is very useful to see the finished brass work juxtaposed with 
the timber. My initial feeling is that the colour is too close, the natural pine (with filller) next to the 
polished brass doesn’t work. 


What would you do differently?


I plan to paint the timber, however I want to be able to see the wood grain, which means that I will 
need to buy a wood stain or similar product. I have considered using a chalk paint, although I 
don’t want it to have a ‘shabby-chic’ appearance. It might have been a better approach to make a 
set of scales myself, that said the scales provide a gravitas and the rectifications that I’ve made 
make it unique and fitting for the purpose I appropriated it for. The combination of a heavily 
engineered set of scales modified by other engineers and craftsmen to my design, finished by me, 
by hand, is enormously rewarding. The final piece will be a combination of heavy engineering, 
manufacture, electronics, carpentry, design and artisan workmanship in order to bring about a 
concept of my creation.
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11th June 2019 
I learnt the word bier today which is the nomenclature for a coffin stand, and it made me think of 
the wooden monopod I have made for the scales. One of the obvious, literal ways the scales can 
be read is a balance, a means to measure against a standard unit of measurement, such as a 
weight or a way to compare the weight of two objects or sets of objects. A set of scales is held by  
Lady Justice, a statue of whom adorns the Old Bailey in London (amongst many other courts all 
over the world), she is an allegorical personification of justice and her scales signify her weighing 
up the evidence in order to make her judgement and the sword represents her power to enact 
punishment, she also wears a blindfold to symbolise her unbiased approach. The scales go back 
to the Greeks and their goddess Dike, and further back still the ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead 
depicts a set of scales, it was their belief that the dead have their hearts (or souls) weighed 
against the feather of truth. This last myth is recreated (more than once) in the novels of Neil 

Gaimen which have been recreated in 
the TV series American Gods directed by 
Bryan Fuller, most notably in season 1 
episode 3 see also: https://youtu.be/
gSz2jgUBCfQ

 

In the scroll below, Anubis, who guides 
the souls in the afterlife, is represented 
by the god with the black dogs head. 
Initially he holds Hunefer’s hand and a 
symbol of eternal life (the ankh), in the 
next scene he is seen adjusting Ma’at’s 
scales, if the dead if lived an ethical life, 
as in this case, they can access the 
afterlife, otherwise their heart is eaten by 
Ammit, the god with the crocodiles 
head, and all they have is darkness. 
Thoth the figure with the Ibis head (far 
right) records the fate of the dead.  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Bryan Fuller (2019) American Gods (Mr Jacquel, or Anubis weighs 
the heart of a women who has recently died), Season 1 Episode 3,  
[Screenshot].

Anon (circa 1275 BC) ‘Hunefer's Judgement in the presence of Osiris’ in the Book of the Dead [Papyrus] Thebes, 
Egypt (British Museum), London. Available at: https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ap-art-history/ancient-
mediterranean-ap/ancient-egypt-ap/v/judgement-in-the-presence-of-osiris-hunefer-s-book-of-the-dead [accessed 
11th Jun 2019)

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ap-art-history/ancient-mediterranean-ap/ancient-egypt-ap/v/judgement-in-the-presence-of-osiris-hunefer-s-book-of-the-dead
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ap-art-history/ancient-mediterranean-ap/ancient-egypt-ap/v/judgement-in-the-presence-of-osiris-hunefer-s-book-of-the-dead
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ap-art-history/ancient-mediterranean-ap/ancient-egypt-ap/v/judgement-in-the-presence-of-osiris-hunefer-s-book-of-the-dead
https://youtu.be/gSz2jgUBCfQ
https://youtu.be/gSz2jgUBCfQ
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ap-art-history/ancient-mediterranean-ap/ancient-egypt-ap/v/judgement-in-the-presence-of-osiris-hunefer-s-book-of-the-dead
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ap-art-history/ancient-mediterranean-ap/ancient-egypt-ap/v/judgement-in-the-presence-of-osiris-hunefer-s-book-of-the-dead
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ap-art-history/ancient-mediterranean-ap/ancient-egypt-ap/v/judgement-in-the-presence-of-osiris-hunefer-s-book-of-the-dead


For me the scales represent a future with two possibilities, a cross roads, the junction is set in my 
pending future due to my medical condition, a bone marrow or stem cell transplant. My donor is 
allotted (my brother is a close match) and the operations will result in either life or death. Like 
many hospital operations however in this case the probability is 50:50 (due to my age), if I am 
lucky enough to survive there are possible complications, i.e. Graft Vs Host disease where the 
donor stem cells and my immune system vie for control, and collateral damage can occur in 
organs and the digestive system. The hard hitting radiotherapy, which is part of the prep-
treatment for the transplant can also cause tumours. 


Reading extracts from the text by Theodor Adorno and Ernst Bloch Something’s Missing: A 
Discussion between Erst Bloch and Theodor W. Adorno on the Contradictions of Utopian Longing 
(1964) [trans. by Jack Zipes and Frank Mecklenburg] I am at first interested to read how they see 
a change in utopia from being a place, an island, to being a time in the future. They discuss the 
possibility of a negative utopia (of course we know this as a dystopia), and then Bloch asks ‘What 
do I long for as optimal?’ (Noble, 2009, p.52) he mentions architecture, ‘architecture that was 
never built’ (p.52) and this reminds me of both the Russian Constructivist Vladimir Tatlin and his 
tower, but also of Anthea Hamilton’s buttock archway, a doorway design that was never realised.  


Bloch goes on to mention utopias such as wishing for the eradication of death, describing this as 
a folly, but he supports the notion of utopias that desire the eradication of pain, and this has been 
achieved in many cases with medicine furthermore, the woman who doesn’t feel pain came into 
the press earlier this year…(Diamond, 2019, https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-highlands-
islands-47719718) but some pain relating to certain cancers cannot yet be relieved. Adorno agrees 
that there is not one type of utopia, there is no one size fits all. 
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Gaetano Pesce (1972) Surprise!… [marquette] Photograph courtesy of Gaetano Pesce’s Studio. Available at: https://
www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2016/nov/30/gaetano-pesce-turner-prize-andrea-hamilton [accessed 11th Jun 
2019]

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2016/nov/30/gaetano-pesce-turner-prize-andrea-hamilton
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2016/nov/30/gaetano-pesce-turner-prize-andrea-hamilton
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13th June 2019 
This morning Trudy and I went to see Alice at the Portable Foundry in Brandeston. We learnt 
about how to add a patina to our Bronze works.


First the work needs to be heated until the bronzes surface changes very subtly, it becomes very 
slightly matt in appearance, dulling, also as the bronze heats the moisture it takes on is forced out 
and can be witnessed rippling away across the surface. 


We learnt the basics to create the effects we’d desired for our works and the rest can be learnt 
from The Colouring, Bronzing and Patination of Metals: A Manual for Fine Metalworkers, Sculptors 
and Designers (1991) by Richard Hughes and Michael Rowe. 


Once the bronze is heated so that a wet brush sizzles on contact, chemicals can be added whilst 
the bronze’s temperature is maintained with the blow torch. 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (Trudy’s horse boss being heated) [Digital photograph].



To create a classic black bronze, ammonia is used 
(diluted 4:1 in water).

Once the work is blackened all over, it is coated 
with a thin layer of wax, it can then be worked 
back with a cloth, a soft brush, wire wool, or a wire 
brush, depending upon how much bronze the artist 
wants to expose. 


To create a red finish Iron (III) Oxide powder can be 
diluted in water (4:1) and applied to the hot bronze. 
However liquid ferric is also required in order for 
the iron oxide to adhere, so the brush is first 
dipped in the iron oxide and then in the ferric 
solution. On its own ferric produces a brown effect. 
Different patina’s can be added on the same 
bronze and a painterly finish can be obtained, if 
that is desired. 


The Iron Oxide finish is very fragile (essentially just 
being a powder on the surface, therefore we used 
a clear lacquerer spray (from Halfords) to fix the 
patina prior to polishing back. 


The same polishing process is used. However 
other coloured waxes can also be applied to the 
surface such as Black, brown, red, etc (even shoe 

polish can be used). These can then be blended and 
toned down with the Renaissance wax. 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (Trudy’s horse boss having Ammonia applied to the hot surface) [Digital photograph].

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (Renaissance Wax 
Polish) [Digital photograph].



How Valuable was it?



The instruction was very useful and being able to use the Portable Foundry’s kit was ideal. Alice’s 
knowledge and experience was extensive and her ability to impart this knowledge was 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (My Bronze pomegranate with the Iron Oxide patina) [Digital photograph].

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (My Bronze pomegranate with waxes being applied) [Digital photograph].



considerable. Being able to try out different techniques under her guidance has enabled me to 
learn a great deal about the process.


How well did you do it?


The final finish was good if a little too dark. I feel that I may have overworked it due to the desire 
to try all the techniques available to me. However I do not feel that this is an issue as I know that I 
can work the bronze back with wire wool. If I desired I can burn off the wax and start from scratch 
(after using a brass wire bronze on the piece to take off the carbon).


I also started to put my lead trousers together.


I began by trying to make a template, a paper pattern from a pair of my trousers, this seemed a 
bit tricky so I found an old pair that no longer fitted and I cut them up instead. At first I used 
scissors but it was much easier and more precise to use a seam ripper.

When ordering the lead I failed to consider the crotch! Therefore the lead sheet is too narrow, so I 
had to  soldered on a piece to widen it sufficiently.  
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (left rear panel of trouser laid out on lead sheet) [Digital photograph].

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (lead sheet with extra panel welded to it) [Digital photograph].



Once the pattern was cut out the pockets and fly needed to be added. There are two darts in the 
trouser too which still need to be inserted along with the turn ups. The tricky part will be soldering 
the legs of the front and the back together since it would be impossible to turn them inside out, 
therefore I will have to solder them from the inside. Also the medium size iron is too hot to work 
on the edges of the lead, due its thickness, so I need to be careful not to evaporate the seam. I 
shall try to use the small iron at first and if that’s too cool I’ll have to manage the temperature of 
the medium iron by switching it on/off regularly! I’ll have to get a temperature regulated iron next 
time.
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (lead sheet front of trousers (inside) pockets tacked and fly) [Digital photograph].



14th June 2019 
I completed the second ephemeral panel and I noticed that the material is not identical to the first, 
there are slight differences in the weave and the colour of the material, probably insufficient to 
complain (almost certainly within tolerances for the production) but noticeable when the panels 
are stood side by side. This isn’t necessarily a bad thing, and most won’t even notice but the 
second roll is darker and it has a few imperfections in the fabric where the first was white and very 
clean.


The panels are to be used in a collaboration between Trudy and me, we plan to video ourselves 
writing on the panels and watch as the water dries. We are yet to agree on what it is we write, 
whether there is a script or even a theme and whether our text will respond to each others.


What did we do?


We agreed that it would be a good idea to try something, anything, and go from there. So we 
panels were propped up against the shed doors, which seemed appropriate for a trial, also 
because they were doorways. Whilst setting up it started to spit with rain, so we hurried to get 
something going, One camera’s memory card was already full so we adjusted the other. Trudy 
wrote an extract from her dream archive and I made a comment on the rain and then some 
thoughts about time and life expectancy. The text evaporated quickly, the top was starting to 
disappear whilst we were completing the text at the bottom.


Fortunately the rain stopped and we had the opportunity to consider what we’d done…


What worked?


We agreed that the panels worked really well, the drippy text looked great and the evaporation 
was complete and all traces of the text were entirely eradicated. The panels were secure and 
didn’t blow over in the wind which was a concern. The tripods were steady. Having black clothing 
was good planning too as it didn’t draw the eye, so long as my shirt was tucked in.


What didn’t work?


The lighting was poor, being outside a shadow was being cast when the sun shone on the panels, 
when the sun was bright the panels became too difficult to read. 


The texts we put on the panels were not very well considered and unrelated although Trudy’s was 
about here dreams and mine was more like a day dream and about hope but I don’t think that it 
was considered enough.


The failure to set up all the cameras resulted in poor footage from one of the mini cameras and no 
footage from the second DSLR camera. 


What worked and what we should do differently.


When videoing outside we need to consider the lighting changes as the sun goes in and out, 
selecting a position that remains shaded help to prevent cast shadows and fluctuations in the 
lighting levels. 


The consideration of the wind was good, the lead clip worked initially and secondly when we used 
the weather boards in conjunction with the foam feet to clamp the panels firmly this worked very 
well.


We still need to work more on the text or images we apply to the panels, whether these should be 
scripted or otherwise. 


See one of the videos at: https://youtu.be/Oi6ztwzQJ7o 
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https://youtu.be/Oi6ztwzQJ7o
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (ephemeral panels in position after first trial) [Digital photograph].



18th June 2019 
Over the last few days I’ve been working on the balance scales stand. I started by painting the 
post foot grey to match the wooden electronics board, having previously discussing this with 
Matt, we agreed that the original red oxide would draw the eye and create a too complex palette. I 
then assembled the base. The white lime waxed post didn’t look right for the job and so I made a 
second from a weathered post. I had considered cleaning the former and painting it but the wax 
finish would have made this problematic. Shown left the weathered post required some wood 
filling to cover wood worm, removed furniture, and fixings. The base had to be channelled out to 
fit the shoe and the filler sanded back.


I considered the natural oak of the post but although it had weathered to a silver grey colour the 
post became a distraction from the work which is to stand atop of the substrate. Furthermore 
although I enjoy the look of natural materials they are not part of the aesthetic of this piece, so I 
painted the post too.
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (Lime waxed post (left) 
next to weathered oak post) [Digital photograph].

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (weathered oak post in 
shoe) [Digital photograph].



How did I feel about it?


The look of the substructure all painted in grey looks good. The colour also allows for the potential 
to apply a lead surface to the electronics board. This is an option I have been considering, the 
polycarbonate sheet allows the beholder to consider the internals and manipulation of the scales 
but if I preferred the appearance of a lead lid it would also act as a insulant. The lead would help 
to associate the scales with the lead suit, I have also often comments on lead weight, quoting 
Kiefer that it is the only material heavy enough to carry the weight of human history. Lead also 
refers to alchemy and therefore transcendence, furthermore the brass could easily be a base for 
gilding. However this would require a great deal of gold leaf. 


Why did you make a certain decision?


The colouring of the the entire base to provide a unified structure for the scales to sit on is 
important, a variety of colours, textures would I think distract the viewer and cause them to 
consider why oak was used (was it British oak, was it reclaimed oak, etc) or why the base was 
steel painted in red oxide (was it to do with industry, steel manufacturing, etc).  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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (assembled base: unpainted, weathered oak post in post shoe with the electronics 
board)  



Identification of new key questions.


Is it important for the beholder to be able to see the inner workings of the scale manipulator? It is 
important for the work to reference transcendence? Or is the work about a living future? Is a 
reference to weighing up ones deeds throughout life as in the Egyptian myth interesting or is this 
confusing?


Next Step?


Assemble the electronics in the electronics board, with the scales in situ. Consider the 
appearance and potential covering material options: lead, paper, canvas, material, rags…


Braze a clip to the bottom of one of the balance pans for fixing an armature to the servo, reflect 
on materials that can be used to achieve this. When no one is about the pans are to be balanced, 
as people approach the scales tip so the servo swings down 180 deg, therefore the armature 
does not have to be a solid material, it could be extremely light (such as fishing line) or it could be 
a metal rod, both can be tried.


Evaluate different materials for hanging the pans: coloured threads, coloured wires, brass wire, 
copper wire, lead soldered wire, fishing line, etc…


Contemplate the use of a dark wax finish to the base or a darker grey paint…
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (assembled base: painted, post in its shoe with the electronics board mounted atop)  
[Digital photograph].



And for the Lead Suit?


Complete the soldering of the trouser legs, cut and apply the belt loops. 


I have to evaluate the need to lacquerer the lead, this would avoid the requirement to warn people 
about touching the material.


I must also deliberate how to display the suit, I have a few options including: a trouser press with 
fixed jacket hanger, a coat hanger with a metal hook screwed to the wall (although the change of 
venue will impact on whether this is possible), hanging the suit in the air, fold the suit and present 
it on a bedroom chair, use a tailor’s dummy, or a combination of these options.


The important thing here is to consider what the work is about and how it’s presentation 
helps or hinders its reading. For example the damaged jacket presented on a tailor’s 
dummy might suggest that it is about to be repaired, potentially for future use. Also the 
trouser in the press suggests a similar preparation for future use. A combination may 
provide the beholder with an installation suggesting a workshop, repairing the suit in 
readiness for the future. This might suggest the prediction of a future bout of depression or 
maybe that the suit is not about depression but a protective armour enabling the wearer to 
weather a future of uncertainty. Lead is capable of protecting against radiation and toxic 
chemicals, whilst it itself is potentially toxic, much like chemotherapy… But also the jacket 
has been re-purposed, previously it was used to represent depression, its exhibition and 
storage has resulted in the damage. The future for the jacket may be multipurpose, and its 
use may result in side-effects, for example the medicine I inject every week causes 
depression. 


There are also references to Joseph Beuys’ Felt Suit an edition of which owned by the Tate 
was moth eaten in storage.    


Once the suit is assembled (the jacket needs further repairs and adjustments) I need to appraise 
the surface’s appearance. I can alter this using weathering powder, which makes it appear as if it 
has corroded since it looks like lead oxide, or it can be waxed, or left outside to weather naturally 
(although time it short for this to have any true impact).  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19th June 2019 
Description of the Event


Considering items for the final exhibition 1) the diffraction grating spectacles (with LED heart beat 
monitor) 2) the lead suit and 3) the entropic scales.


How well did it go?


Whilst there is an affinity between the utopian spectacles and the other two sculptures, that being 
the theory and impetus into their creation (utopia and hope) the materiality of the works are not 
common. One comment I had received previously during the TBC exhibition/feedback was that 
my shoe sculpture, Das Kapute Ding didn’t appear to be from the same artist as the model gallery 
piece. So I further considered the appearances of the works: -


Entropic Scales 

Materials	 	 Surfaces	 	 Colour

Timber		 	 Painted	 	 Grey

Metal

	 Brass	 	 Polished	 	 Yellow

	 	 Gold	 Lustre	 	 	 Yellow (leaf?)

	 lead	 	 ?	 	 	 Grey

	 Steel	 	 Painted	 	 Grey

Wires	 	 	 PCV	 	 	 Various

Polycarbonate		 Polished	 	 Clear (maybe only substrate and may not be visible)


DO NOT TOUCH


Lead Suit 

Materials	 	 Surfaces	 	 Colour

Lead	 	 	 Dull powdered		 Grey

Wooden furniture	 Polished lustre	 Teak


DO NOT TOUCH


Utopian Spectacles (with heart beat LED) 

Materials	 	 Surfaces	 	 Colour

Acrylic box	 	 Polished	 	 Clear

Plinth	 	 	 Matt (chalky)	 	 White

LED / Electronics	 Various	 	 Various

Card Specs	 	 Matt paper	 	 White/Black text

Film in Specs	 	 Lustre	 	 	 Full spectrum	 	 	 


PLEASE TAKE ONE, AND WEAR IT!


NB the way I intend the beholder to interface with the works is potentially confusing.
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Description of the Event


I am concerned about the longevity of the electronic components, I’ve had a number of failures 
and it seems that although I have programmed in some protection against this by using multiple 
sensors that aggregate a closest distance if more than one sensor fails then the output will 
become unstable. This will cause the servo to operate constantly and potentially cause wear and 
damage to that component too. 


Why did you make certain decisions?


In order to deal with this issue I have ordered extra sonar sensors but I shall not be able to check 
which sensor is failing without plugging a laptop into the Arduino to read the serial link output; this 
is not idea. Alternatively I considered and decided to build a sonar sensor tester, this utilised the 
second Arduino board that I had ordered and some components that I already had at hand. This 
enables me to test the sensors with a battery powered device whilst they are in situ, I can then 
replace the faulty sensors. alternatively I can still plug a laptop into the USB port of the Arduino to 
fault find via the serial port.


What would you do differently?


The components are extremely cheap and therefore unreliable, if I reconsidered the entire project I 
would avoid using these devices which are really only designed for prototype design, education 
and play. 
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21st June 2019 

Yesterday we had a lecture/workshop with William Card and a group tutorial with Susan in the 
exhibition space.


Today I considered the tailor’s dummy which I might use to present my lead jacket. The stand I 
ordered arrived today and I went about rectifying it so that I worked with my other materials. 


What do I have?


The dummy stand is made from a light wood (possibly elm or beech) round based with light wood 
column and a chrome neck. 


This is quite different to the trouser press which has brass metal components and the wood is a 
medium reddy brown, like an english light oak or teak. The options where not extensive when I 
purchased the stand: white, black, light wood, dark wood, or chrome, so I decided that light wood 
would allow me to assess and stain or wax the wood to temper its lightness as required.
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (unassembled round base) [Digital photograph].



I sanded the surface of the wood to remove any lacquerer and enable the take up of wax/stain. 
On the underside of the base I trialed some wax and it seemed to work well so I applied the wax 
to the visible surface. I tried various methods of wax application firstly I used circles but circular 
the streaks remained once the wax dried and looked poor, so then I applied it in larger circles, the 
most effective method was to applied it in the direction of the grain in long thick lines. Once this 
was rubbed back and polished the appearance was natural and similar to the tone of the trouser 
press base. 


The chrome neck also needed attention, I considered replacing it with a brass tube, but I thought 
I’d try painting it with a metallic paint first. I discovered that Montana Gold chrome spray paint 
would provide the best brass effect and I went to Bury to get a tin. I’m uncertain that I’ll be able to 
polish the metallic paint surface, but the effect provided a strong similitude to brass.       


Whilst the effect was good and the paint was touch dry it wasn’t yet hard, and unfortunately it 
took the impression of my fingerprints. I shall wait until it is hard before I assess what I should do 
to the prints. 


I am now please with the appearance of the stand, in that it does not jar or add further tones, 
colours nor extra materials to the work. Once assembled it should be in harmony with the other 
sculptures, however I still have the option not to use the stand and to hang the jacket on the back 
of the trouser press’s coat hanger. I shall consider the pros and cons of the two options when fully 
the parts are dry and assembled. I am still unsure about the tone of grey of the scale base and I 
shall consider this too when it is entirely assembled.  


I next put the scales and electronics together, and if one can isolate the work from the stuff in my 
garage (the only place I had space to assemble the scales at home) the aesthetics are appealing. 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (coloured round base next to trouser press (left) sprayed chrome tube next to brass 
scale components (right) ) [Digital photograph].



The tone is balanced, I enjoy seeing the electronics and wires, although I’m not sure about the 
bolt heads, I could cap these with putty, play-dough, wood-filler, although on reflection I think I’ll 
use lead discs, this will retain the palette and enable access to the bolt heads for future 
dismantling, as required. I remain uncertain about the material I’ll use to hang the pans from the 
arms of the balance: brass wire, brass chains, PVC coated wire (coloured), fishing line, thread, 
tinned wire, cord, hemp string… I need to consider the work and what it is about… the future… 
and utopia/hope.


The polished brass made me think of one of Matt Bowman’s comments that the work is 
polished clean like the slate, its history is not relevant. Also that it is futuristic, being 
polished helps to suggest this, further being polished suggests care, it has been looked 
after. 


Brass wire: suggests art, hanging paintings, brass retains a material unity.


Brass chains: chains might suggest restraint, fetters, shackles, incarceration, slavery… again the 
brass retains a material unity.  


Colour PVC wires: modernity, colours… the material unity is carried through by the wires in the 
deck, the colours could be used it indicate something as previously discussed. 


Coloured threads: worn, aged, old, repaired… the material is natural but not connected to other 
elements of the work. Yet the aesthetic may be appealing, a contrast to the hard brass and wood. 
Regarding the colours used please see above. The fragile delicate appearance of the thread does 
sound provide something which the other options don’t provide… strength weakness, also in 
number. 


Fishing line: near invisible, wires… might reference the top but it is also a material often used in 
art to hang things discreetly. Strange juxtaposition with the brass though.
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (assembled scales (detail - left) assembled scales (from above - right)) [Digital 
photograph].



Annealed wire: new or rusty… rusty would be a strong contrast to the polished brass.


Copper: new or verdigris… the oxide coated one as above, also blue and yellow are good 
contrasting colours.  


Colours: back to the cube (6 wires) 

three primary black and white (De Stij palette)

rainbow

one black one white

all grey


I feel that I need to try the thread out, the delicacy of it is alluring.
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26th June 2019 

Over the past few days I’ve been working on the lead suit and the trousers. I first joined the inner 
trouser seems and then the outer, which was tricky because the material isn’t sufficiently flexible 
to be able to turn it insider out, solder it and then right it, as one would a fabric pair of trousers.


The shape of the trousers appeared a bit dull, but I expected that the belt and darts would 
improve this. I also tried polishing the metal with wire wool, which provide a great lustre and 
altered the look significantly however the lead tarnished overnight so if I wished to retained the 
lustre I’d have to lacquerer the lead, however, I’d already considered this to avoid the need to 
(overly) warn people about the dangers of touching lead (although I’d still do this as the lacquer 
coating cannot be guaranteed. 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (lead trousers freestanding) [Digital photograph].



Pros and Cons of the polished surface 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (lead trousers freestanding, from the inside) [Digital photograph].

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (lead trousers (left) - front  (right) - rear) [Digital photograph].



The suit is about abeyance, waiting but also about being a patient. My waiting for a cure or even a 
potential cure is disabling, either directly through depression (which I alluded to in the original 
jacket’s incarnation) or indirectly through the fear of endangering my chances of a shot at a 
‘normal life’. Having received a diagnosis of leukaemia I remain like a rabbit in the headlights, 
frozen yet desperately looking for a way to reconnect, not unlike the sensation of being paralysed 
in a dream. There is a fear to hope, much like the description in hope theory of ‘false hope’, or 
utopia, ‘pie-in-the-sky’ thinking is pointless whilst ‘blue-sky’ thinking has its place. For too long I 
haven’t dared hope for a future, whilst I fill my time with distractions I avoid reality, and truly living.  
Arguably, real life starts when you leave education, yet I’ve reinserted myself into it with no end 
goal or plan to turn it into something beyond University. I am, like many politicians are accused of 
these days, left kicking the proverbial can down the road.


The only potential cure to my illness lies presently in a bone marrow transplant. A transplant, of 
the kind suggested (myeloablative conditioning), has a 50:50 mortality rate (at my age), assuming I 
survive that there are further risks of Graft versus Host disease, new cancers (caused by the 
radiotherapy), etc that generally result in a 5-years survival of around 30%, so one in three people 
survive the treatment. Therefore there is mileage in kicking the can down the road. The route to a 
cure is dangerous, and a risky thing to hope for. Many people live with cancer, and whilst I have a 
reasonable standard of living this is what the doctors maintain I should do, suck it up and live with 
it. 


So the work is about many aspects of one thing - ‘me’: -


• My waiting for my illness to worsen in order for me to receive the chance of a cure.

• Being a patient, being beholden to attending appointments and maintaining a regime.

• Living in the knowledge that I have Cancer.

• Living with the knowledge that my life expectancy is limited.

• Existing with the suspicion that my illness was avoidable.

• The lead suit may represent a suit of protection against future radiotherapy, I’m repair it and 

getting it ready for its future deployment.


‘Carpe Diem’ is a phrases I first learnt through the Robin Williams movie the Dead Poets Society 
(1989) and although I appreciate the sentiment, the reality of enjoying the time one has left when 
looking into the abyss is, quite frankly, a struggle.  

I then added the trouser top and darts.


 

I then added the belt loops. I’m in two minds about making a lead belt… The polished leads looks 
great! 

PRO CON

It provides a lustred appearance. It is not lead’s natural state. 

It could be seen as a shinning suit of armour. It could cause the lead to thin and weaken.

It may provide the suggestion of a clean slate.

It is not the natural state of lead.

It may help to suggest a poisoned Chalice, both 
dangerous yet appealing. 

It draws away from the original jackets dull 
appearance which suggested depression.

It might suggest ‘polishing a turd’? A utopian 
prospect.
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (lead trousers (detail) - left, rear pocket, and belt loops.) [Digital photograph].

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (lead trousers (detail) - right, rear pocket, and belt loops.) [Digital photograph].



29th June 2019 
I wanted to add something to the trousers having basically finished them I felt that they needed 
more detail, not to help the reading of them, they are trousers, but to ensure that they are read as 
chinos the type of trouser I would wear. A middle class, middle aged, white guy so I added a hook 
and bar and a button. The other thing missing from my bedroom chair is a belt so I made one of 
these too.


The first button was a failure, I bought a copper coloured metal button which turn out to be 
copper electro-plated aluminium cast button, which when I heated it with a blow torch melted 
(wilted) when I tried to straighten it (assuming it to be copper) with a hammer, it disintegrated.

Having reconsidered the method I decided to use a soldering iron to fix the button to the trousers.
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (lead trousers button (detail) - polished for tinning with copper pin I’d planned to use to 
fix the button.) [Digital photograph].

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (lead trousers button (detail) - broken after applying too much heat) [Digital photograph].



I used the same techniques previously employed to make the trousers as I did the belt, I got an 
old belt, cut is up for pattern parts and soldered the parts together.


The old belt came part neatly, unfortunately the length of code four lead I had, which has a great 
patina and was sand cast so the underside’s texture is rough and natural , was too short so I had 
to join to sections. The buckle was copper, so it tinned nicely blending in with the lead. The 
threaded pin I replaced with a copper nail, since the thread was too short for the thickness of the 
lead. 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (lead trousers button (detail) - fixed to the trouser belt) [Digital photograph].

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (lead trousers belt (detail) - leather belt components) [Digital photograph].



The edge of the belt was partly textured, being exposed to the sand cast, but where the lead had 
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (lead trousers belt (detail) - metal belt components) [Digital photograph].

Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (lead trousers belt (detail) - metal belt complete) [Digital photograph].



been joined the cut edge was unsightly. Using the skills I’d picked up with Butley Mills Foundry, I 
used hammered rough sand paper into the lead edge to finish it.


The finish of the belt made me consider the leads finish further. I know that patination oil is 
available to lead, it is designed for roofing and it darkens the lead whilst preventing the oxidation 
of the lead, this cause a lead carbonate to form, a white dust on the surface. I contacted the 
experts, Midland Lead and asked their technicians if there was a product that can be used to 
polish the lead, unfortunately they didn’t know of any since their customers didn’t call for it. Whist 
the patination oil doesn’t polish the lead I wanted to test whether this is possible to polish it with 
wax after the oil had been applied.


I also tried to wax lead that had been polished with wire wool. Wire wool is very effective at 
creating a high sheen but the slightly roughened surface quickly dulls if on treated partly due to 
the enlarged surface area caused by the wools abrasion. I tried an abrasive burnishing 
preparation medium too. whilst I had considered using a lacquerer as we did with the bronze I am 
sure that the lacquerer or indeed any hard dry surface medium would not put up with the flexibility 
of the lead and would result in the surface flaking and peeling. The result of the mircro-crystalline 
wax test showed that the surface did not break down upon manipulation and managed to hold 
together, it also prevented the air getting to the lead and therefore prevented oxidisation. The wax 
did dull wire wool polished surface but not as much as the burnishing cream. The best result 
therefore seemed to be three coats of wax lightly buffed.


I also wish to try clear beeswax which should provide a high sheen.


I am waiting for the patination oil to be sent so I have yet to try this.   
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (lead trousers belt (detail) - edge patination) [Digital photograph].
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Jamie Limond (2019) Untitled (lead patination test (detail) - (right - after 24 hours and a light buff)) [Digital photograph].



2 July 2019 
Over the weekend I’ve been working on the Scales.


I measured the distance from the arm to the pans at 18” and I’ve considered the method of 
attaching a wire to the bottom of one of the pans (solder should work and won’t cause any 
discolouring to the surface, unlike brazing with a gas torch).


However when I strung the pans 18” was too close to the base, it encourage a comparission with 
the centre of the board, and it prevented free movement of the pans so I shorten the strings. I also 
tried a few different methods, I preferred the cotton thread and I tried a few colours including the 
full spectrum verigatted thread I ordered, however this looked too naff, and I felt that the off white 
thread was the most suitable, it reminded me of the medical gauze I used for the lightbox for my 
degree show. 


I then considered the servo and its arm. The arm is long and strong but it had a bright metallic 
blue coating. I stripped this back to aluminium. 


How do I feel about it?


I remain concerned about the connection to the brass pan, soldering a loop seems to the the way 
to go. 


It was worth trying the different options as my a priori expectation proved incorrect.
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8th July 
Having read the material Matt posted on line about the curatorial session this week I have been 
reflecting further on my crit last week. The comments I took away from the crit where around the 
plinths I’d selected, the tailors dummy and the trouser press, generally people seemed to get that 
they indicated a tailor’s workshop, but they couldn’t appreciate why. My intention was partly 
achieved, but unfortunately the dummy and trouser press was seen as objects supporting a 
clothing aesthetic, and not so much their repair and readiness for reuse.  There seemed to be an 
enthusiasm for the lead sculptures, in fact Susan used the term “Sublime!” So I take that as 
confirmation of the workmanship it seems that I just need to concentrate on the presentation. I 
had attempted to make the ensemble of sculpture and readymade …


Feedback:-  
Jane suggested placing the work on the floor, standing it up.

Trudy thought that the change of height of the jacket (from a wearable height to floor) altered the 
perspective, you’re looking down on it which made it more intriguing.

Wendy commented that on the floor she was able to see a lot more detail, the collar and 
shoulders (were much of the scar tissue existed) were invisible due to her statue.

Susan agree that it looked even better on the floor.

Jane recommended using a clear sheet of Perspex to create a reflective surface which might help 
to keep people’s distance from the work.


Practically - The work wasn’t designed as being free standing! Although it does freestand it is at 
risk of falling over. Under its own weight it will collapse and require reforming/shaping. I’ve spent 
the last couple of days considering how I could manage this.


A clear sheet of plastic? Any framework wouldn’t be able to secure to a piece of acrylic, I could 
use poly carbonate but it would need to be thick possible 15mm and this would make it too 
expensive, I know that polycarbonate it extremely strong WRT compressive loading but I’m 
unsure of it’s sheer loading ability, it would also be very expensive. I am also concerned about the 
tripping hazard, Neil suggested during the crit that a plinth would need to be the minimum of a 4”, 
in clear plastic this would show up the subframe... Further the floor is grey (the walls are grey too), 
as it the artwork, so I’m concerned that the work would be lost in the greyness of the space. I 
intend to make the trousers and belt a satin dark grey, these would then present a future, I 
propose to place these on a shallow white plinth (painted in chalk paint), with a clear acrylic top. 
The jacket I will encourage it’s matte, with (carbonate) dusty surface with whitening powder (or 
similar) I shall place this on a plinth of the same dimensions but this plinth with be black (painted 
in blackboard paint) again with a clear acrylic top. The black and white plinths should respect the 
grey surrounds whilst suggesting extremes. I’m unsure about the white plinth, but even given all 
the negativity about the traditional aspect of the white plinth, yet I spotted a similar structure in 
Matt’s presentation, showing - Documenta II (2002) curated by Okwui Enwezor. It seems to me to 
be about what is right for the work, although, as Buren rights, it is difficult to get beyond the 
cultural limits/knowledge (indeed impossible) this can ensure that a work (using non-standard art 
materials) is considered as an artwork, not just “stuff” (Filipoviv, “The Global White Cube” (2005) in 
The Biennial Reader, Bergen:Bergen Kunstull, 2010, p.332). Further the black and white may 
suggest a transcendent narrative, I’m thinking now of The Infinite Mix exhibition at 180 The Strand 
where video art was assembled, one of which was Ugo Rondinone’s THANX 4 NOTHING (2015) 
an installation/performance where the beat poet John Giorgio recites a poem he wrote on his 70th 
birthday, the background and his suit colour alternate from black to white, it is like his closing act, 
he appears like a stand-up on the stage with just a mike, monologging past events in his life. It 
reminds me of Baz Luhrman’s sunscreen and the onstage death of Tommy Cooper!?


Alternatively a brass platform (painted MDF with an acrylic top) might work... it might also be a bit 
naff. 
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12th July 2019 
Ideas of how I can make the work freestanding - Pros and Cons


A wooden structure - it would be bulk and therefore very visible, which is the opposite of that 
which is desired. Although cheap it It would also bring in a new material.


A welded frame armature - I have the skills and equipment, steel would be less visible but difficult 
to make modular, therefore difficult to transport. Relatively cheap.


A copper pipe frame - again I have the equipment, 15mm copper pipe would be visible and it 
would create a domicile appearance, however smaller pipe say 8mm would be less visible and if 
spotted it would not give this visual reading. Copper can also be tinned (plated in lead/tin). 
Compression fittings could be used at the base to secure it to a wooden base. The use of 
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Limond (2019) Untitled (sketch of jacket framework) [Ink on paper, A4]

Limond (2019) Untitled (sketch of trousers framework) [Ink on paper, A4]



compression fittings would enable it to be modular. The pipe might buckle, lead could be used to 
fill the pipe, this would prevent this and provide further support, this would only be required to the 
verticals. Both the jacket and the trousers don’t have the been suspended high in the air, both will 
freestand the structures are being used to steady the works in case they are touched (against 
recommendation). 


Other thoughts 
The shallow plinths are frames for the work, I have considered making them a framework, without 
the MDF. These can still be painted white and black, but their structure would be visible. Given the 
structures strength would be provided by the platform and not the top (both the plastic and the 
MDF would be cosmetic) I’ll make the frameworks first and then decide, both can be obtained 
within 1-2days (cut the size) the painting of the MDF would take a day and another couple of days 
to dry properly. 


1.2m square plinths, 2”x4” planed timber
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Limond (2019) Untitled (sketch of jacket and trouser plinth’s designs) [Plan view, digital image]



16th July 2019 
Today I spent ordering the materials to fulfil the plans above. 


Later I consider the options for the stage’s dimensions.


The upshot of this was to make two stages (not plinths) of the same size 120x90x10cm the 
sculptures would stand square on, an internal 15-8mm frame will support them as although they 
do stand freely (when modelled) they may fall if touched or the stage is accidentally kicked. To 
indicate and encourage the reading that one is damaged and the other newly formed the jacket 
(the damaged one) will be on a black stage whilst the trousers will be on a white stage. 


It was useful seeing the sculptures on the board, the plan to use a square stage was incorrect, it 
reminded me of when my tutor Jane commented on a square cube sat on a rectangular pallet, 
and she felt that the pallet should be cut square. The sculptures although lumpy are not square.  
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Limond (2019) Untitled (14 photographs of jacket and trouser stage layouts) [digital photograph]



I also tried out some options regarding the patination oil and waxes. The belt was polished with 
wire wool and the patination oil was applied evenly with a piece of kitchen paper, as expected this 
caused the lead to darken over a short period of time (shown in the second image).


Microcrystalline wax was applied which removed some of the patination but left it in the low 
spots, basically is increased the contrast of the surface appearance and gave it a very appealling 
lustre. The uncertainty with this is it’s longevity. I shall monitor this over the next few days, as it 
might require re-waxing and further buffing.
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Limond (2019) Untitled (3 photographs of stages of patination) [digital photograph]



17th July 2019 
Dear Susan...

   

…I propose the following: -

 

The lead jacket is to be on a low stage (just 4” and not a plinth!) the finish of the jacket is to 
appear as a dusting of lead carbonate (whist I’d use French chalk as it is non-toxic). It would be 
standing, as it did at the end of the crit, on the floor (with a small structural support of copper 
piping) the staging will be rectangular 120x90cm painted black.

 

The lead trousers and belt will be finished with a lead patination oil and micro-crystalline wax and 
so they will have a lustre. The staging will be the same dimensions as the jacket’s but it will be 
white.

 

I have a couple of uncertainties: -

 

The finishes maybe matte or gloss? The colour black for the jacket (which is corroded and matte) I 
feel should be matte but I liked Jane’s suggestion of a shiny surface below to generate reflections. 
I’ve thought about using a clear acrylic sheet but equally I could use an extruded black acrylic 
sheet. Further I have considered making the stages wooden frame (necessary for supporting the 
copper frame to hold the jacket stable), painting it black and using clear acrylic so that the bases 
frame is visible. Possibly the most flexible option is to build it, paint it and use clear plastic to try 
the options, however I think that black/white acrylic might be better (more committed) than a 
painted stage with clear acrylic on top… this said the clear cast clear acrylic has a high gloss 
finish than the coloured plastics. Another uncertainty is with the hardboards ability to take paint! 
Another option is mirrored acrylic - one silver and the other a dark grey mirror. I shall build the 
frame and paint it prior to ordering any plastic!

 

The white stages finish as above.

 

Regarding the scales...  

 

I have spent the morning dismantling and modifying the servo system, and I wondered about 
changing the lead sheet on top of the scale stand. Presently there is just a slit enabling the servo 
to act on the pans. I’d channelled the wood out for the electronics and I wondered if I should cut 
an opening so that these channels are visible. I’m concerned that I’m over embellishing the work!? 
Actually, below the lead there is a sheet of clear polycarbonate, so I’m unsure how much the 
viewer would be able to see if it was just a slit, I think I’d need to expose the entire channel (so 
that might answer that one!) I plan to place the lead on top without the PC sheet, impressing the 
outline of the routered out timber on to the lead. I can then cut the lead out later if I so desire upon 
further reflection, alternatively the lead will not be permanently marked. 
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Limond (2019) Untitled (plan view of the scales top, without the lead) [digital photograph]



19th July 2019 
Reflections on crit with Jane: -


Consider the viewer, and Barthes’ Death of the Author... (1977) ironically this is exactly what my 
work is about literally, it is about my anguish generated out of being diagnosed with an incurable 
illness. Yet as Jane says whilst this is where it comes from, and this is what I’m trying to 
communicate, it isn’t necessarily what the beholder will read. This depends upon their library of 
experiences and the clues I leave, which may or may not be read by the viewer.


Further consider the mans suit... maybe half of the audience (females) will not have worn one, but 
then clearly they know what one is and know others that have worn them. For example, Jane’s 
father is a doctor, in the evening he would lay his suit in a trouser press for the following day’s 
work in the surgery. So the suit might remind her of a memory with her father. However these days 
suits are worn less frequently, my father would wear a suit on Sundays to church, white collar 
workers wear them to work. These days professionals still wear suits, but other than them, fewer 
people go to church (other than for an event). I used to wear a suit to work but I no longer have an 
office job, so my lead suit which represents my own, old suit, is now rarely worn itself. To me the 
toxic jacket represents the past, when I was exposed to a toxic chemical and became unwell (at 
work) this is very literal. Others will see an old battered jacket, thread bare, ripped, a button 
missing, the other button a cog in a clock, it is made of old lead, it is corroded (covered in white 
dust - lead carbonate) if it is supposed to be watertight (one function of lead) it no longer is, if it is 
supposed to protect the wearer from radiation (another function of lead) it is no longer seal. In 
both cases the jacket leaks. Yet it remains heavy and rigid. It is open as if someone is wearing it 
but it is on the ground, so the person would have to be cut in half or buried (both feet in the 
grave). The trouser & belt contrast the jacket, whilst they are still made of lead, and the wearer 
would be carrying the same burden, they are clean, polished, they are integral, sealed, patched, 
their patina has been applied with an old to prevent corrosion (and the white dust). They carry no 
tears, they are not thread bare. They stand, in a normal fashion, they appear as if being  by an 
invisible man. Although they seem to require some support (with a frame) which is partly visible if 
you look down the legs... what is that? Plumbing? But it’s too small, some industrial piping? 
Instrument control bore piping? (most wouldn’t recognise this). Whatever it is it, it is supporting 
the trousers, holding them up. They share a common platform, which is black (tbc), why black? 
Darkness, the void, uncertainty, where are reflections on the surface which provide new 
perspectives, the platform isolates the object, the platform itself is elevated slightly. As if it is 
floating... out in space? Is it to do with space and time? Or is it a memory or a thought in one’s 
mind? My thoughts always occur and appear out of the darkness not the light. 


The portfolio needs to reflect on where I started, where I planned to go, my journey, where it is 
that I’ve ended up and where it might go forward. 


I started from the tbc feedback wanting to consider hope, I was directed towards the philosophies 
and theories of utopia. I learnt that although there was a clear relationship between utopia and 
hope there is also a tension, and one interpretation could differ strongly with others. I tried to 
concentrate on hope throughout however I was always influenced by my experiences and the 
work ended up returning to a contemplation of mortality and future alternatives. The balance is 
about judgement and time, uncertainty, until one is close enough, and one possible outcome is 
determined, and even then this is not certain (since is can be spun, there are ways things can be 
appreciated). In essence, the work has been generated out of my experience, which is the 
impetus but  it is about the human condition: illness, the threat of death, hope for a potential cure 
and being at a crossroads they are all part of life and our experiences.


Regarding the plinth design we discussed some ideas, one black with one white, using no wood 
(acrylic would not support metal framework without timber) just a frame, a frame with acrylic on 
top, coloured acrylics, mirrored acrylics, glass, acrylic glass, polished edges, etc. We agreed that 
the frame on its own would create too much to look at, stuff which is not part of the work. I’m 
concerned that a plinth, a white platform would be too traditional and although it screams art, as 
with Hepworth’s sculptures which are obviously sculptures, do they need this fact to be 
underlined. As mentioned black suggests to me many things: absence, space, uncertainty... the 
website https://www.bourncreative.com/meaning-of-the-color-black/ suggests that:-
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https://www.bourncreative.com/meaning-of-the-color-black/


“Black is associated with power, fear, mystery, strength, authority, elegance, formality, 
death, evil, and aggression, authority, rebellion, and sophistication. Black is required for all 
other colours to have depth and variation of hue.


The black colour is the absence of colour. Black is a mysterious colour that is typically 
associated with the unknown or the negative. The colour black represents strength, 
seriousness, power, and authority. Black is a formal, elegant, and prestigious colour. 
Authoritative and powerful, the colour black can evoke strong emotions and too much 
black can be overwhelming.


In heraldry, black is the symbol of grief. The colour black can be serious, professional, and 
conventional, but black can also represent the mysterious, sexy, and sophisticated. Black 
is a visually slimming colour for clothing and like other dark colours, in interior design, 
black can make a room appear to shrink in size.


The colour black affects the mind and body by helping to create an inconspicuous feeling, 
boosting confidence in appearance, increasing the sense of potential and possibility, or 
producing feelings of emptiness, gloom, or sadness.


In western countries black is the colour of mourning, death, and sadness. Black often 
represents the emotions and actions of rebellion in teenagers and youth. The color black 
can represent both the positive and the negative. As the opposite of white, movies, books, 
print media, and television typically depict the good guy in white and the bad guy in black. 
In more recent times, the good guy is shown in black to create mystery around the 
character’s identity.”


The decision to go with black is a risk, I want to try other options but a black acrylic would create 
an effect over and above that of paint under clear acrylic.


That said the thought of a black matte paint is also alluring, it is more absorbent more absent...


White suggests: -


“White, an inherently positive colour, is associated with purity, virginity, innocence, light, 
goodness, heaven, safety, brilliance, illumination, understanding, cleanliness, faith, 
beginnings, sterility, spirituality, possibility, humility, sincerity, protection, softness, and 
perfection.


The colour white can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and 
purity. As the opposite of black, movies, books, print media, and television typically depict 
the good guy in white and the bad guy in black.


The colour of snow, white is often used to represent coolness and simplicity. White’s 
association with cleanliness and sterility is often seen in hospitals, medical centers, and 
laboratories to communicate safety. The colour white is also associated with low-fat foods 
and dairy products.


To the human eye, white is a bright and brilliant colour that can cause headaches. In cases 
of extremely bright light, the colour white can even be blinding.


Throughout the western countries white is the traditional colour worn by brides, to signify 
purity, innocence, and virginity. In eastern countries, the colour white is the colour of 
mourning and funerals. In certain cultures, white is the colour of royalty or of religious 
figures, as angels are typically depicted as wearing white or having a white glow. A white 
picket fence surrounds a safe and happy home.


The colour white affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings 
of fresh beginnings and renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing obstacles and clutter, and 
encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.”
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White gemstones are believed to help create new beginnings, remove prejudice and pre-
conceived notions, to see the innocence in others, and to clear emotional clutter and 
silence the inner critic.”


Lastly the same sites thoughts on grey: -


“Grey is a cool, neutral, and balanced colour. The colour grey is an emotionless, moody 
colour that is typically associated with meanings of dull, dirty, and dingy, as well as formal, 
conservative, and sophisticated.


The colour grey is a timeless and practical colour that is often associated with loss or 
depression. Dark, charcoal grey communicates some of the strength and mystery of black. 
It is a sophisticated colour that lack the negativity of the colour black. Light greys can 
carry some of the attributes of the colour white.


The grey colour affects the mind and body by causing unsettling feelings. Light greys are 
feminine in nature, while dark greys are masculine in nature.”


The stage for the jacket is somewhat assured, it is fixed in history, whilst there is an uncertainty of 
hope around the trousers and their presentation. Jane questioned whether one black and one 
white is too obvious… would two different shades of grey be equally obvious? Should they be the 
same colour? I will paint the four sides of the hardboard (which I have for the stage tops): white, 
black, and two shades of grey and I shall test this on Thursday.
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21st July 2019 

I completed the stages, structurally, and I’ve painted the four sides of the high density 
fibreboard in different colours: white, black, and two different shades of grey. The stage 
frames I have painted with grey primer, these can be altered with further paint when I 
make a final decision on the colour.


Today I considered other options than the plumbing 
frame, since the jacket and trousers stand quite well 
on their own, the jacket I suspect doesn’t need any 
support, but the trousers are top heavy and so they 
may still topple. But a full frame would be very 
obvious and unnecessary, I considered flattening the 
15mm pipe forcing an L bracket into the pipe. This 
worked upto a point, the bracket would be very 
secure in one direction but weak in others. I could 
also braze or bolt the bracket into the pipe before 
screwing it down to the stage, but the weakness 
remains in the flattened pipe. In addition the copper 
pipe could be tinned. Alternatively an 8mm high 
tensile steel bar could be used, planted into a hole 
drilled into the timber frame. I tried this out and the 
bar was extremely secure in the 100mm of softwood, 
the bar was extremely strong. This option would 
require an extra piece of wood secured to the frame 
in order for the full depth of the frame to be utilised. 
Another concern is that the steel bar would tear 
through the lead sheet, in order to deal with this I 
bent the top of the bar in to a round. 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Limond (2019) Untitled (drying grey paint on the top of the stage) [digital photograph]

Limond (2019) Untitled (15mm 
Copper pipe with bracket) [digital 
photograph]
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Limond (2019) Untitled (8mm high tensile steel rod in a 100mm wooden 
block) [digital photograph]

Limond (2019) Untitled (8mm high tensile steel rod being heated to 
enable its bending) [digital photograph]
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Limond (2019) Untitled ((left) stage modification (right) rod end bent) [digital photograph]

Limond (2019) Untitled (rod cut to length with angle grinder) [digital photograph]



22nd July 2019 
Now that the options for the trouser stage support have narrowed down to the tensile steel rod 
either vertical or angled to run down the trouser leg. I have decided that the stance should be 
between power stance (man spreading) and not knock kneed, which results in the distance 
between the legs at their ankle hems at 45cm (outside edges apart). A vertical line down from the 
belt band is 5.2cm from the trouser edge.
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Limond (2019) Untitled (trouser support design) [digital image]

Limond (2019) Untitled ((left) steel bar in test piece of wood next to the base (centre) view inside 
trousers with support rod not dressed behind lead and in test piece of timber, (right) view inside 
trousers with bar dressed behind lead and inserted into the base)) [digital photographs]
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Limond (2019) Untitled (Lead trousers on base, using the support stand) [digital photographs]



24th June 2019 
After a great deal of reflection on the scales and the hanging of the balance pans (RJ pp.140-141, 
p.169) I decided to create a strong support for the pans whilst embellishing it with white cotton 
thread. I realised that hanging the pans with thread alone risked them altering their position 
between the three strings and themselves ending up not being level. I considered using knots but 
fishing line and a metal locking ferrel seemed to be the best option, however the aesthetics were 
not quite right the juxtaposition of the materials didn’t respond to not another but jarred. I 
preferred the look of the cotton so I tried using it over the fishing line, and this was successful, the 
ferrel seemed to be the sticking point at first but layers of thread and knots (with the pans secured 
level and at the correct height) was the best policy.


Using lead on the base post


Previously the painted wooden post continued to look like a wooden post, and not part of the 
scales. As with the lead cover for the top I had an idea to lead the post. I’d cut and prepped the 
lead some time ago but had concentrated on other aspects, today I dressed the post in the lead. I 
had a selection of copper nails and I decided on a tack with a large head and sharp shank for 
hammering into the oak (even then some bent). I’d thought about soldering the corners to join the 
parts, I’d left the lead long to cut later. Having nailed the lead to the top of the post I considered 
the look of the lead sheet, it unrolled on to the floor, and I thought it looked great, the lead hanged 
close to the post but it seemed clear to me that it didn’t need soldering at the joins nor cutting to 
length. It reminded me of Anselm Kiefer’s exhibition in 2011 at the White Cube, which I’d attended 
before I even knew who he was, and I loved it. In this photo you can see the work I recalled, 
Alkahest (2009) with the lead spewing out of the bucket. I don’t have this much lead, and I can 
always cut it short later but I wanted to show the materiality, the nature of the rolled lead. 


I also finally united the trousers and the belt, I was unsure if they should remain as separate 
pieces but the belt gave the trousers significantly more interest. I’d provided a darkened patina to 
the belt and the contrasting tones and textures (the belt used sand cast lead) is appealing. 
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Keifer (2012) Il Mistero della Cattedrali [Exhibition] White cube Bermondsey, 9 Dec 2011 - 26 Feb 
2012



What about other readings of the work?


I reconsidered alternate readings of my work, my intention is for it to be read as temporal, as 
being in a position of now, here yet looking back and considering a potential future, a hopeful 
future, not a utopian one that isn’t achievable but a realistic one. Trudy posed a question about 
my scales: - 


Trudy:

“Are the scales vague on purpose? What do you hope the viewer will get from them?”


Me:

“How can scales be vague? I was told that they were literal! ...but what’s in the pans? 
Nothing, which is supposed to be vague, or better still, determined by the viewer, who’s 
causing the scales to tip”


Trudy:

“Empty scales can be to do with anything, how will they know it’s about hope?”


Me: 

“Literally, it’s scales that are balanced and when the viewer approaches the pans tilt. 
Movement is related to time, distance related to space, it’s to do with ‘time and observer 
dependency’ as described by Einstein…


It is to do with a balanced objective at a given distance, when things get close up and 
personal things often change, views become polarised and crystallise. Also looking into 
the future, and the past there is perspective based range of possibilities, yet ‘here and 
now’ can be pinned down (for a given space) still with a given perspective, that of the 
viewer.


I’m not sure that the scales are about hope...? There is the rainbow point, which inspired 
the work... as you approach the rainbow (utopia) recedes, pulls away. One might suggest 
that this requires the scales to act in the reverse I.e. balance when up close and tilted 
from a distance. But then I think it has moved on to do with more about time and space, 
but I guess that’ll depend on your perspective... I don’t actually mind which conclusion 
the work evokes for the beholder.


Well, I think both concepts are relevant. Also I think that the trousers and jacket should be 
either side of the scales, not necessarily adjacent to, but viewable (from a distance) 
altogether (even if other works are in between them)


The three works also regard time, the jacket is the past, the trouser future and the scales, 
the unequivocal present, here and now immediacy, in the moment... which goes back to 
my degree work and the Norns... indeed I could name the works after them.


Urd - would be the jacket (past)

Verandi - the scales (now)

Skuld - the trousers (yet to come)


A prophecy of hope... instead of one of uncertainty as in my degree show piece.


There is a very strong possibility that the work will be seen as political, it has been created 
in a time when we are bombarded with BREXIT issues, Boris Johnson has just been made 
PM, Dominic Cummings (the architect of Leave) is his advisor! Cummings whose strategy 
also involved using electronics to manipulate the masses, Cambridge Analytica’s tactics 
to target typically non-voters via social media to influence them with false truths and post 
truth facts. This is something that I am very interested in so it is sure to be a part of my 
work. The suit with further back up this reading.
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28th July 2019 
I finished the stages in black after considering the alternatives on Thursday in the exhibition 
space. Whilst white was strong a strong contrast I fear that it carries too much art history baggage 
to work in this instance. A reflective black surface was very effective.


The pressure of a name


We are compiling our catalogue and I need to provide text and titles for my work. 


My thoughts include: -


1. The Lead Jacket

Stage 4 
Crisis 
Diagnosis  
Ground zero 
Day 1 
Grief: Stage 1 
Immobilised, angry, and in denial 
Looking back 
Don’t look back 
Retrospect 
Pessimism 
Reality 
“You’re looking really good” 
“You look really well” 
“Looking good” 
“Keep fighting” 
I thought you’d look worse 
You look better than I thought you would  
“No longer fit for purpose” -JRMog 
Half Empty 
Dusk 
Before 

2. The Lead Trousers

Patiently waiting for Juno 
Patiently waiting for a new hope 
Hoping for Juno (Car T cells) 
Hoping for something new 
Hoping for life 
Pushing back stages 
Dialing back  
Remission (stage 2) 
Abatement (stage 2) 
Pushing back (stage 2) 
Fighting back (stage 2) 
Moving forward 
Looking forward 
Prospect 
Optimism 
Hope 
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Is hope enough 
“Like the optimism, Keep on fighting” 
“Keep up the fight” 
“Keep fighting” 
Fighting 
Fighting fit 
“Hopefully” - JRM 
Half full 
New Dawn 
Beyond  

3. The Scales

Determinance of here and now 
Determinant 
Determinance 
The Unequivocal Now 
Unequivocal 
Unequivocation [not actually a word!] 
Unequivocating 
Deus Ex Machina  
...will out 
Truth 
Now 
Space and time 
Here and now 
“Equal” - JRM 
Anyone care for a drink? 
Twilight 
Now 

I have also considered alternative readings of the workand my potential influences 

Temporal/mythic - past, present, future (mythical Norns)

Political - referendum (Cambridge analytica), leave and remain

Personal/illness - diagnosis, prognosis (wrong) death cheated, new future

Utopian - dystopian, utopian, which will win?


My thoughts now return to the conversation I had with Trudy on 24th July about the 
reading of the scales and how they might be read as relating to time. The approach of the 
beholder, their distance and how this translates into movement of the scales are 
dependent upon time through Newton’s the laws of motion and the speed, distance and 
time formula, further to this every action is being analysed in realtime. 
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29th July 2019 
Today I set up my scales sculpture, Unequivocating and I took the black stages to the exhibition 
space. I wanted to remove the shelf above the sculpture and mentioned it to Neil, who insisted 
that I contacted Estates, he then phoned them himself, resulting in me trying to resolve the issue. 
Unfortunately estates were not keen for me to remove the shelf, even given that every barrier they 
raised (no matter how ridiculous) I was able to remove, e.g. 


Sam Philips: “You’ll have to replace the band with new ones as they’ll have stretched” - OK

Sam Philips: “If the pillar’s damaged you’ll have to pay for it” - OK

Sam Philips: “You’ll need a risk assessment” - of course

Sam Philips: “We won’t do it” - it’s OK I can

Sam Philips: “If we start letting people do what we’ll be inundated with requests” - Yes, well, 
you’ve just generated me and my team a load of paperwork, emails, meeting, etc and all I’m 
asking for is permission to carry out a simple job myself, I don’t even want you to do it!
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Limond (2019) Untitled [Exhibition] Waterfront, 29 Jul



Thankfully I was supported by the Dean of faculty, Lisa Wade who has tried to rush this through 
based on my suggestion.


I made some other observations. The plastic box that tidies the cables away is distracting, I plan 
to make a lead shroud to cover this. the felt non-slip feet I fitted to the stages have a brown felt 
which is visible, I plan to colour these black. 
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Limond (2019) Untitled (Offensive shelf) [Digital Photograph]



1st August 2019 
Final Exhibition Big Crit


I collected flyers on the way to University to complete the set up of my exhibition, which included: 
the installation of the cover for the scales’ electronics, placed the lead cable tidy to the rear of the 
scales. Removed the plastic protection films from acrylic stages and stood assembled the suit 
element on the platforms. 


My feedback quotes: 


SB: pool of dark unconsciousness

TR: I love the angles and the reflections

SB: integrity of voracity, even the insides of the pockets.


SB: it really slow... (the scales movement)

SB: the think is, it’s kind of awkward that I approach this from behind.

SB: how are we meant to consider the relationships between them. 

SB: this I didn’t expect - a relationship to artifice. A set of scales remade as something else. Does 
the lead at the bottom of the post cause too much uncertainty. 


The process is available, very little is hidden. 


Matt Bowman has mixed feelings too, the side flaps don’t have the same relationship with the 
floor. 


SB: it’s not cut and dried, the trousers have decoration with a function. The lead surface flaps 
don’t seem to have a function


NS: the material appearance provides a stronger long to the suit. Can the fishing wire be less 
apparent?


SB: I don’t think so, it’s very apparent. It needs to be there and should be visible. I’m not sure that 
the lower flourishes are required. The suit informs and would work without the scales... whilst the 
opposite isn’t true


WB: the aperture of the void and the plinths seem to have a relationship. For me there’s a 
constant state of movement. 


SB: the scales are moved, they are Kinetic. Yet the suit, on the reflective stage instigates a 
movement. This is a specific reference to the missing body. 


TR: They remind me of The War of the Worlds (2005) - the moment before they’re obliterated.


SB: it’s all about absence


MB: overt manner to the absence of the body, nature of the stages they reflect our selves. The 
metaphor is straight forward yet readable. The scales alter this, the body and it’s body that causes 
the scales to move. It almost screams fate, whilst it is overt here (suit) whilst the scales it is more 
complicated to read but that is still there.


SB: the scales are imperial, they have weight, we fulfil the suit (through reflection) whilst the scales 
creates that same absence...


NS: signage!? Sb: let’s put a pin in that.


MB: work in dialogue, who speaks first.


SB: my inclination the suit speaks first then the scales go over there. Consider the entrance. 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Limond (2019) Untitled (NS and scales) [Digital Photograph]



3rd August 2019 
Description of the Event 


We met in the exhibition space to tryout a variety of exhibition layouts after Thursday crit which 
highlighted the absence of some of the work which inhibited us significantly. 


How well did you do?


After a slow start we started to communicate openly and we worked more like a team. It was 
important to try things out in different places as our first thoughts were not always proven to be 
the best option. The scales moved about most around the pillar and then against the wall 
between the loos. The panels housed the scales nicely and made them feel sacred or like a public 
object, accessible by all. However I wasn’t sure about the design of the panels.
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Limond (2019) Untitled (4 ) [Digital Photograph]



5th August 
Following on from last weeks crit I received an email from a friend (Ant Wooding) who sent me a 
photo of my work titled “Mexican Stand-off” the photo showed the trousers and jacket facing 
each other, at a close distance. This was taken at a stage before my most current set-up, but I 
appreciate what my friend was trying to say. The work when facing it’s other half has a tension, 
there is a greater sense of conflict between the two halves. I had shied away from this and rotated 
them so the work stands perpendicular to one another. This felt safer and calmer somehow, this is 
a mistake and I shall revert to the earlier stand-off stance.
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Ant Wooding (2019) “Mexican Stand-off” [Digital Photograph]



Also, whilst driving up to the hospital this morning I considered the reflective surfaces of the 
stages and the base of the scales (painted metal). Susan had accepted the base as is suggesting 
that the works don’t have to have matching bases since they are not associated. She also said 
that the suit works without the scales. Further, when Ant read my catalogue blurb he too hadn’t 
made the association of the scales and the suit; I’d like to address this. To help with this reading I 
intend to install some plastic on the base. In addition to uniting the suit and scales this will serve 
to cover the scratches in the paint on the base. I plan to get two halves that will join under the 
plastic. This will reduce the cost and it will be simpler than trying to cut a slot out of an sheet of 
acrylic. Unfortunately this will not be reflected in the catalogue and leaflet but this last minute 
alteration is, I feel important to make.


To install I shall need to remember to take black sealant/adhesive and black paint (to touch up the 
grey edge of the steel base).
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Limond (2019) Untitled (design for acrylic panels to be fitted to scales base) [Digital image]



6th August 2019 
I have been thinking about the modifications I’m planning to the scales base and I think that I 
might need the missing section between the two scales. There is a strong possibility that this will 
be covered by the lead as shown in previous photos, but with the infill section this becomes 
necessary and reduces options. I have just placed an order for this panel for collection tomorrow 
with the other panels. 


The back panels have been installed, but this has not been as per design, I request this: -


These changes are significant, as you approach the artwork from the side the ends are open, the 
work is inset too far and barely visible. Basically all of the benefits of using the panels are negated 
and the cons are exaggerated. 


Pros / Cons of the panel designs L (left) and R (right)


PRO CON

L: the structure appears to be part of the wall, built 
out from it like a niche or an alcove set in a wall to 
present a worshipful item, shrine like. 

R: the side panels do not return to the wall.  

L: The walls unused paraphernalia is no longer 
visible. 

R: the work is too deep set and barely visible from 
the side.

L: The work is presented forward whilst being held 
in the cleavage of the posts.

R: when approaching from the south side the all of 
the walls paraphernalia is visible.  

R: the posts appear dominate, I think this is  due to 
their depth, but their width may play a part.
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Limond (2019) Untitled (left: design for panels to be installed behind the scales, right: what was 
installed) [Digital image]



I have request that the panels are arranged as per my design before I determine whether or not 
they should stay. It is fair to say that Susan does not like the posts which she termed, ‘bunkers’, 
‘cumbersome’ and overkill’.


It seems to be clear that to some the association between the scales and the suit is not apparent, 
and I’m not sure that the plastic base is going to make much difference. I need to plan for 
alternative  action. The double socket is offensive to me because of the black holes… 
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Limond (2019) Untitled (initial panel setup) [Digital Photograph]

Salter (2019) Untitled (panel setup, incorrectly modified) [Digital Photograph]



9th Aug 2019 
The gallery is finally setup and the work is being displayed to the public with invigilation.


I took some photos and video today for documentation purposes. The task was slightly hampered 
by all of the stuff in the space so I tried to use some panels to obscure this but it turned out the 
changing the angle was more effective.


The best photographs I managed to take were of my reflection, I included one in the video I intend 
to use in my portfolio to demonstrate the movement of the scale in association with nearness: 


	 https://youtu.be/qTh3mjWkRz0 : 	 Low Res

	 https://youtu.be/hCBxSFwWhJI :	 Better

	 https://youtu.be/op40F6-gg_A :	 Best
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Limond (2019) Untitled (reflection) [Digital Photograph]

https://youtu.be/qTh3mjWkRz0
https://youtu.be/hCBxSFwWhJI
https://youtu.be/op40F6-gg_A
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